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By PETER BRADBY I have about 1,000 students. As one
plant the quality of facilities and
(Final In Series of Three) equipment might have been of
higher quality. There could have
been a larger gymnasium and play
ground, thus allowing for more
varied activities.
White and black children live
next door to each other and the
school, speak the same language,
play the same games, learn ,about
the same American heroes and
traitors, but must go to different
schools.
TEACHER.
That analysis reveals that on a
whole. Knoxville's Negro teach-
ers are better prepared than
white teachers. A white in a I e
teacher held the only doctor's' de-
gree in the system at the time
of the report.
SURROUNDED BY NEGROES
On the South East aide of town
the same is true. Mt. V iew
elementary school for whites is sur-
Figures quoted above are only rounded by Negro families. (Many
significant when interpreted: Both whiie families have moved to sub-
white and Negro elementary urban areas. This accounts tor the
schools in some areas are over. drop in white students in the city
crowded. The same is true for schools and the Negro ents)Hoest
various junior and senior high continues to go up.) Negros, ',ass
schools. Some teachers are being this school to get to Eastport i•es.•
overloaded with large c Ia sses eral blocks away.
while others don't have nearly Many Negroes live in the North
enough pupils in any one class. East section, near the Broadway
Shopping Center where Fulton
High school overlooks their homes.
Yet high school children have to
catch a bus and ride to the Sotith
East section of, town to Austin
Actually, money could be saved High.
if officials were already sending A New York Times Survey in
students to schools in their areas, March, 1956, reported: "Although
instead of sending a child to a divided against itself, Tennessee is
Negro school or a white school on headed hesitantly toward desegre•
settlement was reached.
The plaintiffs were Coraine
Smith, Thomas Jenkins and Glenn
Brown. They were represented by
Atty. Anthony S. Sabella, an ex-
pert in labor. relations. The de-
fendants were represented by
Atty, John S. Montedonicog
The plaintiffs had eharged they
were laid off first and recalled
last despite the fact they lied
seniority over white employes.
They accused the company of dis-
crimination against Negroes over
a long period of years,
RECALL ALREADY STARTED
The settlement provides that
they get their jobs back at Fire-
stone in 90 days, that there be
no further discriminatory prac-
tices, that lay-offs, recall, job
openings and job assignments
will be done according to con-
tracts.
Mr. Rowland revealed Satur-
day that "recall of workers has
already begun and is to be com-
pleted in 90 days "
"Since the case was settled," he
said, "four men have started
training on jobs formerly held by
whites."
CHANGE FOR BETTER
Mr. Rowland stated that prior
to the suit there were four sen-
iority lists In each department of
the Firestone plant, which showed
white male, colored male; white
Economic Boycott Rocks Tuskegee Merchants
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Courts May Decide Library Bias
tibrarian Thinks Knox School Integration
Admits Ban Would Be Profitable To Community
NotTheLaw
Knox‘ille's dual public school system, when inte-The courts may be asked to de-
cide whether the Memphis Foblic grated, should make life happier and most profitable for
Library can deny Negroes full use both white and Negro parents, teachers, students, and
if its facilities.
That possibility loom ta
xpayers.ed last week 
after librarian Jesse Cunningham , The 1953-6 Annual Report of The Board of Educa-
said he "acted on the custom thar•tion listed 24 elementary schools
prevails in the community" in de- for whites with 10,474 pupils en-
flying Jesse H. Turner, CPA and rolled. This same year seven Ne-
cashier of the Tri-State Bank of gro elementary
Memphis, the privilege of borrow- schools handled
,ng books from the library. 2,445 pupils. Nine
Mr. Cunningham said Negroes schools had a to'
Lee barred from using either the tal of 5,045 pu-






I located in South
East Knoxville, P. Br
auliy
had 560 students this year. Seven
white high schools handled 5,260
students.
Total enrollments for 1955-56
were 19,1.49, white; 4,216, Negro. 
The School Board approves sites
TAg average daily attendance of 
for new junior and senior high
races was 20,000, w hi ch schools
 and additions and renova-
ant an almost perfect attend- tions
 to elementary schools as the
a f• record. Percentage-wise—
answer to better school facilities.
JESSE H. TURNER
clsrin or the referee:1i' l'ibre, as-
Front and Monroe, e old (*-
sift library,
Both are supported in the main
'public funds although membersthe library board are not ap-
pointed by any public official and
in fact have the right to name
persons to fill vacancies on the
board themselves.
Mr. Cunningham said the board
upheld his decision.
LAWYER STUDYING CASE
However, at week end, Mr. Tur-
ner said he had turned the matter
over to an attorney for legal study
''and it is highly likely" that an
effort will be made to have the
decision challenged in the courts.
Mr. Cunningham said his de-
(See LIBRARIAN Page 2)
For the wages of sin is
death: but the gift of God is
eternal life through Jesus
Christ our Lord.—(Romans 6,
23.)
Even in the full vigor Of
mortal life, a sinful man may
be as one dead, for his soul and
his conscience, all beauty and
kindness are dying within him.
But the magnificent promise is
that through Christ Jesus the
Savior, his still ins; be re-
deemed.
white and Negro pupils have
Maintained the same age-grade le-
vel..
White teachers numbered 642
and the total for Negroes was
138. Records showed normal dif- the other side of town when one
s in salaries, considering is next door to home. This way,
personal qualifications of eacn the City could use all -clatierouna
teacher. Thirty percent of the space more advantageously. n
white teachers have masters de- big school would serve better
grees, while 15 percent of the Ne• than two little ones built back to
groes possessed them. Eighty-one back.
percent of the Negro teaching. Here is an example of this pit-
force had bachelors degrees and fall in a segregated school system:
the white teachers had 61 percent Lonsdale's elementary school f o r
Twenty-four white teachers were whites and the one for Negroes
operating with less than one year are just within a block of each
of college training. THE SAME IS other. Both are relatively modern,
TRUE FOR ONLY ONE NEGRO structures. Together the schools
gallon. Schools in some localities
have complied or say they will
'1f44.141101444)&-AulgOlg Ctsrn
Leader Says Local 186 Cz(7,1 EdDe s iagrnea tt stillne up WHITE t r aaind
Victory Won' Backfire
A steward of Union Local 186, of Firestone Tire and
1 1 Rubber company refuted the assertion published last week
that the out-of-court settlement of the job discrimination
suit may backfire.
Lonnie Rowland, chief steward of Division No. 1, Lo-
cal 186, Firestone Tire and Rub- ! 
ber co., said Saturday: F have full support in his case.
"There's no possibility of back- The case was dismissed recent-
firing in the case because we ly with prejudice by Judge Mar-
have a signed statement from the ion S. Boyd, after the out•of-court
company, the International Union
and our Local union, that dis-
criminatory practices will cease
immediately and that agitation
will not be tolerated from either
side.
WILL GET FULL SUPPORT
"If discriminatory practices
should recur," he pointed out,
"the individual worker will have
opportunity to file suit and will
II1111111111111111111111011111111111111111111111111111111101111111111111111111111111118111111111111161111111181111111111111111111111M11
A Challenge We Must Meet
Ap It goes without saying that an orphanage for Negro
kYldren Is needed and long overdue in Memphis.
Finally a group of interested citizens of both races
have reached the point in their planning where they are
preparing to begin action on the situation. A prime moti-
vating factor is this:, There are SIX orphanages in the
city for white children and NOT ONE for Negroes in an
area where more than 200,000 of the residents are Ne-
groes. That single fact bares a deplorable inequity and
cries out for community-wide remedial action.
. Under the name of MEMPHIS GOODWILL HOMES,
Inc.. a committee of Memphis citizens and a board of di-
Tectors will soon launch a campaign to raise $180,000 to
build such an orphanage. One which the steering commit-
tee (the group which got the program underway) in-
sists be a credit to Memphis. The campaign will constitute
one of the sharpest challenges the Negro and white com-
munities has been called upon to face.
Whole-hearted response, in this area of so much gen-
uine heart-pull, will clearly demonstrate the readiness of female and colered female.
our people, particularly, to accept civic responsibility and That has been changed, he ex-
display willingness to work cooperatively with those who plained. Now all 
departments
think and feel in terms of improved human welfare and 
"have revised seniority lists to
true community progress. 
show only MALE and FEMALE."
Citing another favorable devel-
OTHER BANS LIFTED
Although the sympathies of
Knoxvillians are much in accord
with their Louisville, Ky., neigh.
hors, they have been more hesi-
tant about school desegregation
than anything else. Knoxville al-
most immediately complied w ith
1955 Supreme Court decision ban-
ning segregation in publicly fi-
nanced parks, playgrounds a n d
golf courses,
and bus depots, but no one en-
/ • forces segregation on interstate
passengers since the Interstate
'Commerce Commission's ruling
went into effect on Jan. 10, 1955.
Last year Knoxville Transit
Lines voluntarily announced de.
segregation on its buses and the
COLORED sign has been paint.
ed out. This was during the
Montgomery, Ala. bus boycott.
However, KTL recently threaten-
ed to pull all buses off the streets
by July 15, if the City did not
grant the company an increase in
fares and cuts in service. Knox-
ville's Utilities Commission grant-
ed the request.
Cleavant Derricks, A Chattanoo•
gan, sums up Knoxville's situa-
tion most appropriately in h i
book, "Crumbs From The Mas-
ter's Table." He wrote:
"Every victory is not an accom-
plishment unless it be complete."
Martial Law In Peru
LIMA, Peru — (INS) — Mar-
tial law was decreed in three
southern Peruvian provinces as
railrosi strikes threatened to





' t'e4-"iledn'  ir  July' ' atm:17.500 persons "We in' tl:uldBe ccnvention held at the Baker hotelin Dallas. Accompanying him to
the Dallas meet were Mrs. Dania.
leigh T. Patterson, head of t h •
Owen college business department
Mrs. Dorothy T. Graham, head
of the colleges humanities depart.
CASH AWARD, TOO
At the awarads banquet MN
Crawford received the Gold Plaque
for first place, a merit certificate
Tor the state chapter and another
for himself, a check for $25, a
gold FBLA key and a cuff link
ter of OES which is serving as Expected also are Dr. W. J. Fitz- set. 
,
host. They were promised 98.00 a Mr. Crawford, a Memphian, re.patrick and Mrs. Fitz-
day picking strawberries and ceived the Associate in AppliedShe said that all grand council patrick supreme grand matron,
packing cherries in the Williaros-1 science degree from Owen college.
burg, Mich. area and they found
that they couldn't make that kind 
a fast-growing two-year institution,
of money.
That's why the Hamilton High
sqhool footbal team, numbering
to Williamsburg, recently is hack Gas...A Match...about 33, which chartered a bus
Backed Law, Order
BRAVE EDITOR CITED — A
brave Tennessee white news-
paper editor was honored in
Gatlinburg last week during
the Tennessee Press associa-
tion (white) Summer conven-
tion. Members of the associa-
tion gave Horace Bells (shown
at his desk) editor of the Clin-
ton Courier-News, a standing
ovation for his "brave stand
for law and order under ad.
serse circumstances." The as-
sedation also voted to present
a plaque to Mr. Wells, Dur-
ing the flare-ups In CI t o n
oser the integration of the
local high school, he consistent-
ly called for obedience to the
law of the land.
Eastern Star Confab
Delegates and officials totaling more than 600 from
throughout the state and other sections of the country are
expected to attend the annual sessions of the Rosa Sharon
Grand Chapter of the Order of Eastern Star and the
Hiram Grand Council.
The groups will hold their meet-
ing at 771/2 Market st., headquart-
ers, beginning July 6 and extend-
ing through July 10.
Mrs. Irene Simmons is the
grand matron of the local chap.
officers are scheduled to attend
the annual session.
Some of the top officials ex-
pected are Mrs. Flora B. Swof-
ford, of Chattanooga, national
deputy:. T. C. Mann, deputy in-
spector general of the state; Dr.
and Mrs. B. L. Burrows, of Mt.
OES Parade Set
For July 7th
The Rose of Sharon Grand
Chapter of Order of Eastern Stsr
will hold its Grand Parade Sun-
day. July 7.
The parade starts at 1 p.m. from
Washington Park and will proceed
out Marble at., west to Nichols
st. to Pearly Gate Baptist church
on Nichols, where services will be
held.
On Monday July 8, the OES
will hold a free banquet at its
headquarters, 771/2 Market st. The
public is invited. Guests are ex-
pected from Mt. Pleasant, Tenn.




TUSKEGEE, Ala. — Merchants of Tuskegee said
they were "shocked, surprised and hurt" by the Negro
economic boycott resulting from the passage of legible".
live act excluding Negro voters from the city.
The bill deprives Negroes in the city of Tuskegee of
the right to vote in local elections, 
as well as such city services as the
fire department, water works, pay- ty of which the city of Tuskegee is
hardt, who represents Macon coon-
ed streets and police protection. a part. It would shrink the city
The measure, Senate Bill 291,
was authored and introduced early niiinolgites
thoasnuc2h000propNoretgiornos that the
last month by Sen. Sam Engle- would have no voice in city affairs.
• • Current estimates are that Ne-
groes comprise from 35 to 40 per
cent of the total vote in the city,
The Negro population of the city
is around 27,000, with about 1,009
eligible to vote.
White citizens of Montgomery
last week were forming a caravan
to drive to Tuskegee in an effort
to break the economic boycott.
E. C. Howard Sr., a dry cleaner
operator, said the boycott is "cer-
tainly directed at innocent groups
of people who have helped to build
this town into a respectable and
enjoyable place to live." He add-
ed:
"The economic situation at best
can be described as serious. Some
merchants are already hanging op
the ropes."
Tuskegee Negroes have been
forming groups of trucks and cars
to transport Negroes to shopping





TUSKEGEE, Ala. Leaders of
Tuskegee's honor-system econom-
ic boycott plan are testing the le-
gality of state legislation which if
It becomes law would place al-
most all the Negro voters outside
the city.
They held little hope that Gov.
James Folsom, viho has until July
12 to act on the bill, would veto
it.
Sponsored by State Senator Sam
Englehardt of Shorter, executive Otven Grad,
secretary of the Alabama Associa-
thin of Citizens Councils, the bill
would prevent sonic 400 Negroes
from voting in the city, leaving
about 10 against 600 white voters.
Famed Tuskegee Institute would , w V V•
also be pushed outside the city into w ins Contest
Macon county but President L. H.
Foster said the college would
maintain the same purchasing pol-
icy as in the past.
The boycott docs not tell Ne-
groes where to or not to trade nor
have arrangements been made to
goods and services from only those
who will help rather than oppress
In stating Tuskegee Institute's
position Dr. Foster said the insti-
tution would continue purchasing
as in the past on a basis of ob-
taining quality merchandise a n d
service for funds expended.
Lone Negro,
Tennessee's chapter of tire Fit.
ture Business Leaders of Americ*.
represented by Dover Crawford, jr„
of the Owen college chapter, woe
first place in the National College
Vocabulary contest during t h •
Pleasant, Tenn.: Mrs. Felisia
Southall, grand secretary of the
station Mrs. Dona M. Maddox,
Mrs, Robert Anderson, national
officers who reside in Memphis.
both of Detroit, Mich.
Others are: Mrs. Emma E. Tur-
ner, of Nashville, national deputy;
W. M. Montgomery, grand patron,




The Mississippi Presbytery of
the Cumberland Presbyterian Gen-
eral Assembly lost in its effort to
obtain approval of a segregation
proposal lest week.
The Mississippi Presbytery rec-
ommended that integrated in-serv-
ice training for ministers be stop-
ped and that the service be re-
placed with a segregated program.
The General Assembly turned it
down. ,
In another significant move, the
assembly referred to the Commit-
tee on Higher Education a sug-
gestion by the Logan Presbytery
that Bethel college (Presbyterian
supported) be racially integrated.
Jobs Flop For
Hamilton Team
and will attend Drake university
this fall.
ping caravans. 
. sixth annual convention at Dallas.either import goods or form shop
What the civic association Is do. 
Mr. Crawford, who graduated
l' nsger. vGI n
gC.asGoamn ileldiouncaetxiopnlaiannedd, inis. had won the state vocabulary 
re-
from Owen with honors in June.
formative body and encouraging 
lay last March in Murfreesboro,
intelligent civic and political ac- 
Tenn. to gain the opportunity La
carry the ball for the Tennessee
titott". • chapter.
Boom! 5 Hurt
Roosevelt Woodson, 55, of Wil-
son, Ark., knows now not to strike
a match in a room where butane
worked only a day a,nd a half gas has been used as a spray.
after arrival. He said that Airing Last Thursday afternoon, Wood-
that time they picked all of the son decided he wanted some rest
strawberries ready for market.
This, of course, meant that they
were out of work. The money they
earned had to be spent for fond,
leaving them nothing.
UNWISE TO STAY
Mr. Boyce jr. explained: 'We
were promised work packing cher-
ries in about two weeks. However,
we felt it would be impractical
to stay o,n there since we would
not be earning any money before
the next job opened. So, we came
(See JOBS Page 2)
in Memphis now a bit disappoint.
ed over their experience.
Calvin Boyce Jr. of 1396 .Tameg
at., a 1957 graduate of Hamilton,
told the Tri-State Defender Mon-
day that the members of thin team
from the mosquitoes which pes-
tered his family at night. So, hi
got some butane gas and spray-
ed his cellar with it.
Night came and with it a threat
of heavy rain. Woodson took his
four children into the cellar with
him. He settled down and drew
a cigarette from his pack. The fa-
ther didn't get a chance to smoke
the cigarette, because the moment
he ignited the match there was an
explosion. He and his four chit.
dren suffered serious burns.
Worthy School Needs Help
One of the state's and the nation's most outstanding
adult educational institutions is appealing to the public
for funds to keep its doors open.
The Highlander Folk School, located in Monteagle,
Tenn., has for years held a high position among educa-
tional institutions of the nation for 
the calibre of work it does among to much criticism from many
adults. Situated in the mountain- Southern segregationists.
ous areas of Tennessee., where
marked illiteracy existed among
the populace, the Highlander Folk
School developed a unique pro-
gram of adult education to meet
the situation. Its success attract-
ed nation-wide attention.
An outstanding characteristic of
the school's administration has
Let's gird ourselves to work together to fill this need. opment, Mr. Rowland said that been its liberal attitude in matters
t'n face this challenge with dynamic action which will now "Negro men and women are pertaining to race and the prog-
%Me us the goal sought of $180,000 quickly. . permitted to seek any job in the ress and education of the Negro,
1111111111111111M111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111111111111111111111111U111111111111111111M11111111111111111111111111MME Firestone Plant." 
This attitude exposed the school
TEACHERS SACRIFICE
This opposition of the segrega-
tionists took many forms a n d
brought about some adverse de.
velopments. After 20 years the In-
ternal Revenue Service of the U.
S. government wrote the school's
heads that contributions are not
deductible from income tax on the
basis that Highlander does not
qualify as an educational organi-
zation for tax-exempt purposes.
Therefore, $47,000 in gifts made.
by various philanthropic founda-
tions on a tax-exempt basis are
now held in suspension.
Highlander teachers are forego-
ing their salaries, and merchants
of the Monteagle community are
standing by in support of t h e
school.
One spokesman for the school,
Myles Horton, writes: "There is
little question that Highlander will
ultimately regain its tax exemp-
tion, but action on the appeal will
probably be slow in coming.
While the foundations have not
withdrawn grants, Highlander may
be paid the funds subscribed. We
are prepared and eager to cut ex-
penses to the bone and to contin-
ue our programs, but individual
contributions meat be doubled to
provide even a minimum budget."
In a cothmunication to the Cont.
missioner of Internal Revenue in
Washington, Highlander's Execu-
tive Director, Malcolm S. Knowles,
wrote: "I feel secure about ex-
pressing the opinion that High-
lander Folk school is one of the
most widely known and respected
adult educational enterprises in
our country. It has cut out for it-
self one of the most difficult of
educational objectives — that of
making a constructive contribu-
tion, through educational proces-
ses, of human relations in t h e
South.
"This is an objective shich
could not help but draw criticism
from certain parts of the Southern
population, and Highlander has not
been spared some such attacks.
But all educators who have been
watching the Highlander experi-
ment for over 30 years marvel at
how effectively Highlander haa
been able to use educational pro-
cesses. . .in contrast to the usual
defensive over-reactions — in
meeting these attacks."
NEED IIELP
In the public appeal for funds
to help the school over the pres-
ent crisis, Mr. Horton said, "The
wonderful people here discussing
integration in their southern
communities have enough prob-
lems of their own. We are shar-
ing our troubles with you.
"We must turn to those of yeti
already interested in Highlander.
We have found all other avenues
closed. Please, even it you have
already contributed, do what yes
can now."
Contributions, Is cask eb•ek,
or money order, should be mil








' Appointments of principals for
four Negro schools for the 1957-58
school year were approved last
week by the Shelby County Board
of Eduction. Joseph Simmons was
promoted from a teacher at Gee.
ter to principal at Arlington; John
Hill, from principal at Arlington
to principal at Gilfieid; Mrs. Ka-
tie Coopwood, from teacher at
Fullwood to principal at Hockory
Hill; and Mrs. Odessa Roberts,
from Hickory Hill principal to as-
sistant principal at Geeter.
Columbus George Gets 15 Years
Columbus George, 71, received a a roofing hatchet at 303 S. Lau-
15-year term in the penitentiary derdale. He claimed she hit him
last week, when a Criminal Court first with a hammer in an argu•
fury found him guilty of killing ment over another man.
his girl friend, Billie Cook, 39, with
On Sit-Down Strike Too Long
DETROIT — Waiter P. Reuther,
head of the United Auto Workers
Union, said last week, at the an-
nual convention of the National As-
Colored People (NAACP), that,
gociation for the Advancement of
!•We need,the courage to tell both
Ran And Foug
James Ousley, 21, of 547 Con.
eord, an employe of the city sew-
er department, was held to the
State in City Court last week on a
charge of attempted burglary. A
white housewife, Mrs. N a dine
political parties they should be
ashamed of their shoddy efforts
on civil rights. . .the people in
Congress have been on the long-
est sitdown strike in America. .
80 long years in not enacting full
civil rights legislation."
ht, But Nabbed
Brown, of 586 Alabama, told po-
lice someone was trying to force
her front door. Officers found Ous-
ley reportedly hiding in shrub-
bery nearby. He ran and fought
to avoid capture.
Two Sent To Reform School
*No boys, both 16, and both with
long delinquency records, were
sent to the reform school at Pike-
ville last week by Judge McCain
One had been fighting. The oth-
er burglarized a grocery. Previous
'Blacked Ou
,"Trouble at home" that kept
Guy Lee Hibbs, 35, of 177 yr. Mc-
Xellar, truck driver, from sleeping
at nights, and led to his taking
sleeping pills, along with being
subject to epileptic fits were given
as explanations for his part in a
cases according to Juvenile Of-
ficer Moxley. Several other boys,
between 11 and 17 years of age
were given uspended sentences
for delinquent acts.
I' At Wheel
' car-truck accident which resulted
in the death of one person and
the injuring of three others last
week. Bibbs said he "blacked out"
at the time orthe collision on city
streets. He was charged with sec-
ond degree murder.
Facts Everyone Should
Know About July 4
! By EDGAR T. STEWART-
I recently met some high school.
graduates who didn't know why
we celebrate the Fourth of July.
This issue is due out on the fourth.
There may be a few other per-
sons who don't know why we ob-
serve the holiday. Here's the rea-
son for the celebration.
On July 4, 177O, the American
colonies of England declared them-
selves free of England and an in-
dependent nation. They had talked
the matter over for four days. On
the fourth day (July 4) the grape.
vine was saying, "They will sign
today,"
The old bellringer sat in the bel-
fry of the state house waiting (or
word to ring the bell if they sign-
ed. He sat there hour after hour.
His little grandson sat on t h e
staircase waiting for a signal to,
relay to his grandfather. "W i 1 /
they dare?" asked the crowd.
"Hurrah!" said the Whigs. "Dis-
graceful", said the Tories.
Soon the door from the r oo m
where they were meeting opened
and a representative stepped out
and told the boy to tell his grand-
father to ring. The old man rang
away and kept on ringing. That
is why we call that bell the Liber-
ty bell. The people shouted, had
peracies, bonfires, etc. Post riders
dashed away on horseback to
spread the news.
CURIOUS FACTS
Three of our presidents died on
the fourth one took sick on the
fourth and died several days later.
A fifth one was born on the fourth.
John Adams and Thomas Jeffer-
son who were constantly fight-
ing each other politically, died on
the same day, July 4, 1826. James
Monroe, father of the Monroe Doc-
trine, died July 4, 1831. Zachary
Taylor took sick July 4, 1850 and
died several days later. Calvin
Coolidge, originator of the saying,
"I do not choose to run," was
born July 4, 1872.
Nashville Gardeners
Give Flower Show
"All through the House It's '
June" was the theme of the flow.
er exhibit of the Linnaeus Garden
club held recently at the beautiful
suburban home of Dr. and Mrs.
Hubert B. Crouch of Haynes
Heights in Nashville, Tenn.
Throughout the entire home
pretty and novel bouquets of flow-
ers gave the setting a n atmos-
phere of gaiety and delight. Of
Librarian
(Continued From Page 1)
cision was made on "custom" and
not law. "There is no law, city,
county or state, that I know of
that would have prevented its' he
explained. ,
There is a library branch for
Negroes on Vance ave. but it in
no way duplicates the offerings of
the main library.
Mr. Cunningham said that "the
library assistant there, if she knew
what the borrower wanted and
that he was a person really try-
ing to do something and not try-
ing to make a scene, would get
the book and have it for the bor-
rower.
TIIE TRUE PICTURE'
The way this works in prac-
tice is that a person desiring to
use a. book not at the Vance
Branch can request the book. If
It happens to be Thursday, the
day the weekly trip to the main
office is made, the book, it it
is one to be loaned, can be at-
cured immediately.
If it happens the request
is made, say Friday, it would
be a full week before the book
could be secured unless some-
one at the branch found time to
make a special trip to the main
library and brought it back.
Most libraries do not, except
In rare instances, lend reference
books.
Mr. Turner, a native Mississim
pian who has lived in Memphis
since his discharge from service
in 1946, wants a card so that he
can use the library books and per-
iodicals and also wants his two
children to have access to t h e
children's dapartment at the li-
brary.
ROSE TO CAPTAIN
A LeMoyne college graduate,
Mr. Turner received his masater's
degree in business administration
and public accounting at the Uni-
versity of Chicago. He entered the
Army as a private and was dis-
charged as a captain after service
in Italy with the Armoured Corps.
Mr. Turner gave this account
on the reception his request for
use of the library brought:
On dune 15 we went to the main
library and asked the lady at
the desk for a library card and
was told they would have to go to
the Vance branch. She said she
would not put this in writing. She
refused to give her name.
'CAN'T SIT DOWN'
She said she was in charge that
day, that Mr. Cunningham h a d
gone fishing. She said they could
not sit down and she could not let
them read any of the books there.
She said she couldn't let them sit
down, either.
This was on a Saturday and the
following Monday Mr. Turner went
to see Mr. Cunningham. He told
him he would like to secure a card
and would like for his children]
to have access to the children's
department.
He said the librarian asked him
his name, address, how long he
had lived in Memphis, the extent
of his education and other ques-
tions. Then if he was at the li-
brary with'another person on Sat-
urday.
THE PATERNAL VIEW
- Wheh the reply was yes, Mr.
Turner said Mr. Cunningham ask-
ed if he then was the insolent one.
When he denied being insolent, he
said the librarian told him he
would take the word of his assist-
ant.
He said he sought to find out
what he did that conveyed
the insolence charge but was left
with the answer that he was the
one who did not wan; to leave the
library.
Mr. Turner said the librarian
then went on to tell him about the
Vance Avenue branch and all he
had done for it over the years
and complained that Negroes do
not use the branch library as they
should.
Ile said the librarian told him
he was too intelligent a man to
come there seeking a card, try-
ing to break dotvn the custom.
USED LIBRARY BEFORE
When Mr. Turner revealed that
he had used the reference library
on other occasions (Mr. Cunning-
ham sail they cannot use it) he
MRS. ZELDA W. MOSLEY,
graduate student, Texas South-
ern university School of Busi-
ness, receives the 1957 UREA-
Smead award from Dr. Thom-
as F. Freeman, sponsor of the
TSU Honor Society. The award
Is presented in recognition for
"outstanding achievement as a
student in Business Educe'
Lion" by the Smead Manufac-
turing Company in cooperation
with the United Business Ed-
ucation Association. Mrs. Mos-
ley received the B. S. degree
in Secretarial Science from
TSU in May, 1955. She is the
daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Milton Wilson, Houston, Texas.
YWCA Offers Training
In Public Speaking
A six-hour Speech Seminar for
persons interested in public speak-
ing will be conducted at the Vance
Avenue Branch of the YWCA by
Mrs. Russell B. Sugarmon, jr., an-
nounces Mrs. Addie Owen, YWCA
reexecutive sectary.
The seminar will include lessons
in expressions, oral recitation and
ways of delivering speeches. They
will be concluded in two-hour ses-
sions at the YWCA on Tuesday
night, July 9, Thursday night, July
11 and Tuesday night July 16.
All sessions run between 7 and
9 p.m. Cost of the course is $5
and it is limited to members of
the YWCA. Membership in the Y
is $1.50. Men as well as women
are invited to participate.
Mrs. Sugarmon was a language
major at Wellesley college in Mao
sachusetts where she made Phi
Beta Kappa. She has been serv-




The North Mississippi Education
convention will observe the second
appreciation service for the bene-
fit of the Baptist Industrial college
at Hernando, Miss., June 28-30. Fi-
nancial goal of the venture is $10,-
000.
Services on Friday will be spon-
sored by the young people of the
convention. A special oratorical
contest will be held Friday eve-
ning with speakers from each dis-
trict. The contest is scheduled for
7:30 pan.
nit will be held oh the grounds
of the campus and that night, Law-
rence Merriwether, an alumnus of
the college who has established
himself as an accomplished solo-
ist and artist will be presented
Saturday night.
DR. KEEL SPEAKER
Special speaker for Sunda y
morning will be Dr. William A.
Keel, director of Negro work for
the state of Mississippi and pres-
ident of the Mississippi Baptist
Seminary of Jackson. lie will be
On Saturday, Alumni Day, a pie. beard at 11:30 a.m.
Special speaker for Sunday aft-
ernocn will be Dr. Guy Bellamy,
of Oklahoma City, Okla., director
of Negro work for the Southern
Baptist convention. He will be
heard at 2:30 p.m.
Each member of the conven-
tion is urged to register with p
and officers with $10.
Rev. N. A. Crawford is presi-
dent of North Mississippi Educa-
tion Convention, and Rev. C. Thom-
as Paige, is president of the Bap-





special interest was the divider R. S. Anderson, (2) Mrs. J. W. said the man sought to find 
out riampton institute,
between the living room and hall Adkins who had served him.
leyan Univesity. She was librari- uary, 
1952, manager of public re-
i 1 .
which were found eight differ- He said Mr. Cunningham said 
an at Clark before coming to Ten-1 
lations services in March, 1953.
ant arrangements against a back- to his knowledge the only Negro 
!lessee State. A dedicated student.
ground of black velvet. lobsThe judges for the occasion
were Dr. Fred E. Westbrooks, Neal (Continued From Page 1) for qualities of dependability, Co.WIcAlpin and Dr. M. F. Spaulding ' ' the facilities after it was learned
for the horticulture section, and hack to Memphis." he was colored, operation, and loyalty.
Mrs. W. H. Grant, Mrs. G. C. El- Kennel Ven on member f The Negro branch of 
the library
der and Mrs. E. Perry Crump for
the arrangement division. 
s ' a  a does not carry professional period.
. the custodial staff at Haan'iton ical,.
RIBBON WINNERS was in charge of the boys. Boyce 
Winners of ribbons included the : Wynn was slated to follow the 1 More than 85 per cent of U. S.
following: Horticultural Division: team to Williamsburg but het passenger miles in 1956 were by
Annuals — (1) Mrs. Helen Rose, - didn't arrive before the team de- private automobile. In 1920 it was
(2) Mrs. W. F. B. James, (3) Mrs. parted for Memphis. I only 13 per cent.
ers, (3) no award, (4) Mrs. H.
B Crouch; Niche arrangements—
(1) Mrs. C. W. Ewell, (2) Mrs. R.
S. Anderson, (3) Mrs. J. W. Ad-
kins, (4) Mrs. W. F. B. James;
Low table arrangements — (1)
Mrs. Wm • L. Crump (2) Mrs. J.
L. Powell; Small arrangements (1 )
Mrs. Wm. L. Crump, (2) Mrs.
W. R. Greenfield; Fruit and-or veg-
etable arrangements — (1) Mrs.
John Driver, (4) Mrs II B
Crouch: Perennials — (1) Mrs. W.
F. B. James, (2) Mrs. E. B. Cole,
(3), Mrs J. W. Adkins, (4) Mrs
R. S. Anderson; Roses — (1) Mrs.
W. R. Greenfield, (2) Mrs. J. L.
Powell, (3) Mrs. H. L. Meadors.
(4) Mrs. E. B. Cole; Fella tle plants
— (1) Mrs. H. B. Crouch, (2; Mrs
E. 1. Sasser,(3) Mrs. Helen Rose.
(4) Mrs. W. R. Greenfield; Flow-
erine plants — (1) Mrs. H.
Headers, (2) Mrs. Jchn Driver.
Or Mrs. George R. Brothers, (4)
Mrs. S. I.. Powell.
ARRANGEMENT AREA
In the Prrangernent division win-
ners were awarded as follows: For
ma/ arrangements —(1) Mrs. Mel
en Pnee. (2) Mrs. H. B. Crouch
Informal arrangements — (1; tle
Mrs H. I, Meadors and Mrs E
L. S , (2) Mrs. G. B. Broth- ,
to use the, reference library was
a person who was thought to be
white and he was denied use of
ARTHRITIS'
If you suffer from heartburns, indigestion, gas or sour
stomach, arthritis, rheumatism, ICING SOLOMON will
prove to you why it is so far superior to any other prod-
uct on the market today for these ailments.
TRY KING SOLOMON
BONTANICAL MEDICINE!
Guarenteed Relie, in 7 Days
or You' Money Refunded
POST OFFICE BOX 2383 - DeSOTO STATION
MEMPHIS, TENN., OR CALL WH 6 4416
OR CALL - SUPURBAN DRUG WH 8-4576
NASHVILLE — "Steps of the
good. . .are ordered by G o d
Himself," said Rev. L. L. Haynes
in euoloeizine Miss Collye Lee
Riley, Tennessee State university
library faculty member last week
Final rites for Miss Riley, native
of k'orest, alias., woo succumbed
in a Nashville hospital to a six
months' illness, were held in the
Clark Memorial Methodist church
where she was a member. Presi-
dent W. S. Davis and Dr. William
J. Simmons, university minister.
participated. Remains lay in state
at the church prior to the service.'
Burial took place in Sherman Hill
Cemetery, Forest, Miss.
Miss Riley, who was associate
professor of library service at the
University, earned her degrees at
Clark university, Atlanta, Ga.,
an flhi
her scholarship performance was
rewarded by a Rosenwald Scholar-
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24 HOI R RFR% II IS
Chrysler Gets New
Public Relations Man
DETROIT — C. E. Row, admin-
istrative vice president of Chrys-
ler corporation, has appointed
James A. Baubie, Director of Pub-
lic Relations.
He will assume responsibilities
formerly carried by James Cope,
who relinquished the post of vice
president-public relations when he
was appointed vice president of
Corporate Market Planning.
Baubie joined Cope's staff in
June, 1951, became manager of the
company's Press Information Ser-
vice with its establishment in Jan-
Await* Presented To
7 NAACP Branches
DETROIT — NAACP briibehes
in Detroit, the District of Co-
lumbia, Philadelphia, Atlanta, Mi-
ami, Montgomery County (Md.)
and Palo Alto (Calif.) were award-
ed prizes here tonight for out-
standing civil rights work on the
local level in 1956.
The seven branches as well as
three state units of the NAACP
received Thalheimer Awards, pre-
sented each year by the Associa-
tion's national office. The state
units awarded prizes were those
in Kentucky, Virginia and West
Virginia.
Presentation of the 'wards took
place during the NAACP's 48th
annual convention, which opened
on June 25. The convention will
close on June 30.
First prizes went to the Wash-
ington, D. C. and Detroit branch-
es and the Kentucky State NAACP.
The Washington unit won first
place in the category of branches
without paid personnel and the
Detroit unit in the category of




The Washington branch w a s
cited for a variety of accomplish-
ments. These included raising its
membership from 3,953 in 1955
to 9,656 in 1956, winning a legal
case which resulted in a munici-
pal order opening amusement
places in the District of Columbia
to persons of all races, obtaining
changes in employment policies
in the Civil Service Commission,
uncovering discrimination in t h e
General Services Administration
arid presenting these findings to
the President's Committee on
Government Employment Policy,
and conducting a year-long insti-
tute for parents, teachers and stu-
dents on scholastic achievement
and other matters arising from
school desegregation.
The Detroit unit was cited
among other activities for obtain-
ing a membership of 18,316 and
setting an all-time high record
for branch fund-raising with a
gross income of 93,707.60, and for
bringing about a policy change in
the local police department so that
mobs no longer are permitted to
congregate around the property of
Negro families who have moved
into formerly all-white neighbor-
hoods.
Accomplishments for which the
Kentucky State NAACP was singl-
ed out included sustained work for
public school desegregation which
played an important part in initi-
ating integrated classrooms in
many districts of the state; legal
action which resulted in decisions
that Webster County must offer
a school desegregation plan effec-
tive this September and that a 12-
year desegregation plan proposed,
by the Hopkins County school
board was not suitable; success
in opening to Negro patrons lunch
counters in ten-cent store
throughout the state and hotels
in Louisville; and employment of
Negroes by General Electric




Second prizes were awarded to
the Montgomery County, Md. and
Philadelphia branches and the Vir-
ginia State unit.
The Montgomery County group
obtained police protection for a
Negro family when attempts were
made to burn their home, discov-
ered that signatures to a petition
FEMALE HELP WANTED
Women Sew Easy Ready-cut Wrao-A•
Round Aprons Home. Earn 826 It Doren,







" WHERE /011(S Oaf YOU
Gil PRMRCNI141.
SERVICE"
NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot
'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS
As Low As $50 Down
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves
C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR
Open 'Til 9 P.M. • FA. 4.5557
pruesting assignment of Negro
students to a formerly all-white
school were not those of parents
It school-age children, 'succeeded
in having the school board employ
several Negro teachers, and ob-
tained the opening to Negro pa-
trons of several theatres and a
lunch counter.
Among activities of the Phila-
delphia branch were legal cases
preventing extradition of a couple
to Florida, opening a restaurant
to Negro patrons, clearing the
record of a worker who had been
suspended and &fused his back
pay, and obtaining warrantt
against three policemen for bru-
tality; bringing the first Negro
players to the Philadelphia Ball
Club, and giving financial assist-
ance to a needy student of the
University of Pennsylvania.
RAISED $40,000
The Virginia State NAACP car•
ried on a state-wide program to
increase registration and voting;
raised $40,000; secured 23.000
members; and took additional le-
gal action in the Prince Edward
County Arlington and Charlottes-
ville school desegregation cases,
as well as legal action in school
cases in Norfolk and Newport
News.
WEST VA. STATE, ATLANTA
The only third prize awarded
was given to the West Virginia
State NAACP. The unit was cited
for accomplishments which in-
cluded work "without fanfare" for
school desegregation throughout
the state, legal suits desegrega-
ting schools in seven counties, suc-
cess in obtaining considerable
teacher integration, and a legal
judgment on behalf of Negroea
employed by the C & 0 Railroad
resulting in a $30,000 award to
adjust wage differentials resulting
from 40 years of non-promotion
and other discriminatory prac-
tices against Negro employees.
Honorable mention awards were
bestowed upon the Atlanta, Miami
and Palo Alto branches.
Among activities for which the
Atlanta branch was cited were in-
creasing its membership; defend-
ing the Association from attacks
by the Georgia State Department
of Revenue as a result of contempt
charges brought by the state at
torney general against the branch
and national NAACP officers; and
Obtaining agreement by Lockheed
Aircraft Corporation to start an
apprentice program, upgrade Ne-




If you are not afraid to talk to
people, I can show you how to
snake $100 to $200 a week.




Between 8 A.M. and 12 Noon
a 1,
A
JUDGE CARL R. JOHNSON, f
Negro municipal judge elected
Kansas City, Mo., delivered
commencement address at Je
Academy, Nashville, Tenn. An
A. A. C. P. board mem
Judge Johnson won a place on
Kansas City bench in city
elections of 1955.
clerical jobs.
The Miami unit increased
membership, took action which
suited in police capture of c
burners, instituted a legal suit
desegregation of schools in D
County, aided in a recreation s
sponsored a suit to end segre
tion in buses which was resol
in a verbal opinion by a fede
judge declaring city and at
transportation segregation unc
stitutional, and conducted a s
cessfull community action p
gram.
The Palo Alto branch cord
ed a registration and voting c
paign, arranged meetings
candidates for public office on
il rights issues, investigated
ployment discrimination in t
community, worked with t
school board in selecting
books without racially deroga
material, and urged non-disc
ination provisions covering
lag and employment on Sta
University properties being




KARACHI — (INS) — Pa
stan's International Airlines T
day night corrected its earlier
roneous report that a missing
3 airliner had been found with
24 persons aboard alive and w
A spokesman said the pl
14 hich vanished Monday o
flight from Chattanooga to Da























YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line, MADAM BELL In back after a
long time of being away and at last she is
back to stay in her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
in bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read life to you just as she would read an open book.
Tell you why your Job or business is not a success. If you have *
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
Line, on the way to Hernando, Her home is 2 blocks below
where she use to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
I all times. (She never had an office In West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
off at !Mite Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW 1.4AY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours I a.m. to II p.m.
Readings Daily. Open on Sundays
I don't make any home rolls or answer any letters. Ile Owe
































































































































by L. Alex Wilson
EDITOR, TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Common Courtesy Toward Negro
In this community as well as
others in the South there are a
number of white citizens who have
wan a measure of respect from
Negroes.
The attitudes of these whites to-
ward the Negro and his aspiration
for complete emancipation range
from liberal se conaervative. Gen-
erally speaking these selected
few of tile majority race are well-
intentioned, a n d enlightened
through education and experience,
or both.
&That brings us to the point of
W Piece. Why do a number of
tam tend to offend intelligent
Negroes when it comes to com-
mon courtesies? Is their action de-
liberate, as a result of deeply in-
grained customs and mores, or is
it thought to be acceptable'
For those readers of the white
race who sincerely desire to avoid
putting ''their foot and their
mouth" in contacts with Nearoes,
we would like to suggest the fol-
lowing:
I. In using the word Negro,
avoid like a plague the pronunci-
ation NEE'-grah, accent on first
syllable. Pronounce il Nee-GRO'
With accent ont last syllable. The
NEE'-grah pronunciation is taken
by our people as a bungling or
compromised version of the word
Nigger, dictionaries notwithstand-
ing, and resented.
2. When speaking to a Negro
•=aldience or to an average citizen
Mr color refrain from telling (un-
HONOR STUDENTS at Hee.
derson Business college (in the
night class division) for t h e
sitting quarter which ended on
May 30 are, first row, left to
right' Miss Gladys Prete, Mrs.
Dorothy Pryer and Miss Mat-
tie I,. Drumwright. Second
row, same order: Mrs. Viareln.
ia Glover, 'Mrs. Wilma E.
Miss Aurelia Rieman
and Miss Dessie Edwards.
Third row: Miss Ruby Jean
Davis, Calvin Jackson a n d
Miss Cora Lee Berkley. They
are taking executive secretar•
ial and higher accounting cour-
ses. Ilenderson Business col-
lege is accredited as a two-
year business school by the
Accrediting Commission f o r
Business Schools.
Some 700 Trees Now On
Flowering Tree Trail
The City Beautiful Commission]
has been sponsoring the Parkways
"Flowering Tree Trail" in coop-
eration with the Memphis Park
Commission, since April 1956.
In a period of eighteen months
ever 700 trees have been planted
on Parkway, Poplar to Rive
rside '
Drive. The trees are planted in
drifts of three, five and seven, fol-
lowing a landscape plan furnished
by the Commission. The fund now
stands at $500 with planting to be
continued this fall. 'rhis will com-
plete a "Flowering Trail" of Dog-
wood and Crabapple trees around
our City, Pink and White Dog- '
woods were already planted on
Riverside Drive.
The trail will be extended to
Audubon Park. Fifty-one white
dogwoods were planted in Ovefrton
Park in memory of Mrs. E. H.
Crump, near the bronze statue of
our late civic leader, Edward Hull
Crump, sr.
Mrs. W. Jeter Eason, City
Beautiful Chairman has announc-
ed that any dedications or memo-
rials to Negro citizens may be
planted on the grounds of their
Parks or Schools.
City Beautiful Commission has
a tree bank account, all funds are
used for the purchase of trees or
replacements. Planting and main-
tenance is furnished by the l'ark
Cominission. A record is kept at
City Beautiful office, and names
of donors, and those being honor-
ed or memorialized published. It
Committees Report
At Civic Club" Meet
The 26th Ward Civic club met
at the residence of Mr. and Mrs.
Burl Clark of 1191 Cannon St. The
meeting was called to order by
the president, Prof. E. t,. Wash-
Lord Chesterfield's suggestion on burn who announced the agenda fine work accomplished in winning
courtesy in his "Letters" is well
put, lie said: "Do as you would
be done by, is the surest method
of pleasing."
If a white cannot live by that
yardstick among Negroes of today, the secretary. Mrs. Buret Clark.
then his sincere friends among The reports of different commit-
our people will be lea:, indeed.
less certain same will be taken
in good spirit) such stories as "I
was reared with Negroes," "A
good old colored Mammy roared
me." or "I have alwrys thought
colored folk wonderful:' Though
no offense may be intended. the
average thinking Negro is suspic-
ious of whites who spout off in
such a manner. Such defensive
verbal position has been exposed
many times as pure and simple
sham and farce. The new Negro
is asking for not one iota more
than any other American citizen—
first-cla ss citizenship and the
courtesy and respect which go with
it.
3. Be wary of the use of the
phrase -you people" when addres-
sing an audience, and otherwise.
Constant use of the phrase during
yank given address or conversa
tion has a tendency to engender ill
will for the speaker.
4. And finally, of vital import-
ance is the fact that resentment
is mounting in Memphis among a
large number of Neeromi aalinst
whites who refuse to respect Ne-
gro womanhood by using the pro-
per titles, Mrs. or Miss when ad-
dressing or referring to them.
Prayer Alone
Last week Gov. J. P. Coleman
of Mississippi, said in a nation-
wide television program, -Meet
The Press," that many Negroes
In his state are not ready yet te
exercise the franchise.
What he really meant was that
With the percentage of Negroes in
his state being almost the same
as that of whites, the white citi-
Won't Do It
zens here are afraid they will lose
political dominance if the Negro is
granted the full use of the ballot.
As he talked I was reminded of
the hue and cry set up in our
country over the Merited and brut-
al treatment imposed on citizens
of Hungary, Czechoslovakia and
the suffering endured by thousands
under the mailed fist of the Nazis.
tees were made.
The committee on decoration
and selection of the queen and
princesses for the City Beautiful
Parade was commended for the
for the evening and proceeded the 1st prize of $10. Mesdames
with the regular business. Matthews, Anderson, Speight, and
Washburn constituted the decorat-
Mrs. Mary E. Adams, chaplain,
conducted devotion. The minutes nag committee'
of the last meeting were read by 
PRESIDENT HONORED
The secretary, Mrs. Clark read
a beautiful birthday card for the
president's birthday and presented
him with a beautiful token from
And here in these United States, the Club,
the most wretched of the 48 sets A letter from the Mayor was
itself up in defiance of the consti-
tution and the Supreme court
smiling pathetically about same.
One is tempted to beseech:
"How long, Oh Lord, how long?"
The answer appears clear: Jus-
tice won't cotne thru prayer alone
but with the marshalling of moral,
ethical, political, economic and le-







Mars an anxious young bride at the left and she's
had Mother over for a hurry-up session with the evening meal.
That sizzling steak isn't exactly her first meal but she isn't quite
sure whether it's going to be rare, medium, well done or just plain
burned. One thing she's sure about is that the meat is good because
it came from NATIONAL. NATIONAL starts with better beef
that is scientifically corn fed, properly aged, U. S. Government
inspected, graded, cut and trimmed the exclusive NATIONAL
'value-way." So, no matter what our anxious young bride does
with that steak, she had a good piece of meat to start with and
there's every chance in the world that every bite will be delicious,
especially with the added assurance of a little expert advice from
Mother. Hundreds of thousands of young homemakers have learned
about meats and meat cuts From buying their meats at NATIONAL.
That's how Mother got started
and it's no wonder that daugh-




read suggesting that we consider
the Mayor's Report of May 15.
1957, delivered to the city-aide
Cotton Carnival luncheon.
Mrs. Mattie Durham expressed
thanks to the host and hostess for
the lovely repast and an enjoyabl3
evening.
Mrs. James Kneeland, reporter.
PV Grid Clinic
• Set For July 17
NATIONAL
FOOD STORES
Servile yes how ... saving yes morel
The round steak you Luy at NA
TIONAL is practically all lean meat
Very tender excellent when broosen
ccr when ground for patties or
meat loaf.
4,4
Oseke juicy porterhouse. probs.,/
by folks wiser know beef best, truly
the "champagne of shooks"! Note
hew line grained and well oserrbled
with fat this NATIONAL port*,
hecrs• is
PRAIRIE VIEW, Texas—Prair-
ie View A&M college's annual
coaching clinic will feature on its
staff such athletic names as Coach-
es "Slinging" Sammy Baugh, John
Steber and Wayne Miller of Hard-
in Simmon, Doyle Parrack of Ok-
lahoma, and Fred Long of Wiley
college.
Scheduled on July 17, 19, the
clinic will stress fundamentals in
football and basketball and will
also be staffed with two success,
ful high school coaches and niem-




ATLANTIC CITY — One of the
largest June weekends was exper-
ienced by the Liberty Hotel last
weekend.
Many people were turned away
because of the Jack & Jill Yrnith
Conventions.
June broke all records at this
well-known resort hotel especially
in regards to honeymooners. All
newly-married couples are entitled
to the hotel's special honeymoon
plan when reservations are made
in advance.
Reservations are coming in very
fast for July and the entire sum-
mer promises to be a great one.
Among the many celebrities at
the Liberty were Emlen Tunnell
and party of the Giants profession-
al football team, Mr. and Mrs.
Brown of New York, James Biddle
Woods of Baltimore and Major







— Cary Middlecoff, considered the
chief American threat for the
British Open golf championship,
shot a none-too-impressive 75 in •
the first of two qualifying rounds
at historic St. Andrews,
Middlecoff, 1956 U.S. Open king
and loser in a playoff this year,
played the par-71 "new" course.
He will switch to the more dif-
aicult "old" course, site of the
championship proper beginning
Wednesday, for the second quali.
fying round.
Both defending champion Peter
Thomson, seeking his fourth
straight British title, and Frank
Stranahan of Toledo, Ohio, former
British amateur champion, had
7Is — Thomson on the old course
and Stranahan on the new.
The qualifying rounds will re-
duce the field to a maximum of
100 for the start of the 72-hole
championship play, with a fur
ther reduction to 50 coming at the




KANSAS CITY, Mo. — Mayor
H. Roe Bartle headed city officials
and civic leaders who attended
funeral services for Dowdal II. Da- I
vis, general manager of T h e
Call, Monday. morning, June 74, at
the Grace and Holy Trinity Epis-
copal Cathedral, 13th and Broad-
way.
Mr. Davis died suddenly early
Friday morning, June 21, in Co-
lumbus, Ohio, where he was at-
tending sessions of the National
Newspaper Publishers association.
More than 500 persons were pres-
ent to pay their final tribute to the
newspaper man, city police com-
missioner and president of the lo-
cal Urban League,
The Rev, Birney T. Smith, rec-
tor of St. Augustine's Episcopal
church, conducted the services
assisted by the Rev. E. C. Mal-
colm, chaplain for the pollee de-
partment. More than 30 uniformed
police officers attending the serv-
ices in addition to top police of-
ficials and fellow members of tho
police board. Forty members ot
The Call staff attended, sitting in
a body.
Burial was in the family lot at
Independence, Kas., Mr. Davis'
birthplace. Eight cars carrying
friends from Kansas City accom-
panied the body on the 200-mile
trip to Independence.
Active pallbearers were: Reuben
H. Benton, Percy M. Caruthers,
Lyman Field, Clifford M. Spotts-]
ville, Earl D. Thomas and Thom-
as A. Webster.
Honorary pallbearers were mem-
DOWDAL H. DAVIS
hers of the Beta Lambda chapater
of the Alpha l'hi Alpha fraternity,
Theta boule of the Sigma Pi Phi
fraternity, the Midwesterners club,
representatives of the Beau Brum-
mel clot), the Heart of America
Golf club, the Paseo YMCA board













was found impractical and expen•
sive to mark trees, and the Park
Commission requested that the
maintenance be kept nominal. A
wrought-iron sign has been erect-
ed at East Parkway and Poplar,
marking the trail.
A plat plan of trees with num-
bers will be prepared and kept
at City Beautiful office. Anyone
wishing to locate a tree memorial-
izing or honoring a person may se-
cure this information at City
Beautiful office.
Those wishing to donate trees
may mail a check or money order
to City Beautiful Commission, 247
Washington. White Dogwood trees,
$2.00, Pink Dogwoods and Flow.
ering Crabapples $2.50 each.
Mrs. Eason urges all citizens
to work together to make Mein'




LONDON — (INS) — The Pol-
ish press agency has announc-
ed that Poland is being drown-
ed in alcohol.
"The plague of drunkenness"
In the Comnuinist country "is as-
suming frightful proportions,"
the agency reported Sunday.
It added that alcohol consump.
thou has increased by 100 per
cent since 1954.
TRI-STATE DEFENDR





Sold Out Civil Rights
Chairman Meade Alcorn of the
Republican National Committee
has charged that "Senator Wayne
Morse (D-Ore .I and a hand of self.
of Kansas City.
Individuals named as honorary
pallbearers acre:
Gov. James T Blair, Sen. Stu-
art Symington, Hon. Richard W.
Bolling, Mayor H. Roe Bartle,
George L. P. Weaver of Washing-
ton, D. C.; Roy Wilkins, N e w
York; Joseph Lacour of New York:
Lester B. Granger, New York; Li-
onel Hampton, New York; Dr. Ar-
thur Logan, New York; Frank L.
Stanley, Louisville; L. Tirown, jr.,
Detroit; Elliot A. Draine, Den-
ver; E. Frederic Morrow, Wash-
ington; James N. Freeman, Jef-
ferson City; Arthur E. Pullam, jr.,
Jefferson City; Frank L. Kelker,
Cleveland.
Maj. E. Frank Ellis, Everett P.
O'Neal, Howard E. Sachs, William
H. Young, Judge Carl R. John-
son, W. Franklyn Clark, R. Roe-
tell Mansfield, Reed T. Gentry,
John W. Oliver, Girard T. Bry-
ant, W. R. Tillmon, Dr. Franklin
D. Murphy of Lawrence, Kas; Ha-
rold Robbins, Wendell A. R o b-
bins, Douglass L. Doty, Leonard
Pryor, Morris D. Ilerndon.
Chief of Police Bernard C. Bran-
non, Maj. Don Bishop, Henry Fox,
jr., Rabbi Samuel alayerberg. Hen-
ry Fox, jr. and Capt. Clifford
Warren.
LONDON — (INS) — The reve-
lation that famed Italian artist Pi-
etro Annigoni used a London show
girl to pose in the nude for a pot--
trait of Princess Margaret is ex-
pected to touch off a new contro-
versy in Britain.
Annigoni disclosed Sunday that
his model is beautiful Georgina
Moore, 19, a brunette. She posed
in the nude as a "stand-in" for
the Princess.
Georgina, who did the posing in
Annigoni's studio last week "wias
not informed that she was depu-
tizing for the Princess.
Annigoni said:
"I didn't think there was any
reason to tell Georgina. She is
my" model for other painting as
well.
styled 'liberal' Democrats who
have been hoodwinking minority
groups for years showed their
true colors when they sold out
civil rights for Southern Demo-
crat support of the Hells Canyon
Da m ."
"Two Senate votes tell tile
story," Alcorn said.
"Six Northern Democrat 'lib-
erals' joined with their Southern
colleagues in voting to bottle up
the house-approved Civil Rights
Bill by sending it to the Senate
Judiciary Committee whose chair-
man is Senator Bastland of Mis-
sissippi. They are Senators Ken- '
nedy, Magnuson, Mansfield, Mur-
ray, O'Mahoney and Morse, five Of
whom were co-sponsors of the
Hells Canyon bill.
"A DEAL?"
"The following day these Sen-
ators were joined in support of
Hells Canyon by more than a doz-
en anti-civil rights Southern Dem-
ocrat Senators, five of whom had
in other years voted against Hells
Canyon. Obviously, there was a
deal to swap off civil rights for
Hells Canyon.
"When it came to a choice be-
tween free-wheeling New Deal
spending and civil rights, the
Northern Democrat 'liberals'
chose spending.
"This is an object lesson in po-
litical double-standard morality
The people who were sold out will
not forget it."
SIMILAR FIGURES
lie explaintd that he wanted a
girl with similar proportions to
the Princess, one "who knows how
to keep still while I paint."
"Who is better than a stag*
nude1" he asked. "She's trained
to keep still."
Annigoni said: "Georgina poses
in draperies. She stands patiently
in positions I cannot possibly ask
of I'rincess Margaret."
Annigoni said the portrait of
Margaret, which the Queen Moth-











McDonald - Rhonda Fleeting
FASTEST GUN ALIVE
Glenn Ford _I  Crain
Friday and Saturday
DON'T KNOCK THE ROCK
Little Richard
Rill Haley & Comets
RUMBLE ON THE DOCK
James Doren - Louis Baia
Sunday - Monday - Tuesday
THREE VIOLENT PEOPLE
Charlton Heston John Seel*
HOT ROD GIRL
Lois Nelson - John Smith
Cartoon Every Night






All we distill is Kentucky straight
bourbon.
We know that bourbon of the finest
quality requires choice grains. That,
all we use. We know it calls for the
greatest skill in distilling. The men
who guide the making of Ancient Age
are the most experienced in the indus-
try. And it takes lots of time. That's
why we wait six full years for careful
aging to bring the quality ingredients
to their peak of roaturity.
And to safeguard the uniform qual-
ity of Ancient Age, we distill it at one
place only...at the Ancient Age dis-
tillery in Frankfort. Kentucky.., the
heart of the bourbon country.
Nothing has been spared to make
Ancient Age the greatest bourbon of
them all. We invite you to try it to-
night. After one taste, you'll under-
stand why we can make the challenge:
"If you can find a better bourbon...
buy itl"
tidal e




Sat., July 6, 1957
by HATTIE HOUSE
sT. ANDREW AME
The St. Andrew AME chuscb
was the guest of Union AME
church of Little Rock, Ark.. Sun-
day. The grand opening of the
beautiful new sanctuary was the
Joyous occasion. Rev. H. Ralph
Jackson of St. Andrew delivered
a dynamic address entitled "Good
News." Music was furnished by
the choirs of St. Andrew. Approxi,
mately 125 Memphians attended
the celebration.
Topping Sunday's agenda at the
St. Andrew AME church will be
commencement exercises for Va-
cation Bible school. Many prohd
Parents and friends are expected
to witness this beautiful and well-
planned affair. Mrs. Lucille Haw-
thorne w11 be in charge.
Communion will' be administer•
ed other services of the house of
worship. Presiding, of course, will
be the pastor. The No. 1 and 2
) choirs will furnish the muaie.
OLIVET BAPTIST
Speaking in the stead of the
, pastor, Rev. E. W. Williamson, at
Olivet Baptist church, Sunday, was
Rev. F. G. Lewis. Rev. William-
son is taking a well-deserved vs.
cation.
Evening services at the church
were spotlighted by a Missionary
Rally. A program displaying the
talents of the membership was the
main feature. Interesting, indeed,
were the clear and concise ex
planations of various scriptures
of the Bible.
ST. JOHN BAPTIST
A successful Missionary Day en-
abled its devoted workers to smile
and give thanks for the accom-
plishment of their Christmaa Fund
goal. All auxiliaries of the Mis-
sionary participated on the pro-
gram.
, "Nevertheless" was the thought.
provoking message for the day.
The pastor, Rev. A. McEwen Wil
llama, delivered it.
Sunday's worship at the house
of reverence will be regular. Com-
munion will be administered.
ST. STEPHEN BAPTIST
Rev. A. D. Bell, pastor of Mt.
Pisgah, Cardova, Tenn., was the
guest minister at the St. Stephen
Baptist church, Sunday. His ser-
mon was "Love.
A musical climaxed the Day's
service.
Highlighting Sunday's worship ia
a program sponsored by the Sen-
ior Mothers' Board. Mrs. Mary
Lewis will he the principal speak-
er. Supplementing her anticipat-
ed address will be a number of
solos. Rendering the solos will be
Mrs. Willie Steers, and Mrs Elms
Adams. Mrs. Loudella Addison
will introduce the charming speak-
er. The president of the Mission-
ary Society is Mrs. Cells Blade.
SUMMERFIELD BAPTIST
A forum was the main feature
of the Missionary program at
Summerfield Baptist church, Sun-
day. LeMoyne College students
made up the panel.
The musical at 7:30 p.rn, cul-
minated the worship.
Services at the church, Sunday.
will be regular.
Rev. Leon Brookins is the pas-
tor.
CONTESTANTS — These ace
four of the 10 contestants in
the Baby contest being spon-
sored by the Foote and flea-
horn Homes tenant association.
Baby in inset is ltecila Smith
of 364-J S. Fourth St. Others,
Won't Squeal On Friend
A 33-year-old man is in serioui„
M.R. Coombs Aids Liberty
Church In Dream Come True
l By ADOLPH SLAUGHTER
"A dream come true" is the
eloquent expression of sentiment
end satisfaction by the Rev. A.
Patterson Jackson and 3,000
members of Liberty Baptist church
tath and South Parkway, as they
worship in their new church.
' This half-million dollar build.
Jog represents much more than
just the completion of a modern
religious edifice, but is a triumph
over adversity and disappoint-
ment, over financial and contrac-
tual setbacks which at one time I
threatened to scuttle the entire
'church building program.
' But on Thanksgiving Day, 1956,
'The Rev. Mr. Jackson and mem-
bers of the church and community
had reason to be proud. For on
that day they moved from their
old church at 56 E. 46th at. into
their glass and stone edifice on
South Parkway,
I M. R. Combs of M. R. Coombs
& Associates, church development
counselors at 1411 S. Michigan,
bad equal reason to be proud.
For in this church, which must
be cited for quiet beauty obtained
through simplicity in design, its
two most colorful and outstanding
features are the seats and the
Pulpit, installed by the Coombs
Organization.
It is really obvious that this sub-
lime effect could hardly have been
achieved had not the architects
and church development counse-
lors planned it this way.
No paint is used on the walls
and the interior. Thus the varia-
tions in color had to come from
the materials used in the church
construction and the color or hue
of the furniture installed.
In a church whose basic over-
tones are light grey, the color of
the stone blocks in the ceiling,
and tan, the color of the pulpit
furniture. M. R. Coombs exhibit-
ed great skill in selecting maroon
seats with cream colored sides.
The contrast is magnificent. The
effect is electrifying. And while
the Sunday morning worshipper
cannot fail to be impressed, the
matchless blending of the color
of the seats, the hue of the chan-





LONG BEACH, Calif. — (INS)
— The international beauties
who will compete in this year's
Miss Ut.;verse beauty contest
will stae. arriving in the U. S.
this week.
Oscar Meinhardt, executive
Producer of the contest, said Miffs
Korea and Miss Japan will ar-
rive July 7, Miss Poland, first
contestant ever entered from an
Iron Curtain country, and con-
testants from England, France,
Sweden, Greece, Spain, Germa-
ny, Holland, Austria and Beigi•
um will make appearances in
New ibrk before coming to Long
Beach, July II.
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111int111111111tilutimi
state of the building materials in
no way distract his worshipful at-
tention.
Of this particular church,
Coombs has said, 'selecting the
pulpit furniture was perhaps the
most challenging part of the job.
The congregation is probably un-
aware that the pulpit furnishings
were specially designed for Lib-
erty Baptist church."
Coombs said. "they are made of
Zebra wood and the unusual off-
center placement, giving the ef-
fect of being built right into the
pulpit, is a new feature in furni-
ture placements for Baptist
churches."
"This placement," said Coomb
"still keeps the minister or speak-
er in central focus to every per-
son in the church."
Before the end of the year Lib-
erty Baptist church hopes to com-
plete its building with the addition
of a bell tower and a balcony and
enclosed vestibule.
M. R. Coombs di Associates,
who aid in financing, building and
renovating church properties and
who are among Chicago's leading
church planners and developers,
intend to continue to assist the
• Liberty congregation in making
' their church truly, ''A dream
I come true."
Rock Temple In Jackson
Host To Youth Congress
The Rock Temple Church of!
God in Christ located at 120 Mad-
ison st. in Jackson Tenn, was thel
host to the Youth Congress of the
churches of God in Christ, Eastern
Tennessee which convened June
13-16.
Eld. J. E. Poindexter who is
pastor of the temple, served well
in his three capacities as pastor,
host and State YPWW President,'
as he presided over the entire
congress.
The main objectives of these an-
nual Youth Congress are to spot-'
light the youths from the various
churches and to teach them the'
essence of righteous living and
true leadership. The fundamental
purposes of the current congress
were achieved, according to the
testimonies of many.
The congress was witnessed by
an approximate audience of two
thousand persons during its four-
day course, includina delegates
from Memphis, Nashville, Chatta-
nooga, Knoxville and many MOM
of our Eastern cities.
Some of the highpoints of the
congress were, Daily Discussions,
Famous Gospel Singing groups
and the "Good Neighbor Crusade"
which took place on the fifteenth.
The crusaders toured the Lane
College campus after which the
caravan of cars, escorted by the
assistant chief of police, crossed
the city to visit radio station
WJAK. The delegates were inter-
viewed twice on the station, each
session lasting fifteen minutes.
B. J. Poindexter is state corres-
ponding secretary.
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Anniversary Knifed By
On Course Wife, Dies
By ROBERT G. NIXON
GETTSBURG, Pa., —
President Eisenhower Celebrated
his 41st wedding anniversary Mon- nStalltlY
day with one of his best golf games
in months. Louis Lloyd, 28, 4551 Calumet
The President's total score was
''top secret" as usual but it was
his opponents who paid off at the
end of the 18 holes instead of Mr.
Eisenhower.
Mr. Eisenhower spent the morn-
ing on the Gettysburg golf club
course with Maj. Gen. Leonard D.
Heaton, commandant of Walter statement to police after learn-
Reed Army hospital, and Brig. ing that Lloyd was dead. She
Gen. Arthur S. Nevins (Rea) a faces a murder charge.
friend and neighbor. I Police said they remember ar,
Teeing off, the President drove resting her on a previous occa-
a long ball straight down the fair-
way. Gen. Heaton r r ma rk e d:
"That's one of the best balls
you've ever hit."
Mr. Eisenhower reptied 'Yes"
I liked that baby."
ave , was fatally stabbed by his
common-law wife, Mildred Lake,
32, durinz a domestic tiff in their'
home Friday.
Lloyd, wounded in the heart
was pronounced dead on arrival
at Provident hospital.
Mrs. Lake refused to make a
Don on a strong-armed robbery
charge. Algernon Lloyd, uncle of
the victim, told police that Mitts
Lake had served a prison term
for murder in Tennessee before
coming to Chicago.
Call - Post Wins Trophy;
NNPA Cites 10 Papers
The Cleveland Call-Post w a a
manied winner of the second Russ-
aural trophy and 10 Negro papers
won merit awards at the 19th an-
nual convention of the National
Newspaper Publishers Association,
June 70 22 at the Hotel Seneca,
Columbus, Ohio.
The Russwurm trophy is award-
ed annually to the Negro newspa-
per singled out "for excellence in
maintaining the high standards of
Journalism.
Of all the newspapers entered
in the 10 categories of competi-
tion, the lhio Sentinel came off
with b winning three
of the 10 categories: Public serv-
ice: best news story by John B.
Combs and the best editorial car,
tons by Thomas E. Murray
The 10 merit categories lied the
first place winners were: I. Gen-
eral Excellence, Los Angeles Sen-
tinel; 2. Editorial, 9t. Louis Ar-
gus; 3. Best original column, Louis ,
E. Martin, Chicago Defender; 4.1
Public service, Ohio Sentinel.
5. Best news story, Ohio Senti-
nel, John B. Combs; 6, Best Fea-
ture. Los Angeles Sentinel, Ken-
neth Field; 7. Best news photo,
Cleveland Cull-POit, =belt P4-
S.
Ohio Sentinel, Thomas E. Murray;
9. Typography and Makeup, Lou-
isville Defender: 10. Promotion
Cleveland Call-Post
The first place newspapers were
presented a plaque and each lion'
()red writer, photographer and ar-
tist was given an engraved oscar.
Lee S. Cole, acting head of the
Lincoln university (Mo.) Depart-
ment of Journalism and Chairman
of the NNPA Judging Committee,
made the presentations
Frank L. Stanley chairman of
the N. N. P. A. Awards Commit-
tee and publisher of the Louisville
NOWT istrodefeed Mr. Cols.
I Defender Scribe Tells Va. State Grad
Of Budapest \hilt; How Gets Award
PETERSBURG, Va. — A V'
Natives Sought Company ginia State college student has rceived a Philip Morris 1956-5
lett to right, are: Patricia Car-
ol Williams, 605-.1 Lauderdale;
Phyllis Pearl Williams, 591.a
Brown Mall and Lillian Aud-
rey Williams, of 596.0 Missis-
sippi,
el blvd., refused to tell police the
name of his assailant.
condition in Cook County hospital, U. S. automotive plantsI 
' after being stabbed in the left side. turned o u t 
7,370,000
by a "friend". However, the vie- vehicles, a record 
second
tim, Louis Averhart, of 6026 Bret; the 1950 totals.
!
In a recent conversation with a
man of Memphis I learned that 
this man 20 years ago was the
pester of a large church in one
of our neighboring states.
He told me of the high esteem
the people had for him and how
he enjoyed .the ministry. This
went on for several years and then
one day due to a stroke of fate
that might happen to any of us
he lost the church.
Since that time he has constant !
ly been going down, down and con-
tinuously down until now those
Sundays whir"' meant so much to
him are spent in gambling dens
and he has outwardly lost all re-
spect for the Sabbath.
Out of the last 20 years he has
spent 13 in penitentiary and nu-
merous months have been spent
in jail for minor crimes. Even at
his present state God has seer, fit
for him to make a good salary nut
of the trade that he does very
well. Now he lives in constant fear
that one day fate is going to
open once again catch up with
him and "pay day" is coming
soon.
SHORTCOMINGS
But as I listened to his story I
BIM far beyond what he was talk-
ing about and saw many people
who have not been quite as vile
as he but who are living far be-
low their expectations as far as
God is concerned. Once again my
mind turned to the Bible and all
of those character's who were giv-
en a chance to live well out who,
chose rather to do other things.
In the course of his conversa-
tion he told me about one time
when sickness overtook him and
he was flat upon his back with no
medical aid able to reach his case.
Time and time again as he rest-
ed upon the bed he saw the Hand
of God writing upon his narrow
walls. His conscience spoke to him
daily telling him of the short-
comings he had and the possibil-
ity of a second. Upon this bed he
promised God that if he were giv-
en another chance he would be
a different man. But now as God
has given him and you another
chance he and many of yell have
chosen to waste the talent which
God has so willingly given yoa.
 Sometimes I stop and wonder if
I while we bathe in God's goodness
and His love if somewhere down
these avenues of life we should




In my little country church at
home many times I have heard
the people sing. "Through !tato-
dangers, toils and snares, I have
already come. 'Twas grace that
brought me safe thus far and
grace will lead me home."
These words meant little to a
little boy who was still resting un-
der the shelter of a mother and
father's home. B u t succeeding
years when the world has become
far more hostile things have
changed and these words have tak-
en on a new meaning.
Yes, this, poor unfortunate man
did falter in life. Under the stress
of pastoring he lost control of him-
self and did what many of us
would have done under similar cir-
cumstances but I don't feel that
God would intend that he should
hotel his failures about his neck as
a stumbling block and never once
again try to resurrect himself in
the sight of his God and his fel,
lowrnan.
I watched a baseball game a few
minutes ago. I saw one of my he-'
roes make a costly error which
almost cost him the game. But a!
few of his teammates came up and
patted him on the back and said,
"Come on ---, let's go." He
forgot about the error and went on
: and won the game. When a man
or a woman finds himself or hoc-
self on the very brink of failure




realize that giving up is the easier
way out. It takes grit, fortitude.
heart, and love to go on once you
are down. It does not take much
to give up.
MISTAKES HUMAN
Every now and then as this man
related his story I still could feel
that once again he wanted to go
back to the pulpit and once again
let his experience be means of
By E. A. WIGGINS
PARIS—Ever since. the "bloody
revolution" of last Fall, Budapest
has been an inexhaustible source
of daily Continental news--Radio
and Press—relatively to its "free-
dom fighters," deportees "trials,"
executions, "escapees," refugee
camps, and the haven some 200,-
000 Hungarian refugees are en-
joying in their "new homes" in
free, friendly countries of the
West. •
I remember Budapest' W a s
there in 1938. Resided six months.
My foremost memory of the Hun-
garian Capital is its architectural
beauty and cleanliness: the friend-
liness and fraternity of the people,
and the soul-stirring music of the
Hungarian musician.
During my stay, a Negro was
as great a curiosity in Budapest
as a man from Mars would be
in your community today.
I arrived in Budapest on a Na-
tional Holiday. Dined that night
in a first-class restaurant on the
main drag. Was the center of at
traction and wound-up being the
"guest" of everyone present, who
literally fought for my company.
The restaurant closed at mid-
night.
God using him to enable other
people to avoid the pitfalls that
have haunted his life. Maybe as
far as God is concerned there is
still some salvaging worth in this
man who now has lost all identity
with the clergy. Maybe God Is
still speaking to him trying to re-
mind him that he has been given a
second opportunity.
Too many of us who have fail-
ed in many of our undertakings
in life God stands in the thresh'
hold of eternity waiting for U5 to
make a step toward Him that He
might give us new opportunities to
make this world what it should be.
Yes, making mistakes in life is
human. The only man who does
not make a mistake never does
anything. ' tet us then be up and
doing with a heart for any fate,
still achieving, still pursuing.
Learn to labor and to wait."
Yes Madame,
The man of the house will go
along with those fancy desserts
for a while but what he really
enjoys are the ones that mother
used to prepare. So why not
more often take out that sack
of Jack Sprat enriched wheat
flour and make one of Dad and
small fry's favorite desserts.
APPLE BROWN BETTY
2 lbs baking apples




A party of twenty, still clamor-'
ing for my company, that includ-
ed two Hungarian lawyers, the
Hungarian families ii in num-
ber) with three teen-age daugh-
ters, one son, his financee, and
other guests of the restaurant, de-
cided to remain united and took
me out to finish the night.
The excursion included a visit
to the famous Cafe Budapest
where a 30-piece teen-age male or-
chestra (all under 10) delighted
"revellers" with immortal Hun-
garian melodies. A secluded un-
derground "speak-easy" (propos-
ed by the Lawyers) that had
everything; food, drinks, dancing
and attractions. Where everyone
partook of more food and drinks
before the two aforementioned
families with-drew. And finally a
restaurant that opens at 5 a.m.,
and caters specifically to musici-
ans and artists whose nightly toil
ends at that hour. There we re-
mained until 9 a.m., enjoying each
other's company, more music and
drinks.
It was a minderful, and unfor-
Igetable, first-night in a strange
I city. My only regret is that I was
not only barred from paying for
my initial meal in the restaurant
but also denied permission to pay
any check during the entire out-
ing.
Merchandising Award Certificate
it was announced by Philip Muir
ris, Inc.
He is Twyman P. Eggleston o
Martinsville. Va., a business ad
ministration major in the Schou
of Commerce.
The certificates have been pre
sented to 78 college students
32 different states. They are sym
bob s in the business world of out
standing campus activity on th
part of the recipients.
HEART is one of the most cobo
NI and frequently used words
the English language, accord
to the Chicago Heart Associatio
We wholeheartedly offer a he
full of love to the heart break
, who warms the cockles of
heart. Broken hearted, we
our hearts on our sleeve, ha
our hearts in our mouth, give h
hearted replies, cat our hea
out, and suffer dis-heartem
heartache. With our hearts in o
work, we eat a hearty- meal, gi
our heart's blood, and have
heart for, wholehearted livin
(How many hearts can y
name?)
Minnesota lakes freeze to a




The tenant association of the
Foote and Cleaborn Homes elected
officers at the June 25 meeting
in the auditorium of Foote Homes.
George W. Anderson was elected
president.
Other officers are Mrs. Sarah
Rodgers, vice president; Mrs.
Bernice Bowen, secretary; Mrs.
Williams, assistant secretary;
Mrs. Dorothy Becton, financial'
secretary; Willis L. Hill Sr., treas-
urer; James B. Turner, business
manager; Mrs. Willie L. Hollins,'
chairman of publicity; Mrs. Clara
Peel and slice apple, place in
loaf pan, mix together flour,
brown sugar, butter and cinna-
mon until size of a pea. Sprinkle
apples with mixture and bake
in oven at 350 degrees for about
one hour. For an extra treat
serve with shipped cream or
vanilla ice cream. Mother, you
can't resist this dessert if you





You'll naturally want to pick up a package of May-
rose Franks at Big Star so that you'll be able to color
your entry as nearly as possible to the actual colors
on the package label itself! Remember you can
enter as many times as you wish!
GET YOUR OFFICIAL ENTRY BLANKS
AT ANY BIG STAR STORE
SIX DELIGIEFFUL solos and an Impersonation of Pearl Bailey
were the acts enjoyed by %MA's large listener audience Satur-
day, June 22 when this fine group performed on the Big Star
Talent Show. Mississippi and I Memphis high schools were
ably represented by these young people, who maybe our STARS
OF TOMORROW! Big Star Is happy to give Mid South young
people a chance to appear on this popular show, If you would
•
Edwards, chaplain.
Ten babies are participating
the association's baby contest,
parents are urged to suppo
the contest. For additional i
mation call the chairman, Jam






WEDNESDAY NIGHT, JULY 10th
800 P.M. UNTIL
DONATION 81.00 - PUBLIC INVITED
JANA C. PORTER
We give QUALITY STAMPS at all Big Star stores. These
stamps are very valuable indeed.
It is amazing how fast they will accumulate if you are
careful as to where you shop. Look for the QUALITY sign
in the windows where you shop, such as, cleaners, filling
stations, bakeries and most every type of business in your
district give QUALITY STAMPS.
If you have taken my advice your Christmas shopping
'will be easy. Knock the dust off those QUALITY STAMP
what a delighted family at Christmas time—Dad's golf ball
or f-shine tackle will be (lust rizht, t?..e small fry will love
.;,'^^n v esti s", -ef 1-.it the
spot and mother will polish her chest of silver all the en-
suing years. We mention only a few of the beautiful useful
gifts that QUALITY STAMPS will buy—get a catalogue at
your favorite Big Star store.
Church groups, PTA and civic organizations are now
pooling their books and are turning in over 500 at one time
to get wonderful gifts for their church - school or commun-
ity center.
I hope you enjoy giving your gifts from QUALITY
STAMPS as well as I do. It is so easy to shop at Roma.
Center with all the gifts arranged in one huge room
like to be on this show,
try-out and be cure to
Star brings you the Big
WDIA. Pictured from I
derson and Mattle Pe
teen Sanford, Isaac C
Vera Edwards,
write to Station WHIA FOR an audkl
I ten every Saturday at 11:00 when Big
tar Talent Show on powerful 50.000 watt
ft 10 right are let row: Joana Faye An
I Taylor. Second row - Ann Kirk, Bads-
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Baton Rouge
 By MRS. N. N. RINGGOLD 
BATON ROUGE
By MRS. M. N. RINGGOLD
Baton Rouge parents and inter-
ested leaders are expressing much
pleasure over the type and qual-
ity of activities being conducted
in the Maggie Nance Ringgold
YWCA this summer, especially
the adult group in the evenings
and of the Youth's groups that
begin at 8:30 in the mornings and
continue until 11:30 a.m. These
groups are allowed to select
the kind and type of activity they
desire and are then given indi-
vidual free instruction. Results
are gratifying.
Some are sewing. some are do-
ing art work, some are getting
musical instructions, in fact a va-
riety of help is being given the
group of forty or forty-five girls
who report for the free Y-work
every day. And then. occasion.
ally the director and the instruc-
tors see that they are served
light refreshments. Thus, a hap-
py interested group is seen in the
Y every morning.
The afternoon and evening clas-
ses, made up of ladies, of an
equally worthwhile creditable type
of work. Some are learning sew-
ing; some crochet, tatting, knit-
ting, and different types of home-
making.
And how are securing instruc-
tors for the many types of instruc-
lion sought? Well, Mrs. Rebecca
F. Netterville was the first to
volunteer. Now she is being of-
fered assistance from specialists
in the different fields of home-
making, and the ladies ate cut-
ting, sewing, drafting, doing art
work, fancy work, etc., and spend-
ing hours in the "Y work shop,"
as some one named it.
Our city is saddened this week
over the sudden passing of Mr.
Frank Martinez, husband of Mrs.
Neraux-Martinez and father of her
four brilliant children.
Misses E. B. Beauchamp and I.
Marcel are still receiving compli-
ments over the unusual program
and luncheon they sponsored for
the graduates of this year who
belong to Shiloh church. The com-
mittee that worked so well with
them, and served such a well-
arranged, tasty luncheon for all
present, can not be named because
• .of lack of space, but the graduates
who represented those from high
school to Miss Alice Wilson who
received a master' e degree. This
beautiful affair, held in the party
room of Shiloh church, will not
Soon be forgotten.
Our home is unusually happy
this week. The reason being first
hand news telling that our
nephew, F. H. Purnell of Houston,
Texas was allowed to come home!
from the hospital where he has
been for several weeks. His many,
many friends are still "pulling"
for him and hoping for a nearly
recovery for this active business
and church official.
Louisiana members of the State
Parent - Teacher Association are
gearing themselves for the PTA
Workshop to be held in Grambling
college in August. Mrs. Eddie
Jones, our president is planning,
working, urging and cooperating
with all officers and members to
assure a large, cooperative group
of members for this meeting.
A Workshop on teaching high
school mathematics will be held
at Southern university, July 19- '
22. If further information is need-
ed, it will be readily given to any-
one writing the Department of
Mathematics, Southern university,
Baton Rouge, La.
Other Workshops to be conduct-
ed include, a Family Relationship
Workshop, July 1-3.
A Conference on Juvenile De-
linquency, July 24-25, a Mental
Retardation Workshop, June 24-
July 3.
Young Herbert Lee Cosey, agent
for the Chicago Defender, came
to inform us of the death of his
God Mother which occurred in a
local hospital this week. Her pass-
ing was so sudden that no one
knew or thought her ill. Our sym-
pathy, with that of many others,
goes to her family and to her God
child, Herbert. She was Mrs. Al-
bertha Spears, well known citizen
of our city.
Mrs. Flora Conrad, mother of
Mrs. Portia Conrad-LePage, Dr.
Imett Conrad and Dr. Willard
Conrad, died this past week and
last rites were held in our city.
Mrs. Conrad represented one of
our old and respected families.
Her children have made good in
business and professional activi-
ties. Miss Portia is one of our
professional teachers. Her two
sons are in the medical world.
We find that Mrs. I. N. Given
is still receiving remembrances
from teachers and school officials
as she retires from the office of
supervision. We are wondering
where she will put the many,
many valuable gifts she is receiv-
ing. She surely cannot take all
of them on the trip being given
her to the Virgin Islands.
California
SAN DIEGO
' By JEANE1TE STEVENSON
' A Summer Dance was given last
Saturday evening at the Pin-N"
Whistle by a handsome and am-
bitious group of young men, the
BELAIRS; this being their 2nd
affair, was a tremendous success,
public attendance: 100 percent.
Hugh Parker's band provided
music; vocals by guests, Gloria
Collier "Love For Sale," and Al
Cleveland with "Funny Valen-
tine." Among the many present:
Wilburn Whitfield, Recording Art-
ist; Gus Gamble, Chuck Williams
and shapely mate, Doris; Ma-
rines, Cpl. Richard Williams and
Frank Allen (Basketball Star),
and Adam Banks. Now, meet the
Belairs: Charles Bolding, presi-
dent; Sylvestor Bell, Lee Bennett,
Bobby Bradford, Larry Brooks,
Joe Cunningham, Percy Gilbert,
Eddie Kyle, Troy MeGlory, Her-
man McKinzie, Frank Miller,
Tommy North, Ben Riley, Larry
Williams, Arnold Williams. You're
a good group!
Mrs. Blanche Mines is bubbling
with joy to have had daughter
and hubby, Mr. and Mrs. Louis
(Gertrude) Smith, visit from Chi-
cago. Mrs. Mines is also the
mother of San Diego's dapper
business man, Preston Coleman.
Localites, Mrs. Dorothy Brown
and daughter, Brenda just made
return-trip from Florida visiting
parents.
Words are inadequate to express
our sorrow upon news of Mr.
Christopher Patterson's great al-
fliction, the loss of his wife, Mrs.
Cassie Patterson.
Little Ralphie is the latest addi-
tion to the Ralph Camp family.
• Itp-toseing Dee•Dee, Danisia
Mozent, formerly of San Fran-
cisco, is trying her talent in our
great city, temporarily.
Every week-end is exciting for
eligible bachelor, Al Neal; last
week it was Angel City (L. A.)
visiting friends, Mr. and Mrs.
Cortez Smith. Al is very much
in style with his new-look, Ber-
muda shorts.
Erroll "Duke of Wax" Marshall
features a Gosasl-singer artist
for first 15 minutes before nightly
R & B broadcast. Judging from
his huge stack of mail from many
sections of West-America; he's
definitely being "dug."
Robert Lee and Betty White
returned from Arkadelphia. Ark.,
with (her) aunt, Mrs. Clara Bul-
lock accompanied by daughter,
Carol Bullock who is a sophomare
at Arkansas State college. Pine
Bluff, Ark.
Lovely Frances "Miss Popu-
larity" Quarles was scheduled
to have been vacationing in New
Mexico by now.
Angeleno, Doris Williams visit-
ed Mr. and Mrs. Marion (Fxan-
ces) Beale last weekend; return-
ed to L. A. with their two daugh-
ters, Jo Ann and Regina. A Dis-
neyland trip is in store for these
two little Misses.
Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING,
jr. (President Montgomery Im-
provement Association) spoke to
San Diegans at a "Fight For
Freedom" Celebration last Wed-
nesday evening in Russ Audito-
rium. Dr. King stressed the de-
mand for our leaders over entire
Nation, and urged us not to work
toward Black-Supremacy. This
dynamic speaker's theme "We've
Come A Long Way" was smooth-.
ly woven into "We've Got A
Long Way To Go" at the halfway
mark. Program: Rev, E. Major
Shavers, presiding (President
Southeast Ministerial Alliance,
sponsors along with the Business
and Professional Men's Group);
National Anthem, Elijah Jackson,
director and Mrs. Gwendolyn Gor-
don, pianist; Invocation, Dr. Stan-
ley S. McKee; Introduction of
Ispeaker, Dr. C. Wayne Love;
address, Dr. Martin Luther King,
jr.; "Benefit Offering," Dr.
Charles H. Hampton, Dr. S. H.
Marion, H. W. Ragsdale, Dr. C.
Johnson; Benediction, Rev. S. M.
Loakridge. The "Offering" given
will be used to assist the Mont-
gomery Idlprovement Association
in the restoration of "BOMBED
CHURCHES."
Call or write News and informa-
tion regarding your DEFENDER




By J. D. DEMPSEY
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Phipot
of Winter Park, Fla., visited
Mrs. Philpot's brother of Crest-
view.. Enroute home they called
on Mrs. Philpot's grandmother,
Mrs. Annie Brockington and other
relatives here.
Mr. Nathaniel Anderson and lit-
tle son, Junior, of Pensacola, were
house guests of his nother and
sisters, Mrs. Ella Anderson. Mrs.
Catherine Porter and Mrs. Mag-
gie Lewis.
Rev. R. T. Whitaker is ill at
his home. This columnists sym-
pathy is extended.
Mrs. Mariah Pace and Rev.
Raymond Jackson of River Junc-
tion, Fla., visited in the home
of yours truly. Monday
The Rey. N. D. Bowers is re
WRECKAGE of dining car of
the Dixieland, Chicagoto•Mi-
ami passenger train in which
six were killed when a freight
train smashed into the side of
the streamliner's dining car.
The passengers were having




By MRS. GEORGIA McVEIGH
This is the outline of the "COOR-
DINATED CITY RECREATION
PROGRAM": For the boys and
girls, women and men who have
been cooped up in the schoolroom
for nine months Mrs. Mabel Gold-
en, Supervisor of Colored Recre-
ation, Mrs. Jessie Bethel, Assist-
ant Colored Supervisor, and Prof.




Free movies to be offered at the
various play centers. Wednesdays
for Merry High Play Ground; S.
Cumberland st.. Thursdays, Wash-
ington-Douglass, Islin at.,. Fri-
days, Lancaster Park. Colored
Adults Recreation at Lincoln
school on Wednesday evenings, a
varied program of recreation for
all adults. Other activities are
tennis, basketball, swimming,
junior and senior Life Saving, pic-
nics, simple dramatics, music ap-
preciations, rhythms, arts and
crafts, story hours, sand modeling,
skating ,doll shows, hopscoteh,
competitive activities, softball.
baseball, shuffleboard, croquet,
junior olympies, alife saving, pa-
per dart contests, pirates' day
and others:
!Mrs. Essie Mae Hunt who has
been ill for several weeks is up
and was down town Saturday and
is able to attend church as she
usually does. We are happy to
see her up and around.
Mrs. Bontena Campbell, 104
Campbell st., West Monroe, La.,
spent several days in Nashville,
Tenn., with her son and his wife,
Rev. and Mrs. A. L. Campbell.
He, his wife, his mother and his
two sons, Alfred and Leon, mo-
tored here Saturday afternoon to
fill his appointment where he is
pastoring at Berean Baptist
church. Rev. Campbell preached
from this subject: "The Wife Who
Made Her Husband Trust," at 11
o'clock hour. At 4 p.m. the churel•
was filled to witness an elaborate
wedding ceremony by Rev. Camp-
bell of Miss Kaye Frances Bledsoe
and William Frank Reed. Will
write more about the wedding
next week.
Mrs. Lola Thomas was in a
bus wreck one day last week, but
she is reported much improved.
Let us pray that she and the oth-
ers whom 1 failed to get their
names will soon get well and be
back on their jobs
Mrs. Dillie Glass Steward has re-
cently celebrated her birthday,
also her anniversary of receiving
her Master's degree from Colum-
bia university, New York.
Rev. Willie B. Glass, pastor of
the Neater Mt. Zion Baptist
church, Somerville, Tenn. and
chairman of the Volunteers Social
Workers at Western State Hospital
invited lany friends to look for-
ward to the near future when he
will invite the personnel of West-
ern State with some patients to
Jackson, Tenn., for a reception
in their honor.
EAOIN SHRDL CMFWYPW y o
Men's Day was observed at
Macedonia Baptist church, Sun-
day, June 23, 1957. A very fine
program was held, directed by
Prof. Daniel Glass. The program
was quite interesting. Large at-
tendance and a large sum of
money was raised.
The West High 4-H club pre
sented a chapel program in the
school auditorium in keeping with
the National 4-H Club week. The
theme of the program was "Por-
traits of the 4-H Club." A skit was
presented by some of the members
Portraying characters, such as,
girl with cherry pie, boy with
corn, going camping and many
other interesting scenes. The presi-
dent introduced the officers tor
1957. They are as follows: Willie
Mae Clark, Pres., Jessie earner.
Vice Pres.; Rubie Jackson, See'y:
Martha Bond, Assist. Sec'y,; Bob-
by Jackson, Treas.; Annie Eve-
lyn Hennings, chorister; Paul
Floyd Weaver, Sgt.-at-Arms; Bob-
bie Jean Brown, chairman of
program committee, Etta Clarice
French, chairman of Pee Mattie
(lark, Girls Project Leader, and
Synoia Transou, Boys Projeet
Leader, Mrs. Alma Bond, adult
Leader for girls. The faculty and
student body were pleased with
the program presented. The 4-H
Club advisors were present as
follows: Mrs. Annie B. Jackson,
Prof. A. M. Dobbin and Prof. L.
D. Donnell.
The Morning Glory Circle of
Hurt's Chapel CME church was
presented an a Children's Day
program Sunday, June 9th. Every-
one Pl'esent enjoyed the little
folk. The ground breaking of the
New hurt's Chapel church was
held May 12, 1957. Those partici-
pating in the ground breaking
ceremonies were: Mr John At-
water who gave the history of
the church from the beginning,
which was many years ago He
also turned the first spake of
dirt. Others were Mr. T. C.
Diggs, Mr. Richard Person, Mr.
Curtis Hurt, Mesdames Emma
Smith, Essie Mae Hunt and Kathe-
rine Atwater. The Brown's Chap-
el Baptist church worshipped with
Berryzion CME church. The Rev.
T. H. Donald preached the eve-
ning sermon.
Women's Day was observed at
Cumberland Street Baptist church
Sunday, June 30 at 3 p.m. The
Rev. Herbert Brewster of Mem•
phis, Tenn.. was the principal
speaker. His theme, "Women, a
Resource for Today's Crisis." At
8 p.m. the young people presented
a play, "The Church On The Hill,"
a two-act play, portraying "The
Home Life of Three Underprivil-
eged Children. Directors were:
Mrs. Bernice Gates, General
Chairman of Women's Day. Mrs.
Anna B. Jackson, co-chairman,
Mrs. Bernice Gates and Mrs.





Rev. and Mrs. Allen of 724 Har-
rison ave., pastor and wife of
Bethel Baptist church, returned
home after spending a month in
Florida with her parents, Rev. and
Mrs. Thomas.
Mrs. Shirley Hubbard of 1115
Island ave. returned home from
St. Anthony hospital this after-
noon. She is recovering fine.
Mr. Alfred Davis of 809 Piepoint
was at St. Anthony hospital.
Mr. Nathaniel Walker of 805
Wall st. is recovering fine at St.
Anthony hospital after being rush-
ed there last week.
Mr. Willie Johnston of 2226 Starr
at. was married to a lady
in Beliot, Wis. last Saturday by
Rev. F.. B. Allen.
The male chorus of Sweet Home
Baptist church in Detroit sang
here last Sunday at Bethel Bap-
tist church with the Bethel Male
chorus.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest McClellon
have moved in the new home they
purchased on Wigton st.
Mrs. Lillie Mae Patterson of





While hot dogs will never go
out of style for picnics. Texans
lean more to the hearty bar-b-que
for outdoor meals.
For a quick, convenient camp
fire har-b-que, try this recipe:
Before leaving home, cut sever-
al fryer-size chickens into quar-
ters. Sprinkle with garlic salt,
pepper, and either smoke-flav-
ored or bar-b-quo flavored salt de-
pending on your preference. Add
a pat of butter and wrap very
tightly in aluminum foil
When the campfire is ready sim-
ply cover the foil packages With
coals and allow to cook. The foil
ported as doing fine after being provides a platter for serving
strickened in his pulpit at St. when the chicken as done.
Peter M. B church of Which he Foil-wrapped potatoes also hak-
is minister. ed in the coals. and a pot of




Find Mr. X' In California
After Search Of 2 Years
A man who lived an active life and practiced law in 1
Chicago for at least 2 years under the identity of a form-
er resident is expected back in Chicago late this week.
He will come back to the city as much a m)stery as
when he left in December, 1955 when his masquerade as
Atty. Edward A. Simmons explod., 
ed. lie had a lush practice and en-
At that time, because his real joyed a reputation in the courts
identity was not known, he was
; and among his colleagues for be-
Though he has many aliases, P0' habeas corpus proceedings and an
ing shrewd, bold and brilliant.
He was regarded as an expert incalled Mr. X. 
He is still Mr. X.
lice still don't know a ho he real- authority on extradition.
by is. 




Calif., 'a here he was general ad- Sam Perry in federal court, Sim-
vertising manager of the Crown mono demonstrated his legal au
City Press, a Negro weekly he dacity by attempting to have the
was using the name John "Jack" sheriff of Freeport, 111, cited for
Frost. contempt.
The move was so bold that
Judge Perry became suspicious of
Simmons and had hint investigat-
! ed.
Asst. U. S. Atty. James Parsons
checked with the usual sources
and discovered that there was an
Atty. Edward A. Simmons, but
when he checked with members
of the local bar he discovered the
d.
But he a; also known as Harry
Cook, Reginald Van Water, Roger
Wilson, Raymond Leroy Marshall,
Herman Collins, Robert Collins,
Bert Campbell, James Campbell,
Robert Martin, John Roberts, John
Robert Frost and Jack Frost.
In Chicago from 1943 until 1955,
he lived as Atty. Edward A. Sim-
mons with law offices at 366 East
47th at. and 179 West Washington.
Prairie View A & St College's
Annual Coaching Clinic will fea-
ture on its staff such athletic
namei as Coacees "Slinging"
Sammy Baugh. John Steber and
Wayne Miller of Hardin Simmon,
Doyle Parrack of Oklahoma, and
Fred Long of Wiley college.
Scheduled on July 17, 18 and
19, the clinic will stress funda-
mentals in football and basketball
and will also be staffed with two
successful high school coaches and
members of the Prairie View ath-
letic staff. Ulysses Giles, Sealy
and Walter E. Day, Cursicanna,
coaches of championship football
teams, will discuss offensive and
detersive line play. Panther bas-
ketball coach Leroy Moore will
talk on basketball team defense
adjusted to varying, offenses
The department of Health, Phy-
sical Education and Athletics
sponsors the clinic annually to
provide an opportunity for coaches
in Texas and the South west to
study newer techniques, rules and
other features of many of the
major sports. The Texas Inter-
scholastic league headquarters
at Prairie View cooperates in the
sponsorship of the program.
The Hardin Simmons football
staff of Baugh, Steher and !diner
represents the first such .com-
bination representing the same
school. All three are former foot-
ball greats, both in college and
with professional. teams. Coach
Doyle Parrack is noted for de-
velopment of obscure high school
players. His team won the All
College Tournament Champion-
ship. Coach Fred T. Long has
produced several conference and
national championship teams. The
past football season, his Split "T"
formation team tied for the South-
western Championship. Prairie
View Athletic Director W. J. Nicks
is in charge of the Thursday Cli-
nic.
School finance will he the sub-
ject of a one-day institute for
school principals scheduled at
Prairie View A & M College on
July 1. 
Dr. Frank Hubert, superinten-
dent of the Oranae Independent
School District will address the
group on the subject, "A Meaning-
ful and Practical Look at the
Tolral Program of School Finan-
cing." Robert A. Allen, assistant
director, Division of Finance,
Texas Education Agency will dis-
cuss, "Some Pertinent and Speci-
fic Problem Areas of School
Finance.'
The institute is designed to pre-
sent a much needed approach to'
the problems related to the fin- i
ancial responsibilities of principals i
in public schools of Texas It is!
sponsored by the graduate division!
of the college, with Dean J. M.
Drew and Principal H. T. Jones
of the Prairie View Training
School serving as coordinators.
The role of federal agencies in
farm and home development was
discussed during a one-day semi-
nar on agricultural financing held
at Prairie View A & M college
on fuesday, lure 18.
Visiting speakers for the occa-
sion included Sherman Briseen.
information specialist, U. S. De-
partment of Agriculture; Thomas
A. Maxwell, Jr., director, Land
Bank Service, Farm Credit Ad-
ministration; Swan Payne, secre-
tary of the Federal Land Bank in
Houston; L. J. Washington, Earin
ers Howe Administration Wash.
ington, D. C. and Walter A. Lee,
jr., county supervisor, Sabine
Farm, USDA.
A panel discussion on credit
planning and use in farm and
home development was led by
Mrs. Elia J. Newman, home man-
agement specialist, Texas, A & M
college; Vera S. Dial, home de-
monstration agent, Harris Coun-
ty; and Cecil A. Parker, farm
management specialist Texas
& M. An evaluation of the semi-
nar was led by Kate Adele Hill
of the Texas Agricultural Eaten-
sionSer ‘vicTie.
Prairie w participants incla-
ded President E. B. Evans and
Acting Dean of Agriculture, J. C.
Williams, who together outlined
the home and objectives of the
seminar: C. R. Roberson, Farm-
er Home Menge; aration repre-er-
Wive; and Dr. J. L. Brown and
TWO YOUTHFUL "captive
Democrats" smile sheepishly
In the grip of Patrolman Den.
nis Rollins of the Second Dis-
trict, George Matthews, 12, of
3447 Prairie (left) and Charles
Davis, 10. of 3542 S. State were
rescued from the headquart-
-
era of Congressman William
Dawson, 35th and Calumet,
after they had been locked in
while using the washroom.
The boys were taken out by
firemen through a second




Atty. Heber T. Dodson, of 34..'
S. Michigan admitted be hi,
known an Atty. Edward A. Sue
mons, but it wasn't the man ui.
der investigation.
The Atty. Edward A. Simmon
Dotson knew was born in 19(
was graduated from Howard u,
versity in 1923 and had earned .
law degree two years later.
He had come to Chicago 1
same time as Dotson.
In 1931, it Was Dotson who Ii '
aided Simmons in being admiti
to practice in the federal coo
Ten years later, according to D -
son, Simmons 'ad given up I
practice here and moved to 1
troit.
From Atty. Homer C. Grill a
a law partner of the Simmons t
der investigation, Parsons got t
following information:
Griffin said his partner claim
to have earned a bachelor's degi
from Howard university in 1; :
and a law degree from the sat
school in 1925. He said he h
earned a Phi Beta Kappa key
Howard, though no cheater of 1
scholarly fraternity was
the Howard campus at that tin..
In 1947, it had been SEMMO I
who had sponsored Griffin's •
mission to practice before the
linois bar, and in 1950 Simme
again sponsored Griffin to pre -
lice before the federal bench.
But Griffin's Simmons had sot'-
peculiarities, one of which was
refusal to allow himself to be ph
tographed.
When the real Edward A. Sit :-
moos was contacted in Detroit, a
became clear that the Simmons ..
Chicago was an impostor. But ti
that time he had fled the city.
Even though his real identi.
was unknown, lie was indicted fa
criminal intent arid the FBI b
gun a search for a man it didi
know. That was in December, 195.
About June' 1, this year J. Ro •
ert Smith, publisher of the Crov •
City Press in Pasadena, Calif., a.
vertised for a general advertisina
manager.
The response was more than 1: •
had hoped for. A spectacles'
energetic man showed up. He sin
he was a graduate of the Un
graduate who had practiced in Ch.
cago.
Wars' Editor Smith, after hi,
ing him, became suspicauu,s
called police who contacted the
FBI and John "Jack" Frost Wa3
taken into custody.
Federal authorities are convinc-
ed that he is the Atty. Edward A
Simmons they were looking for.
U. S. Commissioner Ted Hocke
of Los Angeles held him under
$5,000 bond and Tuesday he wa'
handed over to Illinois authorities
to be returned to Chicago.
Under various aliases. Jack
Frost has served time at Preston
School for Boys, San Quentin, Fol.
sons prison, Jackson Prison in
Michigan and several other penal
institutions.
August 1 has been set as the, Alvin Palmer, a high school lion-
date for sentencing seven teen-,or student at F'arragul, was fatal.
agers who on Saturday Were con-
victed of murder in the hammer
slaying of Alvin Palmer, 1.7, on
ly beaten with a hanitner as Is'
stood waiting for 3 bus at 59th:
and Kedzie. Fifteen youths were
March 11 indicted in the case.
Judge Wilbert F. Crowley, who I Two of the 15 were held as ac- AIRMAN KIRK WILSON, son rot
heard the case without a jury„ cessories in the case. They ara Mr. and Mrs. William D. Parker
will hear motions by the youths' Jerome Bandyk, 18, and Ronald of 4826 St. Lawrence ave., is corn.
attorneys for new trials. If the White, 17 pleting the first phase of his bade
motions are denied, he will pro- Last week Farragut posthum. military training at Lackland Air
ously awarded a diploma to Palm- Force base, San Antonio, Texas.
Cr. - •— - • -
nounce sentence.
The same jurist, earlier in the
week sentenced Joseph Schwartz,
18, to 50 years for the slaying and
freed four other youths in the
Case.
FACING SENTENCES
The last seven to be convicted
are:
Thomas Trybula, 16; Lawrence
Ades. 16; Edward 'iron, 17; Ray-
mond Kozlowski, ea; Andrew budz,
18; Edward Gorski, 18, and Re-
land Rybka.
Those cleared in case are James
Adams, 17; Lawrence Pavlik, 15;
Frank Nowobielski, 18: Donald
Duchak, 16, and Alvin Zurek, 19.
A separate trial has been grantei
James Adams, 17.
The %actin.' of the gang slaying.
Myrtle E. Garrett, who presided
during the two main sessions
The annual Prairie View Open
Tennis Tournament is scheduled
to be held on the college courts
on June 29-30.
Registration is open now to all
and drawings will be held at 8 oi
clock Saturday June 29.
Trophies will be awarded win-
ners in men's singles and doubles
(ages 15
James Gamble, Prairie View
A & M college track and field.JOSEPH SCHWARTZ — Fifty
star, broad jumped 25' 4" to Place,. years for hammer-slaying of
Asecond in the NCAA meet held ,
lvm Palmer, 17-year-old Chi.
last week-end at the University
of Texas 
cago schoolboy.
Breaking his own previous rec-
ord of 25' 31/2", the Prairie View Minnesota lakes freeze to 
about
senior was second to Indiana Uni- ihree feet in an average wintel




Two policemen nabbed AusUll
Carter, 27, 6125 Kenwood ave. Fri-
day on the street a few -momenta
a after he had stolen a telephone
and some cash from a nrusic vans
dor at 5748 Prairie aye..
At the time he waF caught, Car-
ter had the telephone under his
.a-m wrapped in a coat and an
- undetermined amount of change
in his pocket. Tne officers said
he had not had time to break
open the telephone and get the
coins from there.
Making the arrest were Deice
flies Stuart Bradshaw and Mor-
gan Lloyd.
Carter who recently served six
months at Vandalia State Farm,
now faces a burglary char
WANTED I
Experienced Linotype Op-
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By ETHEL L. PAYNE
This Is a town that breaks all
records in per capita food consum-
ed and "free-loaders." This species
of homo sapiens is as unique as
One-Eyed Connolly was in his hey-
day of gate crashing.
They make a specialty of em-
bassy parties, gorging on the de-
lectable viands brought out in hon-
or of some visiting VIP a bout
whom half of the guests know noth-
ing and care less.
1 - As a matter of fact, Washing-
ton is a town where V1P's are a
dime a dozen and so common-
place that unless the Marine band
leads the march, nobody even
turns around when a sleek car
with a diplomatic license plate
and a low number glides by.
The locusts who flit frum party
to party stuffing themselves a n d
their pockets, leaving the place
a debacle of stained tablecloths.
napkins, bones, and bits of bread,
spurn the lighter cocktail affairs.
- The vitUes am t enough. Some of
these critters boast that during the
height of the social season which
is practically the year round, they
never cook at home or buy even
a- hot dog.
CHECK SOCIETY PAGES
They study the society pages with
the avid interest of a dowager nit-
er, to see what's coming up next.
As for the liquor bill, some candi-
dates for Alcoholics Anonymous
!Mild never even vet to the giggle
gage if their lushing was left to
their own purses.
They flutter like moths and tip-
re from house to house.
•: I watched with utter fascination
as one veteran "F and S' (free-
Snider and storer) opened up a
capacious bag and calmly stored
away in it half dozen petits
fours those little cakes, rolls and
him and even some olives for gar-
lashing!
• • • •
' District Bar association direc-
ters have decided to conduct a
second vote in writing on the ques-
tion of admitting Negro lawyers
to membership. The board decid-
ed not to appeal a District Court
ruling that the first vote was in.
valid
' The association had voted by
voice on May 9, 1956 to delete
the world "white" from the mem-
bership by-laws; but six members
challenged this action by filing suit
In the court asking that the vote
be nullified on the grounds that it
was conducted illegal.
I They contended that two thirds
of the membership did not favor
the change. Since the amendment
stras adopted, the Association has








Dear Mme. Chante: Please help
me meet lady friends. I'm 46 years
old, with a steady job and a good
salary. I am seeking the better
things in life. The lady must be-
between 25 and 40 years old. I'll
exchange photos. Joe Stark, 4081/2
N. 3rd at., Saginaw, Mich.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a lady
42 years of age and very lonely.
I would like to receive mail from
men and women between 35 and 45
W 
who like M write. I have a desire
t ohekticoNuyntpreyopalendfrothmerallnaptilornts. ofiar
will nswer all letters. Plese send
photo in first letter. Mrs. R. J.
• Flowers, Rt. 2, Box 1487, Pana-
ma City, Fla.
darker expression and have the • • •





Dear Mme, Chante. I have been
stationed here in Alaska tor 15
months and have 51/2 months to
go before I'll be back in good old
Chicago. My home is in Chicago,
but 1 was born in Gary, Ind. It
would please me very much, if
some young lady cared to write
to me. I am 27 years of age, 5 ft.
6 inches tall and would love to re-
ceive letters from young women
21 or over. If not then all let-
ters will be appreciated and an-
swered. I am very lonely here in
Alaska and letters mean a lot
up here. It also might mean mar-
riage to some young lady who
wishes to get married. It doesn't
matter if she has kids. Don't let
that stop you. —PFC Melvin Lewis,
96 HAA Bn., Hq. Btry, APO 949,
Seattle, Wash.
• • •
Dear Mine, Chante: Would you
be so kind as to publish the fol-
lowing', I am a Jamaican wom-
an, 47 years old, single, dark
skin, black hair and eyes. I am
very much interested in getting
a nice gentleman from the USA
to be my husband. Would like for
him to be between the ages of 38
and 70. He must be very faithful.
I will also be very glad to hear
from some nice ladies. I won't
mind if the gentleman is not
handsome as long as he is loving
and truthful to me. — Virgenia
Griffiths, 21 Portland rd., Wind-
ward rd., P. O. Kingston, Jamai-
ca, B. W. I.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am in-
terested in finding a companion
between the ages of 49-55 with
brown or dark complexion. I am
44, brown skin, 165 lbs., height 5
feet 2 inches tall, with nice length
hair I am a christian, a incober
of a local Baptist church here
and I sing in the choir. Would
like a Christian man. If he is re-
tired, I'm still interested. I own
my seven room home. Mrs. P. K.
'F., 2301 W. 18th it., Texarkana,
Texas.
•
The reason some hackers give
is because some folks you know
have been unkind to you know who.
Parties For Tile VIP's ing everybody and if ever againI meet HD 960 who drives Lincoln
Wet that's no excuse for penaliz-
43 and he tells me "I ain't free
for the likes of you." believe me
I'm gonna tell somebody, yes-
siree I am!
PRESIDENT EISENHOWER can governors after a stag
poses with a group of Republi. luncheon at the White House.
20 Negro lawyers; but none have
been admitted pending outcome of
the suit.
The fight between the local NAA-
CP and the D. C. Police Depart-
ment goes merrily on with both
sides demanding heads.
Police chief Robert Murry
wants Eugene Davidson, local
NAACP chief, who started the ruc-
kus by asking his resignation on
grounds of being biased and con-
doning police brutality, and David-
son wants him.
Chief Murray has accused him
of inciting resistance to arre?.t and
the rumor is around that an in-
vestigation- is on now of David-
son's income tax returns.
Murray got a vote of confidence
from the Policemen's Association
while Tevidson fired off a letter
to the District Commissioners, ask-
ing them to appoint an impartial
board of citizens to listen to the
documented charges which the as-
sociation has drawn up against
Murray.
• • •
The 585.000 robbery of the Wash-
ington Wholesale Grocery commit-
ted in broad daylight by two gun-
men who haVen't been found yet,
reminded me of the daring theft
committed by James Landis three
years ago in the Bureau of En-
graving when $160,000 was f ou nd
missing.
So I decided to do a "What's
become of'' thing on the case
Didn t get too far, but did find
out that: Landis who drew a 10-
year sentence is at Lorton Refor
matory in West ;irginia and has
adjusted well to prison life.
His first parole hearing was due
to come up May 27, 1957: but be-
cause of the backlog of cases, it
hasn't been held yet.
With good behavior which Lan-
Among the governors in the
photo is William G. Stratton
• • •
One week ago, Andrew Mallory
was sitting in Death row of the
District jail awaiting execution on
a rape charge. On Wednesday, he
walked out a free man because
th united Ste. S
Dear Mme. Chante: I am wid-
ower, 3.1, tall, employed, intelli-
gent, non-drinker, enjoy movies,
sports and making others happy.
Would like to meet a nice young
lady 20 to 40 years of age, good
dresser and cook and who enjoys
same. One who would like to mar-
ry before my birthday which is
in September. She may have chil-
dren and must want to live in the
East. If only interested in being
a pen pal, please do not answer,
as I want a wife soon. —James
Gallmore, 161 W. 36th at., Key-
stone hotel, New York, N. Y.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chaitte: 1 would like
upset his conviction on a techni- for you to publish this 
letter, as
cality that he had not been ar. I am looking for a 
nice young lady Dear Prof. Herman: It seems
raigned properly after his arrest. friend between IS and 
25, weigh- like years since you visited our
The court said that the 22-year- 
ing 100 to 125 lbs., 5 feet or un- city . . . and helped so many peo-
old Negro had been held too long 
der. I am 5 feet 7 inches tall, ple. I have tried to keep in touch
before formal charges were made 
weigh 149, considered nice looking with you through mail. Again I
and the confession obtained dur- 
and I have a good income. Will am coming to you for help. You
answer all letters. —James Quar- see we have finally decided to buy
ing that period was under duress.
lory was evidently bewildered by • • der present conditions. L. C.
rells, 7122 St. Lawrence at., Chi- a hcme, and I am wondering if
Said to be mentally defective, Mal- cam Ill. 
•
the dramatic turn of events and
we are doing the right thing, un.
pleaded with photographers as he 
Dear Mme. Chante: 1 am a con- ANS. tI seems to me that you
left jail ' No pictures pie a s e. 
stint reader of your column. I were offered a very good oppor.
Please no pictures." 
would like to hear from women 20 tunity and it was wise to take
to 36. They must be at least 5 advantage of it. Remember your
His release set off a chain re- feet, 3 inches tall and up. Color payments on the home are not as
action of protests froth public of- doesn't matter. --‘ B. Bostwieth, much as the rent you have been
ficials who declared this would 447 E. 49th St.. Chicago 15, Ill. paying. so don't doubt your ability
provide a loophole for other crim- • to carry
inal acts, and it added further fuel 
• •  through. In fact, you
to the frenzy of the South ever 
Dear Mme. Chante: Would you will find that you will get so much
sweeping Supreme court decisions 
enjoyment out of doing things in
in your paper? I am desirous of your OWN HOME, that it will be
upholding civil rights and civil lib- 
be kind enough to publish my name
erties suits. 
having American pen pals. I am a pleasure to make  
ii: 
certain sacci•
There is a fast growing move with male friends between ages nwes•
26 and would like to correspond which seem necessary just
on now to pass legislation to curb of 25 and 40. I promise to answer 
* • •
ers want the justices elected now Mai Thomas, 28 Rum Lane, King- 
UNHAPPY. I am very unhappy.the high court and some lawmak- all correspondence. —Miss Mavis
instead of appOInted. 
and wonder if things will ever
ston, Jamaica, BWI. change for me?
• • • ANS. Many changes are indicat-
Dear. Mme. Chants: I realize ed IrY friend, your daily Hors-"








dis has and no previous offenses, - .
he can be paroled Jan. 13, 1961 on 
T o Join
a short terra. The full term with
time off for good behavior would -
run until May 27, 1963. staff At Bishop
Meanwhile Landis. wife atamic
and their children have disappear-
ed. She had to give up their quart-
ers in Chapel Oaks, Md, for cheap-
er ones and most of their furniture
was repossessed. As for the lout.
most of it was recovered, but there
is still around $20,000 missing.
One suspicious cynic comment-
ed: "I don't believe all these big
robberies are being done by Ne-
groes. I think these are white
folks with pancake makeup on."
• • •
Being a peace loving soul,
refrain a ahila from blowing my
stack at those club members who
practice discrimination in reverse.
I'm referring to the cab drivers
who pointedly pass up folks of the
MARSHALL, Texas — A prom-
ising young music student in Bish-
op college, who says he likes mu-
sic and students, will join Bishop's
staff in September as director of
the band. Henry L. Shegog, II,
will take over the music post at
Bishop following his graduation in
August.
Shegog, now 22, started his mu-
sic career on the piano when he
was six years old. He played his
first solo at school at the age
of ten.
Although he now specializes in
the clarinet and saxophone, She.
gog can play all instruments.
(C3....A YOU WAN PAY NOTweAntes6 ANY 16WILLR`f.' INAS 861046"113t1r0P1sff...1niteer1.14•E1OtZt ̀ 40tr MKS AIL A







we all have our problems in life,
Prayer is the joyous beholding
of our desire in Spirit and ju-
bilation of the soul as we bring
it into manisfestation by realiza-
tion that we possess it now. If we
cannot accept the thing itself as
a reality, we cannot demonstrate it
or bring it forth into outer main-
festal ion
That is why Jesus stressed ac-
cepting our desires as present
facts. We can see that this type
of prayer is the prayer of under-
standing, the prayer of faith
that is the substance of things
hoped for It is clear that we must
understand this truth in order to
have the faith to see with spiritual
eyes that which "is not yet made
manifest."
• • •
scope would prove a great help
but I have one that has really to you if you would secure it. You
played tricks with me and there must however, make an effort to
is nothing I can do about it and help yourself -- you have allowed
due to this disadvantage it makes yourself to slip into a certain rut,
it hard for me to find a suitable of not mingling with people and
companion. My problem is that I just staying to yourself. Get out
am short and I don't drink. As tot this! Join some of the Seel ei
you know 90 per cent of the people groups connected Your
of today are drinking people and church, make an effort to be
most ladies want tall men. So I friendly, and you will soon began
would appreciate very much if you to see how happy you can 
be,
would print my letter in your col- 
% • •
umn. I am 5 feet 5 inches tall, R. E. Will I win the money?
160 lbs., medium brown skin and Can we make the necessary
brown eyes and have no bad hab- ctranges in order to obtain peace
its. I am employed and have a in our 
home? What will the out'
fair income. I would like to meet come be7
tall, weighing 110 to 130 lbs. with sw
ANS. Only one question Is an
ered in the column due to the
a lady not over 5 feet 3 inches
a light complexion, one who has limited amount of space. If you
out of life and willing to live in 
will write in for a private reply,no bad habits and wants something
California. Would like for her to 
sending your full name, address,
birthdate and the required fee of
photo in first letter, If you are 'sot be happyn to help you.
be between 22 and 27. Please send 35c to cover mailing cost, I shall
sincere, please don't answer this 
• •
letter. One child is alright. —How- W. Will my luck change?
Angeles, Calif. you have passed through a cycle
ard Booker, 5925 Denver ave., Los ANS, Ves, William, I feel that
• • . of bad luck, but a change is corn-
ing year way. Many things are re-
vealed to me, but space will not
allow my explaining them in de.
tail. Why not write in for further
information and your free bless-
ing at your earliest convenience.
Dear Mine. Chante: 1 am desir-
ous of meeting someone whose in. steady working man with a good
terest consists of marital adjust- salary. Please send photo in first
ment. I am 5 feet, 9 inches tall, 
ice
letter. I'll gladly exchange photos.
weigh 160 lbs., considered n — Roger Williams, 324 N. Weadock
lg00nkaiinitgy and ha vsuee s pportlearsaiintg artist'pe e. st Saginaw, Mich.
I'm• • •
and counselor. I'm 33 years of age Dear Mme. Chants: I would like
and I desire to meet a woman be. to correspond with a gentleman of
tween 18 and 30. — George Nance, good intentions. I am around 5 ft.
152C W. Hastings Apt. 804, Chica- 9 inches tall, weigh 128 lbs., light
go, Ill, complexion, age 36. Will answer all
• • • letters. I am a dressmaker and I
Dear Mine. Chante: I'm a lonely am single. Hoping to receive an
man, age 27, height 6 feet 1 in. early reply. — Miss A. L Benain,
tall, weigh 175 lbs. I want to meet 1 Central rd., Greenwich Town,
women between the ages of 18 Whitfield Town, P. 0. Kingston,




By J. RUSSELL BONER
ROCKVILLE, Conn. — (INS)—A
3,5-year-old Negro pastor who be-
lieves in "working through exam-
ple" delivered his first sermon to
a predominantly white congrega-
tion in Rockville Sunday.
The Rev. Simon Peter Montgons-
ery came to the Rockville Metho-
dist church from the smaller, all-
white pastorage at Old Mystic last
week.
The bishop, seeking to give the
minister a promotion. sent h i
name to the Methodist church at
Rockville, along with the names
of some white ministers.
Rockville chose Rev. Montgorna
ery to replace their former pas-
tor, a white minister from Texas.
STRUGGLED HARD
Rev. Montgomery fought his
way from hardship and poverty in
Pineville. S. C., to acceptance in
communities heavily composed of
white people.
He was graduated from Boston
university with another famous
Ne gr o leader, Martin Luther
King, jr., in 1955.
The divergence of their strug-
gle for eventual integration is
marked. Rev. King, son of an es-
tablished Atlanta minister, return-
ed to his native South a n d
launched a fight for integration in
Montgomery, Ala., the cradle of
the confederacy.
DIFFERENT APPROACH
Rev. Montgomery describes his
approach to integration as 'mak-
ing people accept you because
they like you, and not because
they have to." But he adds:
"Segregation should be attack-
ed everywhere. There are people
fighting for integration everywhero
who have never been heard about.
"MY job-is to serve Rockville
Methodist church as any minister
would, but when the whole gospel,
as preached, is lived, integration
as well as other social changes
will occur."
Rev. Montgomery said his pres-
ent plans concern only his work
in the New England Conference
where he "will rim or fall on my
own ability." He aces no return
to his native southland at the pres-
ent.
One of six children, be was forc-
ed to quit school at the age of 14
when his father died. He took a
job in a lumber yard at a dollar
a day. In 1941, the family once
again on its feet economically, he
decided to enter college.
Although his formal education
had stopped five years earlier, he
had educated hirhself to the point
he could pass the college entrance
examinations.
At the end of a long academic
career, he became the first Negro
pastor of an all-white community
tn America, and shortly thereafter
he was appointed chaplain of the
House ci Representatives, t h •
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Our Opinions
Report On Security Is Sinister
The long-awaited report of the biparti-
san Commission on Government security
was evidently timed to counteract the
therapeutic effect of the recent Supreme
Court decisions. Its recommendations ne-
gate those basic principles of individual
freedom so ,resolutely articulated by the
Court. -
The Commission, set up to examine the
effect of the government's anti-subversion
program ,turned over an 800-page report to
Congress and President Eisenhower last
week. Its finding leaves no doubt as to
the academic limitations and provincial bias
of the twelve men who submitted it.
If the recommendations are accepted,
millions of government employes who have
no more to do with our security than a din-
ing-car waiter would be subjected to rigor-
ous scrutiny. The report sanctions wire-tap-
ping, though the Supreme Court has made
It clear that the act of tapping is a crime
even though the government fails to prose-
cute.
Applicants for passports would be finger-
printed as are aliens seeking admission to
the United States on temporary visits. This
rule which now applies to foreign visitors
only has already caused more damage to
our security through its adverse effect
upon our relations abroad than any good
Haitian History in
Out of the economic chaos and endless
cycles of political upheavals that shake
Haiti to its very foundations, one bright,
redeeming fact is emerging—the women of
that unhappy land are ready to cast their
votes whenever the ruling junta should
call for general elections. This is a matter
of no ordinary import. Armed with their
ballots, the Haitian women can change the
course of their country's political
history.
Some 400,000 women representing half of
Haiti's electorate have now the right of
suffrage. Their votes may well be a de-
cisive factor in the final determination of
a stable constitutional government. Four
women candidates for the Haitian senate
are campaigning vigorously for their elec-
tion to the upper House. Their chances of
winning are said to be good. Leading them
is the highly cultivated Mrs. Madeleine
Sylvain Bouchereau who received a Ph.D.
from Bryn Mawr college in 1941. She
promises to iritroduce legislative measures
aimed at improving educational facilities.
wiping out illiteracy and establishing full
civil rights for women.
The feminine influence which had not
hitherto been projected into Haiti's politics
may usher in a new era or perhaps a new
The People Speak
it could possibly accomplish.
The Commission also recommends that
any newspaperman or his editor publishing
matter classified as secret by a government
agency be made liable to a $10,000 fine and
five years in jail, even though his inten-
tions were far from being treasonable.
In sum, the Commission seems to be bent
on a nullification of these recent important
Court decisions which reaffirm the validity
of the Bill of Rights. It deliberately dis-
regards the Court's ruling in the Cole case
which limited the security program to gov-
ernment employes in sensitive positions. It
would also reverse the opinion in the Jaenk
case which held that a defendant in a crim-
inal prosecution is entitled to see deposi-
tions filed with the FBI by witnesses who
appear against him.
Unfair and unwise as the present secur-
ity program is, the report would make it
infinitely worse. It would undermine the
very foundations of individual dignity and
freedom, and would not :will our security
one whit.
However, the mosi- dangerous aspect of
this report is that it places into the hands
of aspiring demagogues the rationale they
have been searching for clubbing the Su-
preme Court into subserviency. Let us
hope that wiser counsel may prevail against
the adoption of the sinister report.
The Making
deal patterned after the American social se-
curity program that was initiated by Presi-
dent Frafiklin D. Roosevelt. It is our fond-
est hope that peace may soon reign in the
island republic which has had more than
its share of misfortune.
Haiti. more than any other country in the
Caribbean, has a historic past. She con-
tributed 10,000 troops to the struggle for
the American Independence. One of the
greatest military tacticians that the world
has ever since known — Gen. Toussaint
L'OUVERTURE so badly trounced Napol-
eon's Army that the French abandoned all
hope of ever conquering the island.
Haiti has produced great men of letters
like Georee and Benito Sylvain, Antenor
Firmin, Charles Moravia and a host of
others who have left their indelible imprint
upon the body of Haitian literature and
history.
It is a great pity that a county so rich
in culture and natural resources should yet
be unable to advance and strengthen its
economy and eliminate the fractricidal con-
flicts whose recurrence saps the vitality of
the nation while inflicting incalculable
harm to its reputation. We hope and pray
that the dawning of a new day is not far
off for Haiti and its good kind people.
2 Civil Rights Issues are controlled, directed, and 0-
2 civil rights issues 6 GFRILEE nanced by Conservative Repobli-
Dear Editor: The debate over cans.
civil rights continues, with the Re- Just how many of these corpora-
publican Party trying to use this tions, companies and associations
Issue as a bait to attract North- employ Negroes in their offices,
ern Negro votes for future eke- on their board of managers, in
tions. leading positions in their shop de.
What is the real meaning of partments, or anywhere else?
this whole issue? The right to vote So there are Two Civil Rights
in the South, yes. But there is a Issues — (I) the issue of greater
far more significant issue: the rights in the South, and (2) the
right to employment in the North. issue of a fairer social and eco-
Everyone knows that all t h e nomic system for Negroes in the
large companies, most corporation entire country outside the South
management, and the leadership Let me cite a good example. The
of virtually every Chamber of suburbs of Chicago are solidly
Commerce and Industrial Asaocia- Republican in their voting. The Re-
line to all states north of Kentucky publican representative from Du
Page County. Russell Keeney, vot-
ed against civil rights in t h e
House.
Yet he comes from the most
solidly Republican county in the
nation! And the same conservative
Republicans that now want Negro
votes come from Evanston, Oak
Park, River Forest, and other
white communities where the only
job a Negro can hold is that of
a servant or lackey.
So which party really wants civ•
11 rights and which party wants
Negro votes so they can continue
the economic discrimination a n d
social ostracism of their own lo-
cal communities.
Incidentally, the last governor of
Adventures In Race Relations
By ENOC P. HATERS, JR.
For two months three Negro
men applied for jobs as brick-
layers where a new public utili.
ties building was being con-
structed in a nildwestern city.
And for two months they were
always told there were no jobs
available.
They knew this wasn't true
because during the period they
hall seen the number of brick-
layers increasing. They went to
the contractor with their com-
plaint and he told them that he
bad brought his bricklayers, all
white, with him from another
town where lie was completing
another construction Job.
They knew this wasn't true
because they knew some of the
bricklayers working on the job
to be local men.
Finally they called the utility
company and after being shifted
from one executive to Another
finally found one who took an
Interest In their ease.
After a few days, the utility
executive told them to report to
the construction foreman and
that they would be the next three
hired.
The construction foreman had
an opening for only one brick-
layer whom he put to work im-
mediately. The other two he said
would be called as needed.
When the Negro who had been
hired was taken to the job, the
bricklaying foreman was angry.
"I won't work with him," he
said, so he and nine white brick•
layers walked off the job.
The other two Negroes were
railed and work proceeded. The
Negro workers got busy, called
some friends and told them to
seek Sobs the next day. They
did and were hired.
Hoping to tie op operations on
the building, the men who had
walked of induced others to quit
until net only were intiet of the
bricklayers colored, but the first
Negro hired had been made fore.
man because he was the oldest
worker in the jots.
But the whites were disappoint.
ed. As quickly as they quit,
Negroes appeared from some-
where to replace them.
Finally convinced they were
hurting only themselves, the
whites who bad quit began to
reapply for work.
Gradually they were rehired
and worked harmoniously with
the Negroes.
One day, during the lunch
hour, one of the bricklayers who
had quit and returned was talk.
leg with the Negro foreman.
"We were fools to walk off
this job," he admitted. "You
Ms are all right to work with.
I didn't know that at the time
because I had never worked
with Negroes before."
"Yes," agreed the Negro fore-
man, "there's no difference. A
man's a man."
"Yes, we were fools to walk
out," he repeated. "I'd never
have done It had I known there
were so damn many Negro
bricklayers."
if 1.00 KIN
There is a need for tall men to
match the long tall dark shadows
which are being casteo upon the
hi:rico') of human relations by the
mountains of prejudices and halo::
with their accompanying injustices.
There is only one mountain
of finance.
There are no jimercw windows
In the market places; no inn -
crow windows in banking houses;
the collector of customs, taxes and
Where notes and utility bills are
paid.
TOO TALL. TO HATE
The Jew found this mountain
long ago. He solves the problems
of his being refused hotel accom-
modations and other courtesies and
services in places and carriers
by buying them. By owning these
places there is no one with whom
to quarrel. Mountains only cast
shadows when the light is be-
hind them: when the light is
ah'sve them there is no sh•idow.
The great need then is for men
taller than the paysical, mental
and social mountains in their
paths: Men who are tall in wis-
dom and long on understanding;
men with creative thinking and
creative imagination tall enough to
cast enough light upon these moun-
tains to dispel the shadows of prej•
udice, hate, misuse and abuse in
human rglations.
Men are never taller than they
are when they ease to the full
realization that they own nothing
ROL even toeinseiN es. Si ea woo re•
elite this fact are too tall for race
hate, race prejudice or any other
kinds of prejudices or hates. Tall
realizes that among men there is
a common need, therefore there
should be a common interest.
Tall men do not believe like
Gov. Coleman of Mississippi nor
do tall men make foolish and ig-
norant statements as the Governor
made at the Governor's confer-
ence in Virginia the other day.
Tall men know that the earth is
the Lord's and all therein, includ-
ing he and Mississippi.
Tall men will convince other
men of the dangers and errors in
hate and prejudice with a view
of changing men.
The only way to change a man
is first to change his views. Noth-
ing looks so tall when viewed
from above.
- ID A IR K.
by NAT D. WILLIAMS 
THESE ARE THEY. .
It's pretty heartening to hear
about publicly expressed interest
in the establishment of an orphan-
age tor Negro children in Memphis,
. . and thus, the Mid-South.
The absence of such ran institu-
tion among the thousands of Ne-
groes in these parts has long been
a subject of discouraged specula-
tion. Most folk know that there are
Negro orphans. It is generally
known that the larger percentage
of children on the ADC (Aid to
Dependent Children) rolls are Ne-
gro children. One doesn't have to
be a social philosopher or scien-
tist to reach the conclusion that
Negro children are in the main
the marginal children of the na-
tion. . . almost the forgotten ones
. . . and in many more respects
than merely educational.
Perhaps more attention has
been directed to the existence of
the Negro child in the past five
or ten years than ever before in
the country's history. However, in
the sound and fury of the school
desegregation fracas there has
been grave danger of the children's
being altogether forgotten. But ev-
ery time the smoke clears tem•
porarily. one can see the little
dark-skinned children. .. standing
there waiting with the somber
look in their eyes which colored
children get so soon in their lives.
They're waiting for the answers
from their elders.
One of the reasons orphanages
for Negro children have not been
emphasized in many areas Irs
been the Negro's rural location.
the country orphaned children
were welcomed in farm families
because they added extra hands
for the fields at more or less min-
imum cost.
Then the Negro's disorganized
condition during Reconstructian
and even in slavery made it a
custom for Negro families to take
in homeless children and rear them
with their own children.
But the increasing urbanization
of the Negro along with other
Americans is breaking down old
ways and ideas. City life doesn't
permit of the easy adjustment of
extra children. In congested com-
munities and amid the detached
atmosphere characteristic of ci-
ties, like many adults, go unno•
(iced too often.
Sotne kind ot institutional care
becomes almost mandatory, altho
social workers seem to hold that
a home atmosphere is better than
any -other. But when there are
not enough homes, then an insti-
lotion is the next best thing.
And by every consideration
Memphis and the Mid-South need
a first-class Negro orphanage.
There are about half a dozen
such institution for white children
hereabouts. There isn't one such
haven for Negro children.
So, it's encouraging to hear
from concerned citizens. . white
and Negro who are willing to do
something about it. Incidentally,
it should be particularly noted
that white citizen r.f Memphis
are taking the lead in bringing
this serious matter to the atten-
tion of the public. Mention is mado
of that fact for many reasons.
Not the least of the reasons is
the challenge offered to Negroes
themselves to prove their willing-
ness to do something for their
own. One rescued child is worth
far more than the satisifaction of
cruising around in a shiny, new
car, or guzsling a case of liquor
for every club affair. Negro social
clubs alone in Memphis could
support an orphanage with what
thet spend for entertainment .
and trips to the dog races.
Illinois to seek civil rights legisla-
tion was a Democrat, Adlai Steven-
son. His FEPC bill was defeated
by a Republican Senate, with ev•
ery last Democrat voting for it.
- Member of another minority
group.
Grateful Senator
Dear Editor: As this session
of the legislature draws to a close,
may I take this means of thank-
ing you and the CHICAGO DE-
FENDER for the kind cooperation
you accorded me?
I have tried, earnestly, to re-
flect the views of those who elect-
ed me, and it was most hearten-
ing and helpful to have had your
constant support.
If, at any time, I can be of ser
vice to you, please command me.
Fred J. Smith, State Senator 11th
District.
SO WHAT?
"DO ME A FAVOR? WHILE YOU'RE ROBBING THE
JOINT ...TAKE THESE ACCOUNT BOOKS TOO... I'M




"It is better to be wore out from
living than to be wore out from
worry," said Simple. "Them that
hugs to the hilt and wears their
worries like a loose garment,
lives the longest. I do believe my
cousin Minnie is going to live to
be one hundred and ten. She wor-
ries about nothing, except some-
times can she borrow Five Dol.
lars from me. When I say NO. she
do frown up."
"I thought I heard you say you
had put your Cousin Minnie
down," I said.
"I did," said Simple. ''l put
her down, but she took me up
again. I stopped going to the bar
where I thought she went, hut I
find out that she goes to all bars.
Every bar I go in, in steps Min-
nie. That woman really makes the
rounds, which is why our cousin-
ship is going on the rocks.
"I do not like a woman that gets
around to more places than I do.
And since I been married to
Joyce, I do not get around much
anymore, But my cousin, she is
just like Zarita used to be, here,
there, everywhere each a n d
every night. I says to Minnie
once, 'Don't you even take Mon-
day off from gallavanting?'
"And do you know what Minnie
says to me? She says, 'Monday?
Why, Monday ain't even on my
calendar. I call it Hon-day, mean-
ing HONEY day—the day to catch
up with all the sweet things you
SIMPLE'S COUSINSHIP
WITH MINNIE IS ADRIFT
might maybe have missed on Sun-
day. Monday is Honey Day, Jess
Semple, and if I has nothing bet-
ter to do, I come to call on you,
my favorite cousin.'
"'You are not my favorite coos-
in, Minnie,' I says. 'especially
since you can out-drink me. Our
cousinship has done gone adrift
on a see-44-4ielter.'
" 'You talk as if you bought me
all them drinks, old simple Ne-
gro, whereas you has not spent
hardly a dime on the at the bar
this summer. You know I has
friends who will treat me every
time they greet me, wine me be-
fore they dine me, and dance
wherever I want to prance.'
" 'Minnie,' says I, 'if you would
work as much as you dance, you
might have some money of your
own In your pocketbook some-
times, and not have to depend on
others for a treat.'
" 'Honey,' says Minnie, 'anoth-
er folks' treat is most sweet. Be-
sides, you know I told you, that
last white lady for who I worked
lived in a deuplex apartment,
and she had too many steps for
me to be running up and down.
Steps get me down.'
" 'How come dancing don't get
you down? I have seen you dance
all night and not pant a pant.'
" 'Dancing do not seem to tell
on me like climbing steps do,'
said Minnie. I could dance all
night, like the song says, without
feeling it. But just let me climb
AO,
up and down steps half a
and my wind is gone. I were not
that way in my youthood. Do you
think I am getting old?'
"'You look kinder ageable,' I
said. 'But I am sure it is not
from work, neither from worriau
tion.'
" 'Work and worry will get a
woman down,' said Minnie, 'and'
I do not wish to go under. If I do,-
I had rather it be from a good
timet han from a good job. I hays.
never yet had no job in the world•
I was willing to give my life to,
no matter how good. Why, I work-
ed for a rich old white lady once
who paid me just to be Olen,
since she were kind of invalided -
like, and could not answer hap.
own door bell. ,
"But just being there bugged'
me. I got to thinking all the other-
nice places I could be, and I quite
Facts is, Jess, I am not working.
nowhere right now. Lend me
Five.'
I will not,' I says, %emuon".
all you want it for is to
up or drink it up. And I can live,
up and drink up my own money.'
"'Then let's drink up that Five
together, Coz,' coos Minnie, 'then,
it won't be a worriation to either-
of us.' Facts is, that is just about•
what had done already happened.
She had three Scotches whilst we,
was talking, and I had had six
beers.
"'You win, Min,' I said. 're
which she agreed, 'I won, Hon! '
LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data
The picture of the Dixie gentle-
man in a long frock coat, string
bow tie, and the wide brimmed
beaver with a voice like Senator
Claghorn's may be misleading to-
day. A few of these ofd relics
can be found in the corridors of
the state capitals, but they are
not running things anymore in dear
old Dixie.
The mid-century Southern poli-
tician, business and civic leader
have been trying on that famed
gray flannel suit. He may not vis-
it Madison ave., but he is suc-
cumbing to the same influences
that have produced that Manhat-
tan hallmark. a
Some of these Southerners still
look like rubes in their gray flan-
nel suits, but they have caught
the spirit of the eager beavers who
get a thrill out of making the Yan-
kee dollar.
In the airport in Atlanta last
week I was fascinated by the rest-
less, pushing throng of these new
bustling Southern businessmen.
There was not a leisurely, aris-
tocratic-looking Dixie gentleman
among the hundreds I surveyed for
almost two hours.
Either this bird does not ride
planes, or his tribe is vanishing.
The latter is nearer the truth.
In the business districts of Sa-
vannah and Charleston, the cul-
tural capstones of the "Old South",
you will find a new crop of leaders
who neither dress like nor look
like their fathers. In fact, if it
were not for their drawling speech,
you would be sure they were De-
troiters, Chicagoans or New York-
ers.
Underneath the gray flannel
suits, these Southerners are still
wearing the same old dirty shorts
and their minds are still in a rut
on the race issue. The same old
poision has been put in a new
bottle.
This change in physical appear-
ance may be credited to the mir•
ache of advertising and the new
hustling spirit has been inspired
by the South's great need for more
and more industrialization. T h e
old Dixie gentleman was a farm-
er at heart and he counted his
riches in land. Now his son has
sold part of the farm to a Yankee
corporation that will build a fac-
tory and the rest of the farm, he
is trying to sell as a "modern
exclusive subdivision" for the
coming lily-white workers.
We are accustomed to believe
that change somehow means prog-
'ress. I have believed for a long
time that a new, industrialized
South would produce a more tol-
erant Southerner. Now as I have
been watching the coming of this
new bird, I am beginning to won-
der.
It used to be said that the prej-
udiced Southerner lived close to
the Negro and viewed him affec-
tionately whereas the more liberal
Yankee ignored the Negro's exist-
ence as far as possible. Today the
new Southerners are moving into
vast lily-white suburban develop-
ments where they no longer come
Into ,contact with Negroes. They
are beginning to live and act like
Yankees.
What does this signify? Well,
for one thing I think these young
Dixiecrats are combining their
traditional racial prejudices with
the Yankee indifference and the
net results represent something
worse than either.
The new Southerners seem In-
tolerant of civil rights for Negroes,
and also indifferent to the Negreit:
welfare.
In a commencement address It
Atlanta university recently; Lillian-
Smith, the author, told the grad::
uates that there are three kinds.
of mobs in the South. Tbe lynch
minded street mob, the more daa-
serous "mob in the gray flautist
suit" and the still more danger-
ous invisible mob of corrupt intel-
lects.
This new gray flannel atilt mob
holds, according to Miss Smith.
"more power and prestige." She
declared:
"Certainly many of Its ititeinberst
are chairmen of boards of big bus-
iness others are truste•a of
school, church, hospital; some are,
directors of banks or presidents Olt
insueance companies; others are'
professional men." Miss Smith be-
lieves such men give substance
to the White Citizens Council.
Of course, I am a born optimist
and I cannot conceits efthe
South getting any worse in the
matter of race relalion.. Despite'
the influence of the old prejudices,,
combined with the new material. .
ism, the important Dixie church ;
groups are pounding bpin the'
moral injunction to love neigh-
bor.
We have an outside, chance that
these Bible-quoting, Southerners
will continue to tear God long
enough to act decently. The good
preachers in attempting to comsat
these Sotherners to a more demo-
cratic and Christian way of Hie
have a big job indeed. From where
I sit, they really have hell on their
hands.
Three of the jazz stars who
helped launch Mutual's Band-
stand, U.S.A. Saturday night jazz.
tests a year ago will be among
the score of notables joining em-
cee Guy Wallace on coaat-to-coast
broadcast July 6 from the annual
Newport (R. 1.) Jazz Festival.
'Tis a sort of appreciation citation.
Pianists George Shearing and
Teddy Wilson plus baton wielder
Count Basic were three stars for
the first Bandstand, U.S.A. show
and they'll be back again for this
anniversary program. In addition,
producer Tom in y Reynold's
broadcast from the Newport Jazz
Festival will feature such other
notables—all of whom have been
heard on one or more Bandstand,
1' S.A. shows—as Oscar Peterson,
Louis Armstrong, Sidney Bechet,
DETROIT — Arthur Braggs paid
91,000 for a spot light for his Fies•
La show. Della Reese is making
a hurried trip to the big town for
a recording session. Martha and
her spouse of Flame Show Bar
holdover . Luriean Hunter en-
joying the presence of mother and
young son during her Rouge
Lounge stay.
Jo Ann Simmons "Miss Mar-
red" of '57 planning her Atlantic
City trip already. 'Clash Bennett
(He's Dr. Bob) renewing old ac•
quaintances with alumnus out
Maryland way.
I Klatt Sayles did a Jim Dandy,
"Got Married," which reminds
me wedding bells rang for my
'niece' Betty Patricia Norman
to Dr. David Seebury Reed Sat-
urday. She is the daughter of
the Jack Normans.
Gotham hotel loaded with ce-
lebrities. Attorney Thurgood
Marshall came in ahead of the
' other NAACP bigwigs.
Tho 'Kingfish' is in the hotel
and John While gave him the
bridal Suite. "I say there's a Sap-




par excellence, is being groomed
for two television guest appear-
ances during the summer, one be-
ing the Julius LaRosa show, sub-
stituting for Perry Como.
She'll be playing a four-week
engagement at the Columbia Hotel
in Portland. Maine, until Aug. 1,
and will immediately fly to New
York for her television dates and
a recording session for RCA Vic
• • •
Timmie Rogers, the dapper
COM median, headlines his own
musical revue "No Time For
Squares" at Club Harlem in At-
lantic City, which bad its Gala
opening last Thursday night with
the usual fanfare of celebrities
from stage, screen, radio and
television, plus the political digni-
taries and cafe luminaries.
Supporting Comedian Rogers is
a hugh cast of night club top-
notchers, including Napoleon
Reed, lOmm Carter, Cook and
Brown. The Three Riffs, Lon Foil-
Lain, Flash Gordon and Johnny
Lynch and His Band. Engagement
is slated for 12 weeks with addi-
tional stars to be augmented dur-
ing the summer.
Ernie Andrews slated for one i
week starting, July 4. Louis Jor-
dan for one week, starting July .
it; Billy Williams and His Quar-
tette for two weeks, starting July
25, and Arthur Lee Simpkins
comes in for two weeks on August
Jack Teagarden, Red Allen, J. C.
Higgenbotham, Ella Fitzgerald,
Bobby Hackett, Roy Eldridge,
Stan Getz, Stan Kenton, Carmen
McCrae and Errol Garner.
For the first time anywhere, the
' For the first time at the Blue
I Note, Lurlean Hunter.
That will be Frank Holzfeind's
; double bill at the Blue Note Wed-
nesdav, July 3, through Sunday,
July 7.
Strayhorn, Duke Ellington's pi-
anist-arranger-writer, will feature
the African -talking" drum, play-
ed by Guy Warren, the Ghana -
born star of the Decca album. "Af-
rica Speaks'. — Issued less than
three months ago, its sales are
approaching the half-million mark.
The bespectacled Billy, whose
career with Ellington dates back
to 1939, rarely appears with the
band, but is always at a talile
when the Duke plays the Blue Note
(as he will July 10-21). He is the
composer of the Ellington theme
song, "Take the A Train," and
other familiar numbers.
Lurlean Hunter, making her de-
but at the country s Number One
jazz spot, has played in smaller
Chicago clubs, and this year has
been trying her talent outside CM-
cago for the first time. She was
in New York last winter, and the
jazz writers there were as enthus-
iastic M their reviews as they have
been here,
A native of Mississippi, she has
lived in Chicago since she was
two months old, and did her first
singing at Englewood High school.
By AL, MONROE
WHEN BILLY STRAYHORN de- NAT KING COLE'S new show, By HARRY LEVETTE
tided to hit out on his own with
a combo, thus leaving the Duce
Ellhagton "family" temporarily be
left with the blessings of Elling-
ton, a thing we adore in 'em both,
particularly Strayhorn. —THIS
CORNER recalls the early days
tif Strayhorn, known to his close
friends as "Sweetpea," when he
was being carefully nursed by El-
Wigton. — THE ELLINGTON FA-
MILY piano was Strayhorn's hour
after hour with Duke lending a ,
hand whenever the occasion arose
for use of such a valuable item.
IT IS ONLY natural that Stray-
horn, talented pianist as well as
arranger would hit out on his own.
—AND IT IS JUST AS natural
that he asked and received the
valuable advice Duke was able to
give when the time came.—THEN
WHEN STRAYHORN certain to
succeed tells reporters "I owe El-
lington everything" one must ad-
mire the little guy even More.—
NOT ALL BENEFICIARIES are
given to praise for their "guys"
you know.
ment for Perry Como snagged al-
ready and may raceive a third
on another television program.—
FROM NEW YORK comes report
that Nable Sissle of "S h uffle
Along" fame is readying a Broad- ;
8. way show to be titled "HaPPY1
Times." WHEN LOUIS Jordan I
opens at Roberts lounge in Chi-
cago this week hell be faced witha the problem of equaling his own
record at the bistro set a few
months ago. — NO ONE HAS even
approached it since Louis depart-
ed.
BuildingFuno
Mrs. Lucille Hinton, president of
the Modernaires dub, is chairman
of the Building Fund beneflt tea
of the Peoples Christian church.
The tea will be held Sunday,
June 30, from Ito 7 p.m., at the
Illinois Automobile club, 2400 So
Michigan ave. Mrs. Hinton saie
a number of social, civic and,
charitable organizations have vol-
unteered to sponsor tables.
Rita Robinson. building f und
chairman, pointed out that the
church, which rs currently holding
services at the Washington Park
YMCA, is hoping to occupy per-
manent quarters in the fall.
The Rev. Cyrus N. Riley is Pas-
tor; Miss Louise Creech el chair-
man of the Trustee board arid
Mrs. Amelia Hack is secretary.
• • .
BERB JEFFRIES Is In line for
national cafe tour that will in.
elude Chicago's Chez Parer and
New York's Cops, according to
West Coast reports. — DOROTHY
DANDIRDGE'S television stint
Owned will keep her off U. S.
sell for next four months, 'tic re-
ported from London — WHEN
AND IF Sarah Vaughan and hub-
by George Treadmill split their
'domestic association they will, It
As reported, keep all managerial
lies with SARAH DOING T H
singing and George the business as
usual. — LIONEL HAMPTON who
follows Basle and Vaughan into
Waldorf will find quite a I ew
r"Brats" facing him that were set
op by "Miss Butterfly" and "Mr.
One-finger piano." — COOK AND
' BROWN, famous dancers a r e
back lions Bahamas and appear-
lug nightly in the Timmie Rogers
a half hour program on NBC-TV
Tuesday night was just what
might be expected, of the former
Chicagoan gone Hollywood a n d
Broadway. — THE PROGR 1M
THAT runs into September figures
to get even better as it goes along.
NAT HAS THE talents for such a
show and it seems NBC-TV brass
has decided "their man" must
have everything to work with.—
THERE IS NO cramping of Nat's
style as so often hhppens, and as
long as this setup maintains your
Tuesday evening listening pleasure
will be lust th
PAULA WATSON, pianist-enter-
tainer may well become the "sur-
prise- alcng music row before the
winter seasen sets in. — SHE HAS
TWO appearances on the Julius
LaRosa 'show. Summer replace-
show at Little Harlem in Atlantic
City. — MARIE- McLEARY, for-
mer Harlemite now Mrs. .Archie
Morgan of Atlantic City was given
a surprise birthday party Sunday
by hubby and all the big-wigs of
the "Boardwalk," plus others from
New York attended
• SYMPATHY ENTERS the ac-
lion when Sidney Pottier, bad•
le injured, is carried on the
bask of one of the missi,,nar.
ies where he's rendered first
HOLLYWOOD—( ANP) — "South
Pacific" is being made into a mov-
ie and as predicted Jeanita Hall
the original "Bloody Mary" is in
same role in the picture
, The filming, now on location in
Okinawa, Hawaii and the Fiji Is-
lands will be switched to Holly-
wood as soon as the "location"
Producer Buddy Adler last week
signed Juanita Hall, the original
"Bloody Mary" of Rodgers and
Hammerstein's picturization of the
! dramatic musical, which Joshua
Logan will direct, with Mitzi Gay-
nor and Ro5sano Brazzi cc-star-
red.
Miss Hail is famed Wench
Broadway performances as 'Show
Boat," Marc Connelly's "T h e
Green Pastures," as the Mango
Woman in "The Pirate" with the
Lunts:, as the watermelon singer
in "Sing Out, Sweet Land!" as
"Leah" in "St. Louis Woman."
as well as for to roles in the
musical version of "Street Scene."
aid. this that
bring tears to the eyes of the-
atre torts in "Something of
Value" opening at Woods the-
atre next Tuesday.
NEW YORK — Robert McFer-
rin, baritone of the Metropolitan
Opera Association, has been sign-
ed to a long term contract by Riv-
erside Recording Company. First
recordings next week will be an
Album of Spirituals, designed to
perpetuate the works of Hall John-
son.
corded are "Every Time I Feel "Here's One" by William GrantThe Spirit", "Fix Me Jesus", "His SUB.
Name So Sweet," "Gonna Tell Other activities of Mr. McEer-God All My Troubles", 'Swing rin Mclude a guest appearance
Low Sweet Chariot", "Ain't Got as soloist at the Ravine festival
Time to Die", "Witness", ."C) Ii The young .Met singing star has
Glory!", "Ride On King Jesus", role of Escamillo in the concertall arranged by Hall Johnson;
'Let Us Break Bread Together"
by William Lawrence; "Deep RN-
Among the spirituals to be re- er" by Harry Burleigh, a n d
LENOX, Mass. — The Music
Barn summer concert season
opener Sunday with Ella Fitz-
gerald featured.The "Music Barn"
under direction of John Lewis will
run throughout the summer. Ethel
Waters will be the featured artist
Jnly 6.
Among the jazz musicians this I
summer will be the 'Dave Sim-
beck Quartet, the Gerry -Malan
Quintet, the Lionel Hampton band.
Duke Ellington and his orchestra,
the Woody Herman band, the Mod-
ern Jazz Quartet, Oscar. Peterson




the New York City Theatre Com-
pany's production pf "S.S. Glen-
cair" and in "Deep Are The
Roots."
version of "Carmen", which will
he performed at Lewisohn stadium
July. 22.
Among the folk artists will be
Richard Dyer-Bennet, Marais and
Miranda ind the Weavers. Tom
Lehrer will give a performance of
his satiric folk songs.
Opera will be added to the-types
of music offered this season. On
August 5, 6 and 7, the After ,Din-
ner Opera Comnane still pre t.
four one-act operas, Mel'
"The Telephone" by Menotti, 1II
A Garden" by Gertrude Stein,
"Swett Betsy From Pike" bYj
Mark Bucci and "Apollo and Per- I
sephone" by ,Reginald Cockshott.
The After Dinner Opera Company
was founde0 at Tanglewbod eight
years ago, and last year was in-
vited to appear at the Edinburgh
Festical.
The concert schedule will con-,
thine during the August 11 through
August 30 period when the new
School of Jaz is in session at the
Music Barn under the direction
By HAZEL
HOLLYWOOD — We have al-
ways tried to be sincere and hon-
est with you and express, in as
factual a way as possible, o u r
opinion about pictures, which are
reviewed — and I have given
"Island in the Sun," a great deal
of thought, before bringing these
impressions to you.
In the first place — there are
too many 'love affairs' going an
at one and the same time, levels"-
big too many people -i- there is
too much interruption by the use
of local color in calypso dances,
a festival, etc., to maintain any
continuity. Secondly — the acting
In my opinion Is not as forceful
and actual as it might have been,
which would have brought a feel
lug that this is a true situation,
that these things are really taking
place.
"Island" will probably be among
the most controversial pictures re-
leased by the movie industry, but
I had the feeling that the produc-
ers, director, script writer and the
actors, actresses and everyone
connected with its making, were
treading on thin ice. They appear
to have been holding back, instead
of letting themselves go and com-
ing up with a picture that follow-
ed the book. They couM beep let
"the devil take the hindermost" if
these behind the gin, didn't like
joekat they save It would not mat-
ter, there will always be those who
thallenge anything that deals with
the miscegenation angle. In many
cases, those who will cry out the
loudest, will be he who is with
the 'most 'sin among us.' .
Have known Joan Fontaine and
her acting ability, leaves little
doubt in my mind that she didn't
give all that is hers — that is
playing the part of Belafonte's lov-
er, she just went through t h e
movements, and the only indica-
tion that a love affair was going
on between them, Is only implied,
and that, not too strongly.
Even though they are never
WASHINGTON
actually seen in an embrace, it
seems to me that Joan was think.
jog about the Southern boa office,
and what Mr. George might thinic.
Her facial expressions n c v, e r
changed as far as I could tell; no
show of feeling for her oblegt of
affection.
As for Harry, I admire hint
and be his voice. but his act-
ing lacked the deepness and sin-
cere portrayal of a man In love,
Neither of thetn, Joan or Harry re.
laxed - both were much too
stiff — nor did they grab the parts
and get into them 'as they should
have.
Perhaps the director 'Bob Ros.
son or Darryl Zenuck are to blame,
perhaps they were holding back
— but if this is true, then I say
they should not have attempted the
story in the first place. If t In e
story is at all objectionable to -the
South, it will be barred in most
parts, so why worry about this
segment of the country. ,
. The love affair between Dorothy
Dandridge and John Justin is much
: more convincing — the sincerity
of their affection comes access.
Dot is the prettiest Meg in the
to learn about acting.' It has
been suggested before, and we
repeat, Dot should go to a drama
coach, and take additional train-
l ing in the act of emoting. •
Joan Collins is very good and
handles her part well — her love
affair is with Stephen Boyd, and is
complicated when he discoVers
that there is Negro blood in her
family, and with it comes t h e
dread of bringing forth a 'black
baby.'
This is racial snobbery at its
worst, and is in contrast with the
rest of the picture which seems
to condone mixed marriages. I suit.
gest that you read the book, "Is-
land in the Sun," first, then put
the picture on your 'must see
list." You'll enjoy it more.
La Verne Baker, Born On Holiday
Keeps Celebrating Record Wise
The day LaVern Baker was
born, they had a parade in Chica-
go. Well maybe not for her ex-
actly (it happened to be Novem-
ber It, 1929) but it set an appro-
priate atmosphere for a life and
career that has been a lively, col-
orful whirl of activity ever since.
LaVern had big eyes for the bright
lights from her earliest childhood.
She rushed through school and her
early teens impatient for a chance
to clutch a mike in front of an
audience.
Fortunately for a youngster as
ambitious as LaVern, she had the
talent, the looks and the personal-
ity to make people sit up and look
Juan Hernandez, Poitier
Teamed In Thrill Film
Of 'Blood And Thunder'
One of the finest Sepia casts, William Marshall, remembered
in Hollywood history was assent- flour;ehsts, astnadgea hinitnginlimGe rtenelneviaPsiinsn-
bled by MGM to appear with Rock favorite, portrays the leader of
Hudson and Dana Wynter in the Mau Maus.
"Something of Value" opening at Paul Thompson, who has worked
the Woods Tuesday July 2. before the cameras in "Untamed"
• • sensitive  and "White Witch Doctor," on theSidney
performances in "Blackboard Sun- "Jungle 
in '-The Shrike" and for TV's
gle" and "Edge of the City" mark 
J Jim and "Jim Bowie"
series, is seen as Sidney Poitier's
him as one of the outstanding No- boon Companion.
gro actors on the screen today, is Frederick O'Nealportrayeseen in the role of Kimani, Kiku- Adam, another powerful Has Mauyu native friend of Rock Hudson, leader.
story of modern Africa. '
One of the most interesting char-
who becomes a Mau Mao in the
acter actresse; in the cost is
Juano Hernandez, in contrast to
his sympathetic performances in
"Ransom!". "Trial", "Stars In
My Crown" and -Intruder in the
Dust," plays Njogu, a rtfthless na-
tive torn between ancient tribal
beliefs and dc-lication to the Matt men." She is perhaps hest re-
May cause. In one of the film's membered for her work with Chu-
most dramatic scenes, Njogu's su- Mt. Colbert in "The Maid of Sa.
perstitions are used to force hie lem."
identification of the Mau Mau lead. 
era. Upon completion of his role, The 322 islands which comprise
Hernandez left for West Africa the Fiji colony of Great Britain
to star in a Films Internationale spread across approximately 100,-
production depicting the progress 020 square miles and comprise an
of missionary work among the na- important land holding in t h etivee southwest Pacific.
Year-old Madame Suite Wan, the
first woman Negro actress to en-
ter motion pictures. Signed by D.
W. Griffith in the early 20's, Ma-
dame Suite-Wan made her debut
In his production of "The Clans-
and listen. Long before she was
old enough to get a cabaret li-
cense, she had attracted the atten-
tion of George and Mabel Woods,
Windy City nitery owners. On
LaVern's 17th birthday they sign-
ed her to a contract and brought
her into. Chicago's Club DeLisa
the following day. The Woods'
dubbed her "Little Miss Share-
cropper" and saw their protege
held over for six months.
Next stop for LaVern was the
Flame Show Bar in Detroit where
she again proved to be a sensa-
t,ln. The manager of the club,
Al Green, brought her in for two
weeks, but succeeded not only in
holding her over, but also in sign-
ing her to a personal management
contract and began laying long-
range plans for her career. One
of his first decisions was a chuck
the "Miss Sharecropper" monick-
er.
LaVern left the Flame to. tour
with the Todd Rhodes band. Dur-
ing this phase of her career, she
made some records with the band,
Including "Trying," "Pig Latin
Blues," and "Must I Cry Again?"
Having gained somewhat of a
following through her records and
personal appearances, LaVern de.
cided to try her luck abroad and
headed for the Continent.
The most important phase of
LaVerns career began after her
return to this country from
abroad. She began recording for
Atlantic Records in 1954.
Some of her early waxings for
the libel, like "Soul On Fire" and
"How Can You Leave A Man Like
This," alreary show her mature
style: full throated, vibrant belting
with a sexy lease. Those who
hadn't heard of her by then, cer-
tainly couldn't plead ignorance aft.
Cr "Tweedlee Dee." As big a
dent as that record made, it is
likely that LaVern will be associ-
ated with the tune to the end of
her days "Tweedlee Dee" could

















































Two Weddings Of Social Importance Enchant Windy City Socialite Set
• •
• CHICAGO'S ELITE circles were en-'
chanted recently by two impressive and
fashionale weddings which at tracted wide-
spread intorest thte ighout the country.
Picturesvve and in ielytd with charm and
beauty the brought together many of the
Windy City's most promniet.t Ii. /lilies as
well as g _teats from the ; e•.!rxii seaboard,
the mid-West, the Swath and West Coast.
* * *
• WITH EYES ONLY for each other, new-
lyweds Mr. and Mrs. Norman Michael John-
son (center photo) are oblivious to their
surroundings as they share the first mo-
ments of wedded bliss. The bride is the
former Miss Sylvia Joeann Mosely, daugh-
ter of the late Dr. Maurice George Mosely
and Mrs. Deborah Stone Mosely, prominent
Chicago social worker. The groom, a teach-
er and coach in the Tulsa Public school
system, is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Thervith of Waterloo, Iowa.
* *
• THE BEAUTY of the Mosely-Johnson
double ring ceremony solemnized on June
16 in historic First Baptist church in Hyde
Park by the Rev. T. M. Brumfield, former
professor of religion at Fisk university and
now associate pastor at Park Manor Con-
gregational church (congratulating the
couple photo top right) is reflected in the
grace and charm of bridal attendants. Ad-
miring the bride's rings are (from left)/
Carlin Chandler. flower girl; Mariam Dev-
era, maid of honor; Jackie Wallace and
Eranell McIntosh, bridesmaids.—(Valen-
tine Photo).
• MARKED BY BEAUTY and simplicity
tke impressive home nnptials which on June
22 imited lovely Juan Carson Young, June
graduate of Howard university and James
Hamilton Murray was another event of so-
cial significance in the Windy City's elite
circles. The touple's vows were exchanged
in tft home of tin? bride's uncle and aunt,
the socal:y praminent Mr. and Mrs. Tru-
man K. Gibson, jr.
*
• A FASHIONABLE group of friends and
frrn all over gathered at
Pa• t•kway Blue Room following the cere-
mony witnessed by the family and close
friends to shower th radiant couple with
gifts and felicitations.Showing their pride
as the couple shares the traditional cake
cutting ritual are the groom's parents, the
Rev. and Mrs. C. T. Murray of Washington,
D. C. Reverend Murray officiated at the
ceremony.
« • •
• PREPARING TO toast the handsome
newlyweds are the groom's brother, Wen-
dell Murray of Wethersfield Conn., best
man and the bride's cousin, Miss Karen
Gibson, her maid of honor. The bride is the
daughter of the late Dr. and Mrs. Roy K.
Young. Many pre-nuptial fetes were ten-
dered her by, the smart young sociaite set
and friends of her family.—(Defender
photo by Lyles)
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Summer fun is at its zenith— nita Arnold, Mrs. Thelma W i I
comes the Fourth of July. . .with llama, Mrs. Adelaide Settles, Miss
its overtures of patriotism, picnics Mary Della Reeves, Miss Ardeiaa
and family gatherings which tra- Herndon and Mrs. Aretta Polk.
ditionally mark the day. Time was OUR MEANDERING
when the day reached its cli- MEMPHIANS
max in the twilight hours...when Deb Lily Patricia Walker is back
the glare and blare of rockets, Ro- home from her Eastern trip to
man candles, sparklers et al lit Poughkeepsie, N. Y. to her alma
up the Summer sky. However, meter, Oakwood Preparatory
these .macabre playthings took an school's graduation. . .then to N.
annual toll in life and limbs—and Y. C. and Washington, D. C. visit-
of necessity had to be outlawed, jog friends and classmates.
The glorious Fourth is said by Mrs. Dorothy McDaniels a n d
Oldtimers to be the date when children Carol and Ted, are bound
watermelons became accepted for New York City to visit Dot's
fare in the summer diet. . .and parents, Dr. and Mrs. John Davis,
when the baseball pennant race former president of West Virginia
really got off to a definite start. State college, and now of t h e
' Here's hoping it will be a sane Phelps Stokes Program.
celebration. . .with a minimum of Mrs. John (Leoda) Gammon and
eicidenta...and that all our read- children have motored to parts
err will be around to enjoy the West. . .stopping off in Phoenix,
remaining Summer days. . .those Ariz. and Los Angeles. . .before
lovely lazing days. . .with radiant heading up to San Francisco,
sunshine. . .and this year's recur- where Leoda is one of the Mem-
ring rains. . .and, we hope, sans phis delegates to the national Jack
any more "Audreys!" ' and Jill convention.
CITY FEDERATED CLUBS Another group following Horace
ELECT OFFICERS Greeley's advice, "Go West. .
' Tuesday, June 25, City Fedora- is Mrs. Sallie Bartholomew who
tion of Colored Women's Clubs stopped off in Denver to visit
met in its final meeting of the members of the Bartholomew
year at the Lelia Walker club- family, and finally to San Fran-
house with Mrs. M. L. Adams pre- cisco, where she too is a delegate
siding. After an impressive devo- to the convention. Both Sally and
Hon by the chaplain and the mm- Leoda are anticipating the conven-
utes by the secretary, reports tion in the lamed cosmopolitan
were made from the State Conven- city of the West. . .with its scenic
tion at Murfreesboro, Tenn., by beauty. . .invigorating climate. . .
delegates and other members at- and famed eating places — plus
tending. . .all reaching a common the joy of seeing Mrs. Nellie Rout-
conclusion that it was the greatest hac again, where she will be pre-
convention ever, siding as the president of J and
i The delegates went by bus and J. We hear that the entire Rout-
had a wonderful trip. Mrs. M. L. hac family will stop in Memphis
Robinson, who had charge of i for a visit with their family be-
transportation made a report. Mr fore heading, back to Philadelphia
Leslie Taylor was asked to act as where they now make their home.
chairman and hold election of of- There's no telling just how far
ficers. The following officers were
elected and installed: Mrs. M. L.
Adams, president; Mrs. Delores
Perry, first vice president; Mrs.
G. S. M. Young, second vice pres-
ident; Miss Freddie Jones, secre-
tary; Mrs. B. D. Robinson, assist-
ant secretary; Mrs. J. H. Laven-
der, treasurer; Mrs. Mary E. Mu-
phy, parliamentarian; Mrs. M. D.
King, chairman of executive
board; Mrs. Inez Glenn, organiz-
er; and Mrs. A. L. Higgins, chap-
lain.
The following officers and com-
mittees were appointed: Mrs. M.
L. Robinson, superintendent of ju-
nior girls; Mesdames L. E. Brown,
Leslie Taylor and Mary Lou Tay-
lor, program committee. Other
committees will be appointed at
the September meeting. ..Mrs. F.
M. Jones, reporter.
ELITE CLUB
Mrs. M. J. Owens and Mrs. Har-
ry Ratcliffe were hostesses to the
Elite club at the Mississippi blvd.
home of Mrs. Owens. Members
welcomed Mrs. Lewis H. Twigg lea, Calif., and join the evagrow-
and Miss Martelle Trigg as new tog colony of Memphians in the
members, both replacements in , popular Southern California city.
the club for their deceased moth- • • •
Again in the Western direction.
Mrs. A. M. Woodi flew to Colo-
rado Springs, Colo., to visit with
Dr. and Mrs. W. C. Stewart, fre-
quent Memphis visitors.
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Lewis are
Brown, Mrs. Edith Cox, Mrs. T. back home following their extend-
H. Watkins, Mrs. G. W. West and ed .visit with their children, Mar-
Mrs. A. W. Willis, sr. jorie and Wilbur Pugh, and Atty.
NON PARIELS CLUB and Mrs. Willard Woods, M r s.
Nen Panels club held their an-
nual end-of-the-year party at the
lovely ranch home of Mrs. Jennie
Tarpley at S. Parkway and Pil-
low, with each member of the
club inviting one guest for the fin-
al party. Several members were
from out-of-town, among them,
Mrs. Lelia Flagg, who had to
leave for Boston and Harvard U,
to attend the graduation of her Tennessee at Monteagle, Tenn.,
youngest son. . .and Mrs. A. L. and during the retreat made vis-1
Planet), who is away at summer its into lovely Sewanee, Tenn.,
school at the U. of Wisconsin. In- Mrs. Booth is off again, to
vited guests were Mrs. Elizabeth Tulsa, Okla., when she and Mrs.
Cox, Miss Jim Ella Cotton, Miss Helen Hayes, Mrs. Ann Hall and
Alzora Haste, Mrs. Lydia McKin- Mrs. Dorothy Westbrook and Wil-
ney, Mrs. Cora Blackmon, Mrs.. liam Weathers accompanied Mem-
Florence McPherson, Mrs. Jana' phis Jack and Jill Teen-agers to
Rodgers, Miss Annie Brazil, Mrs.: their regional conference. Mem•
Christine Robinson, Mrs. Estelle phis J & J's attending the meeting
Eggleston, Miss Elmyra Williams, which has a fine agenda for young-
Mrs. Matlock, Miss Helen Heard, sters and adults are Tommy Kaye
Miss Georgia Covington, Mrs. Riv• Hayes, Chris Booth, Angela Ow-
ers King and Mrs. Bernice Ham- ens, James B. Westbrooks. Jolene
ilton. Westbrooks and Alva Jamison.
Service for the lovely party was • a •
done by Mrs. Ulilla Holmes. . . The Clinton Simmons and their
who provided delicious fare as family have motored to Cleveland.
usual. Ohio. . and ditto to the same
Members of the Non Pariel club place for the Edwin Joneses, the
are Mrs. Alese Owens, Mrs. Lelia latter to witness the awarding of
Flagg. Mrs. Louise Westley, Mrs.
Mamie Pamphlett, Mrs. Belle Pet-
tigrew, Mrs. Bessie Burton, Mrs.
Theresa Perkins, Mrs. A. I.. Plat-
ico, Mrs. Bertha Stigall, Mrs. Ann
Stribling, Mrs. Jennie Tarpley and
Mrs. Nettie Reeves,
SEMPER FIDEL'S CLUB
Semper Fidelis club held their
last meeting of the season with
Mrs. Nellie Homes at her Edith
at. home. Prize winners were Mrs.
Eddie Rideout. Mrs. Attie M a e
Roberts and Mrs. Ann Simpson
ers. Among the members of this,
one of our town's oldest and most
outstanding social and civic clubs,
were Mrs. J. W. Esters, Mrs. Wal-
ter Guy, Sr., Mrs. H. H. Jones,
Mrs. Lillian Jones, Mrs. L. E.
Memphians will wander — come
summer. Harry Haysbert i s
headed for London, England where
he will attend a Boy Scout coun-
seling conference. . .and take in
the sights of the continent.
as.
The Misses Valeria Brown and
Marie Bradford are at Atlantic
City, N. J. enjoying the oce a n
breezes. . .the famed boardwalk.
...and equally famous salt water
taffy.
• • •
The East, including Virginia,
Washington, D. C. and Martins-
burg, W. Va., is the destination of
Marion and Vivian Ford, who left
Sunday on a three week vacation.
They will stop off in Cliftonford,
Va„ to visit with Marion's parents,
Dr. and Mrs. V. T. Conner, be-
fore motoring on to D. C. and
West Virginia.
The James Perries — are bid-
ding adieu to Memphis, along with
their uncle, Prof. J. L. Buckner,
to take up residence in Los Ange-
Woods, the former Eloise Lewis
. . .and ditto for daughter-in-law,
Mrs. Ruth Lewis and daughter
Sharon, who flew out to the coast
to join in on the family reunion.
• • •
Mrs. Alma Booth and Mrs. Dor-
ris Sodden attended the Debose
Conferee:aa of the Women's Auxia-
iary of tne Episcopal Diocese of
the Master's degree to Mr. Jones'
daughter, Mrs. Gwendolyn Jones
Luster, wife of Atty. Willie Lus-
ter, both former Memphians.
• • •
The Beauchamps. . .Ruth, Ted
and Ursula are back home for s
while from their many distant
trips. . .first to Chicago, where
Ruth attended a meeting of the
Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority house
of which she is a member. . .and
then St. Louis. . .and with a brief
stop in Memphis to no doubt peen
the latter winning the mystery box. In at the house, on to Houston,
Members present were Mrs. Jua- Texas and Galveston.
THE 56TH WEDDING ANNI-
VERSARY of Mr. and Mrs.
George W. McGaughey, of 774
Ida, seated third and fourth
from left, was observed
Tuesday afternon, June 25
with a large family reunion
which was also attended by
a number of friends including
their minister and his wife,
Rev. and Mrs. S. A. Owen, of
Metropolitan baptist church.
Seen in this group are, seat-
ed front, Miss Juanita Newborn
and Eugene Newborn. Seated
next row: Mr. and Mrs. G,.
S. McGaughey, of 1307 S. Park-
way; the honorees,' and Mr.
and Mrs. G. L. McGaughey, of
Egypt, Miss. Third row: Rev.
S. A. Owen, Mrs. Online Al.
len, of Egypt, wife of a broth-
er .who did not come; Robert
Allen, of Egypt; Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel Allen, of Vorna, Miss.;
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Allen and
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Allen, both
couples of Washington, D. C.;
nephews of the honorees who
were raised by them. (Withers
Photo)
Mr., Mrs. Edward Driver Honored
At Three Affairs After Wedding
Among the many courtesies ex-
tended Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Driver following their wedding at
St. Augustine Roman Catholic
Church, Saturday, June 22, at 11'
a.m. with Father Herndel Cos-
mas, OFM, officiating, was a seat-
ed dinner at Tony's Inn, a formal
dance given by Henderson Busi-
ness College at Curries Club
Tropicana, the same night, and a
wedding reception held by the
bride's sister and brother-in-law
Mr. and MTS. Allen J. Brown, at
their home at 896 Polk,
DINNER PARTY
Members of the bridal party
Juanita and Edward Lewis and,
their "Benny" went to the Windy
City on their vacation trip
VISITORS IN OUR MIDST
Mrs. Frank Lyons, the former
Imogene Powers of Memphis is
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Dora Wy-
att at her Mississippi blvd. home,
along with her daughter Patricia
Imogene. Emogene is as glam-
orous as ever, and is now the
wife of a Cleveland attorney.
• • • 
Phil Booth, Jr., spent a week 
dressing units, place the mirror
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. 
four to five inches above the table
top. Also of importance, a mirror
Philip Booth, coming from Phil. The patio of the lovely home
adelphia, Pa., where he has been , was the scene of the bar, super.1
I it. A mirror that reflects a blank used as a table companion should
residing since his graduation vised by Johnnie Boston and 
wall is missing its potential; one never exceed the dimensions of
that doesn't help coordinate the the piece of furniture it comple-
decorative scheme has likewise lost ments.
were feted at a dinner party given , bride wore a white nylon over ye!
at Tony's Inn following the wed-
ding, in the dining room of the!
establishment, where yellow glad-
iolious extended the lovely table.
low taffeta. Mr. and Mrs. Driver
are at home to their many friends
at 572 Arrington.
To Train Cops
Ervin Warren, former assistant
superintendent of Illinois State
Police, Springfield, Ili., has joined
the University of Illinois Division
of University Extension as direc-
tor of police training.
One of 60 of the nation's work-
ers is employed in a hospital.
Old-Fashioned Kitchen
Returns To The Scene
The old-fashioned white kttclien
Is back in style again, coniclete
with ruffled curtains and a pot of
red geraniums.
In fact, that's the "new" kitch-
en fashion for '57 being displayed
at the International Home Furn-
ishings Market.
After three years of pink sinks,
turquoise refrigerators, yellow
stoves and copper trimmings,
kitchens are right back where they
started: white with plain chrome
trim and shiny red plastic counter
tops.
Top appliance makers not only
featured white kitchens, they em-
phasized all-white appliance. For
instance, one manufacturer who
used to stick a color insert on the
top of his refrigerator now offers
the insert in plain white, giving
the appliance a white-on-white ef-
fect.
Plain white stoves, refrigerators
and sinks stood cheek-to-cheek in
most displays. The "latest" kitch-
en in cne major showroom
(Youngstown) was just a row of
white appliances and cabirewa
spiced by bright red plastic coun-
ter tops, red ruffled curtains at the
window, and red geraniums on the
window sill.
Another manufacturer (Philco)
showed a similar all-white kitchen
with red counter tops. This display,
however, had wood wall cabinets
for contrast.
Colored appliances still got plen-
ty of display space, but with white
added. A row of colored kitchen
settings (at GE) was trimmed with
white counters, white walls, white
curtains and even white linoleum
on the floor.
Trimmings on the new white ap-
pliances were kept to a minimum,
usually to just a plain chrome
handle. Kitchen accessories also
It's Mirror Magic In Every Room To
Reflect Your Unerring Good Taste
from Moreshoue. He's presently
teaching there. By the way. . .
I can't resist the temptation to
saying, "a certain lucky girl, a
recent college graduate, is wear-
ing a stunning diamond sparkler
on the 'third finger, left hand'
as a result of Phil's visit. Your
scribe is all ears for a formal
announcement. .and we hope,
soon.
Mrs. Jame Rodgers is visiting
her sister, Mrs. Grace Parker on
Cannon. . .and well known Mr.
and Mrs. A. A. Banch and their
Sister, Mrs. Marion Hayes Johnson
of Hastings-on-the Hudson, N e w
York, have been the guests of Dr.
and Mrs. J. E. Burke of For-
rest City, Ark., Mr. and Mrs. U.
S. Bonds of Madison. Ark., and
Mr. and Mrs. A. Maceo Walk-
er of Memphis.
THE UNIVERSITY CIRCUIT
To famed Vassar college h a s
gone Mrs. Bertha Ray, who is
the recipient of a scholarship to
the annual Summer Institute of
the outstanding school. . .and the
same spot will be also graced with
the presence of other Memphians,
Mrs. Georgia Dancy and Mrs. H.
H. Jones. Mesdames Jones a n d
Dancy are attending from Bethle-
hem Center.
To Howard university. . .Miss
Elemdia Steverson.
To the University of California
. . .Mrs. Thelma Brown.
To Stanford university. . .Dr.
Marjorie Lee Brown, head of the
Math department at North Caro-
lina State university. . .adding
more laurels to her outstanding
career, in which she now holds
the AM and Ph. D. degrees from
Michigan U. and has attended Ox-
ford university in England on a
Ford Foundation Grant.
WELCOME HOME
The many friends of Mrs. James
Bytes and children, May a n d
James, Jr., are glad to have
them back in our midst after
a two year sojourn in New Jer-
sey which Dr. Byes was in mili-
tary service. They remain until
school finished there, before com-
ing back home to join Dr. Byes,
who was discharged in Decem-
ber. Orphelia is loved for h e r
charm and quiet unassuming man-
ner which has endared her to
Memphians since her marriage
to Dr. Bees.
Mrs. Driver is a graduate of
Henderson Business college, and
the bride and groom and their at-
tendants were honored guests at
the formal dance of the college,
held at Currie's Saturday night.
RECEPTION
At the reception held Sunday,
June 23, from 5 through 8 o'clock
at 896 Polk at., where Mr. and
Mrs. Allan J. Brown were hosts,
a bride table and punch table
were covered with an English lin-
en cloth over white satin. The
bride's table was centered with a
wedding cake, flanked by crystal
candlelabra. The baskets held yel-
low gladioli.
Mrs. James Peete, sister of the
bride, assisted in serving, wearing
a rose chiffon dinner dress. At the
punch table, Mrs. A. J. Brown as-
sisted, wearing navy blue taffeta
and white jade.
Hors d'oeuvres were served
through the evening by James
Peete, of Milwaukee, Wis., broth-
er-in-law of the bride.
James Huber.
HONOR GUESTS
Present at the reception was the
bride's grandmother, Mrs. Hattie
Brown, and her aunt, Mrs. Earn-
estine Taylor, of New York City;
and the groom's grandmother,
Mrs. Pareal D. Langston. Also
present were Henry Call, uncle of
the bride; Mrs. Corina Cail, Mrs.
Ray A. Parker, the bride's aunt;
Mr. and Mrs. James Peel of Mil-
waukee, Wis.; Theodore Brown,
the bride's brother, of New York
City; Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Brown,
Mr. S. Brown, Mrs. Gissie Driver,
mother of the groom; Mrs. Una
James and Mrs. Maddie Grant
aunts; Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Brown, and Michael, Madelyn,
Denis Samuel and Jo and James
J. James, cousins of the groom.
Moving pictures of the wedding
and parties were taken by Samu-
el James.
OTHER GUESTS
Among guests attending the re-
ception were Mrs. Charles Hooks,
Mrs. Willa McNeely, Mr. and Mrs.
Herman Brown, Miss Vanessa
Halloway, Mr. and Mrs. Darian
Hawkins, Mrs. Una Brown, Miss
Erie Chester, Miss Barbara
Burke, Miss Bernice Young, Miss
Claud % Newson, Charles Thomas,
Mr. and Mrs. David Sargent.
James White, Miss Harriet Jones,
Henry Hooks, Miss Gissie Driver,
Mr. and Mrs. Dense Yates, Mr.
and Mrs. Haywood Nichols, Mr.1
and Mrs. Boston Brown, Mr. and
Mrs. Haywood Harbert, William
Fitzgerald, Mr. and Mrs. William
Hamm, A. Tate, Johnnnie Boston,
Mr. and Mrs. Allan Brown, Miss
Joyce Berry, Timothy Brown,
Charles People, Mr. and Mrs. R.
D. Simpson, Mrs. Vivian Ford,
Mrs. Daisy Paige, Tom McGhee,
Lawrence Maso n, Theodore
Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Jones,
Miss Delores Jennings, Miss Flos-
sie Dnimwright, J. C. Haywood,
Mrs. Sarah Lewis, Mrs. Roberta
Jones, Mrs. Ails Mae Brown,
Mrs. Alline State, Miss Mary
Thamef, Miss Joan T. Cade, Miss
Rosalie Hawkins, Mr. and Mrs
Yates, Mildren Jones, Miss Eve
Chester, Mr. and Mrs. Colawin
Bonds, Samuel V. James, Miss
Roberta Hester, James Dixon and
Mrs. Maxine Wilkins.
WEDDING TRIP
For the honeymoon trip, the
A mirrcr can reflect not only
the opposite wall, but your good
taste as well. By placing even
the most inexpersive mirrors in-
geniously, you can add elegance
to a room. . .give badly propor-
tioned rooms new perspective.
add to the convenience of your
family and guests.
To Grandma, a mirror was noth-
ing more than a "looking glass.'
But today, homemakers recog.
nine mirrors as prime decorative
tools — used to magnify, reflect
and flatter the home and its fur-
nishings.
A good rule of thumb to follow
is to place a mirror where it does
the best job of projecting and mag-
nifying the beauty that surrounds
its value. But opposite a picture
window, for example, a mirror
picks up the beauty of the out-
doors and frames it for interjor
enjoyment. In a darkened hallway,
a mirror hung opposite a door-
way will bring in new light and
brightness.
According to Anne Cain, of Pitt.,
burgh Plate Glass company's
home decorating information serv-
ice, the primary considerations in
mirror placement should be pro-
portion, scale and balance.
Both in size and in style, a mir-
ror should be in proportion to the
piece of furniture over which it
hangs. Mirror dimensions do not
have to match those of pieces
with which they arc used but there
should be a pleasing ratio be-
tween the two to bring to scale
a balanced setting.
If a mirror is too large or heavy,
it will outweigh and overpower
the pieces it should enhance and
complement. If it is too small, an
opposite effect, just as displeasing,
is created.
For example, a small mirror
above a large sofa can be male
effective by coordinating it with
a grouping of pictures to give hori-
zontal sweep to the arrangethent
PLACE AT EYE•LEVEL
Structural mirrors, used above
the fireplace, play an important
role in providing depth and spar-
kling beauty to the whole room.
They pick up reflections f r o ns
many angles and project them
WHY NOT ADD-A-ROOM NOW
On PHA terms Free *stows., easy payments. No Cash' Up te 60 months to
pay! We handle all types of home repairs or remodeling on a contract hasis
11 yew nwd a orsp, home worksho,. den. attic room or bedroom. phone us
today. WE OFtEE SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY.
HOME BUILDERS SUPPLY CO.
120 SOUTH WILLETT Phone OR 5 /11211
back for double enjoyment. But if
the fireplace is structurally t o o
high, the large mirror will find
better use and more value where
it can be seen and where it per.
forms a capable jab. A good rule
to follow in placing mantel mir
rots is to keep them at eye-level.
If they are above eye-level a ;mall
decorative mirror such as the Gi-
rondole mirror will be more ap-
propriate. This convex mirror,
though small in diameter, reflects
the room in miniature, perform-
ing a special decorative magic.
In placing decorative or Venetian
mirrors above tables, cabinets or
PROBLEM ROOMS
Mirrors can be the tools that
provide better perspective in bad-
ly proportioned rooms. If the room
Is too long and narrow, place a
rectangular mirror on the long side
wall, making certain it is scaled
to fit with its surroundings.
The visual effect is one of added
width. Or if you want to make a
small, box-like room seem twice
its depth, try mirroring the end
wall. Mirrors add a feeling of
airiness and space when they are
properly placed, and can literally
double the value of a room.
Mirror styles hhve changed
with the changes in home fash-
ions. Probably the most popular
style today is the Venetian wall
mirror which emphasizes simplIci-
Two Nozzles For
Multi-Color Paint
The latest spray enamel comes
in a can with two interchangable
nozzles, one that produces a
smooth finish and another that
achieves a spatter effect.
The spray enamel comes in 25
decorator colors and can be used
on any wood or metal surface; on
small or large items from trays
to bookcases or summer furniture.
A 16-ounce can sells for $1.79.
ty and graceful beauty. These un-
framed mirrors are available in
many sizes and can be successful-
ly used in any period or style
room. Decorative mirrors also are
very effective for use through-
out the home. In selecting a dec-
orative mirror, make certain that
the frame blends with the room
style.
No room is complete without a
mirror. lurictionally and decor-
atively speaking. And today's
home owner looks for mirrors that
provide true reflectance as well
as beauty. Mirrors made of the
finest plate glass guarantee flaw-
less beauty for a lifetime, and their
wise placement throughout t h e
home guarantees finished decora-
tive beauty.
MISS MARVA NETTLES, a senior
at Clark college, Atlanta. Ga.,
has begun work at the Southern
Regional Council in Atlanta. A
secretarial science major, Miss
Nettles is working as stenograph.
er with the council, an Integral.
ed organization. She is a member
of the Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority.
got simpler and whiter—a pot of
geraniums or philodendron doing
most of the honors.
To emphasize the kitchen color
reversal, one showroom stripped
its kitchen display wall of the cop-
per gadgets of 1956. In their place





By NORA W. MARTIN
PARIS — A young American,
model who has gone through thr
Paris fashion mill thinks flat-hee
ed shoes, "Easter egg" color
and sets of costume jewelry are
the three main fashion sins of.
American girls.
"You can't look really smart in
flat-heeled shoes," says 18-year-old
Dant Boyriven from Burbank.
Calif., who is top junior manne-
quin at Carver's Parts fashion
house..uk
e most French girls I now
always wear shoes with at least
'two-inch heels," she said. "It
looks smarter and more Parisi-
an."
"After eight months in Paris I
also noticed those 'Easter-egg' col-
ors my friends wear back home.
From Careen I've learned never
to wear more than two accessories
in the same color. A belt, bag,
shoes and gloves all in turquoise
or pink or blue is simply too
much.
In Paris I wear black oh
and belt, for instance, with a red,
bag and gloves or white shoes and
bag with the other accessories in
blue."
"Wear less jewelry," is another




Bleaches, beautifies, "Makes Skin
Like Velvet." Excellent for skin
blemishes from external causes.
Try it. One jar swill convince you.









There is • realise why people
like hp de business with us. It
I. our prompt, friendly service,
courteous treatment end desire
N help you.
Open Thursday and Friday Nights























































































































































































































Effective with the opening of the
new school year, Tusk:eget Insti-
tute will have a college of arts and
sciences and a division of basic
Studies.
I President L. H. Foster stated
that these units were organized
upon the recommendation of the
faculty after an intensive three,;
year study of the entire program
of instruction.
, The division of basic studies
will provide instruction and guid-
ance for all freshmen and sers e
to bridge the gap between high
school and college, and between
home and campus life.
The college of arts and scienaes
wilt undergird instruction in the
technical and professional schools
of the institute • agriculture, edu•
cation, engineering, home econom
lea and commercial dietetics, me-
chanical industries nursing, physi-
cal education, and seterinary med-
icine.
The time required to complete
technical and professional cours-
es will not be increased. In addi-
tion, the college of arts and sci-
ences will provide opportunities for
study in the major arts and sci-
ence fields and preliminary prep-
aration for the learned profes-
sions.
Majors in biology and chemistry
will be offered during the school
year, 1937-58. Other major fielcis




NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Negro
physicians in Tennessee have been
criticized by the president of their
state medical association for fail-
ing to attend professional meetings
and failing to take refresher
courses after being out of medi-
cal school for long periods of time.
! Dr. 11. B. Moore, of South Pitts-
burgh, Tenn., president of the
Volunteer State Medical Associa-
tion, told the association's list
annual session at Meharry Medi-
cal college:
"I would be ashamed to expect
prople to look to me for medical
supervision after being out of
school for 12 years and during this
time had never put forth any effort
ç increase my scientific know1-ge."
SKIP COURSES
' In his annual message, Dr.
Moore added:
"All of us know doctors in our
organization who have never at-
tended our medical meetings and
have never taken any refresher
courses, yet they think they are
leading doctors in their commu-
nities, giving modern up-to-date
service."
Dr. Moore asserted that either
of the two failings practiced by
his fellow-physicians is often di-
rectly accountable for the differ-
ence between a "rich doctor" and
a "good doctor."
The feeling is apparently abroad,
charged the VSMA president that
professional meetings take t o o
much time from regular practice
hence cut into the income, and
while placing the doctor in a posi-
tion to render better service, aiso
take time from daily practice and
DR. II. B. MOORE
damage the same billfold.
Dr. Moore is a 1944 graduate of
Meharry. He has done postgrad-
uate work at Meharry, the Cook
County Graduate School of Medi-
cine, the George Washington Uni-
versity School of Medicine, the
New York University Post-Gradu-
ate School of Medicine.
He serves on the active staff
at Tr -City Hospital, Bridgeport,
Ala., and on the courtesy staff of
Carver Memorial hospital, Chatta-
eooga. He will be a delegate this
year from the VSMA to the Na-




WASHINGTON — (ANP) — A
man who was facing a death sen-
tence for alleged' rape of a white
woman in the District of Colum
bia, was set free by the United(
States Supreme Court.
The death penalty imposed on
Andrew J. Mallory, convisted for
rape of Mrs. Stella O'Kean, was
reversed by the high tribunal be-
cause of "extended delay" by po-
lice in arraigning him after arrest.
The unanimous opinion deliver-
ed by Mr. Justice Frankfurter
stated that they could not sanction
the long delay between time of
arrest and arraignment.
GOT CONFESSION
*lallory was arrested early onemoon and was not arraigned
until the following morning. This
long lapse of time, said the Just-
ices, resulted in a confession by
Mallory.
Mallory and his two nephews
were arrested around 2:30 one
afternoon in April, 1954 on a
charge of rape of Mrs. O'Kean
In the basement of a house on
Twelfth street.
The three agreed to take lie
detector tests. The nephews took
theirs first. Police said Mallory
admitted around 9:30 that he was
guilty. He dictated a confession
and was arraigned the next morn-
ing. The alleged confession was
used as evidence against him.
CLARIFICATION
As a result of this case, Assist-
ant Atty. Gen. Warren Olney ill,
U. S. Attorney Oliver Casch and
others urged enactment of a dul-
ling law to 
spell out how long
isoners can be held before ar-
k,,..fgnment.
The Uniform Arrest Act requires
police to bring a prisoner before
a committee magistrate within 24
hours, excluding Sundays and holi-
days, unless a judge authorizes an
extension for a maximum of
another 48 hours.
This ruling by the high court is
a very important one, in as Much
as District police have been
charged in a number of pending
cases 'with wringing confessions
out of prisoners through coercion.
Sometimes prisoners claim they
signed confessions as a result of
weariness due to long hours of
questioning, sometimes for the
want of food or water and some-
times from beatings. These con-





A dining car waiter for the
New York Central railroad has
been arrested for allegedly pass•
I ing bogus $5 bills and turned over
to the Treasury Department for
investigation and prosecution.
Held is Walter Lewis, 40, of 216
E 56th st.
Police reported that they ar-
rested him in a tavern at 204
E. 43rd
First Ph.D. degree in the U. S.
was conferred by Yale university
in 1861.
Science Shrinks Piles
iNew Way Without Surgery
Finds Healing Substance That Does Both—
Relieves Pain—Shrinks Hemorrhoids
New Teri.. N. Y. (Special) _
or the first time science has
found a new healing substance
with the astonishing ability to
shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
pain—without surgery.
In one hemorrhoid case after
soother, "very striking improve-
went" was reported and verified
by doctors' observations.
Pain was relieved promptly.
And, while gently relieving pain,
actual reduction or retraction
(shrinking) took place.
And most amazing of all—this
temprovement was maintained in
.an, -a when doctors' observations
were continued over a period of
wany months!
In fact, results were so thor-
1 etigh that 
sufferers were able to
asakesuch aatoniehing statementa
Ilit "Piles have ceased to be a
•
problem!" And &went thew suf-
ferers were • very wide variety
of hemorrhoid conditions, some ef
10 to 20 years' standing.
All this, without the we et
narcotics, anesthetics or astrin-
gents of any kind. The secret is
a new healing substance (Rio-
Dyne)—the discovery of a world-
famous research institution. Al-
ready, Rio-Dyne is in wide me
for healing injured tissue on all
parts of the body.
This new healing substanee is
offered in supposi tory or ointment
form called Preparation II.• Ask
for individually sealed convenient
Preparation if suppositories or
Preparation H ointment with spe-
cial applicator. Preparation H is
sold at all drugstores.Satiefactien
guaranteed or money refunded.





THE MERIMMAIDS again en-
tertained with an Aloha tea. It
was held amid a beautiftil set-
ting, at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Shed Stanback. Many
friends of the club enjoy•
ed the evening of festivities.
The Merri.Maids were ulenti-
fled by their Hawaiian leis and
each lady guest reeds ed a
Hawaiian straw hat. Pausing
for a picture around a table la-
den nith punch bowl a n d
tropical feeits are, front left:
Mrs. \jai Luseas, Mrs. Man-
ae Stanback, Mrs. ('seine Lus-
cas, Mrs. Poste Ford, Mrs. El.
not-a Earrwell, Mrs. Essie
Powell, Mrs. Addle Goss. An-
other member, Mrs. Lillie




Rules Important UN Niche
By ANITA L. EHRMAN
UNITED NATIONS, N. Y. — A
greying man in a spotless black
uniform rules one of the most im-
portant rooms in the UN's glass-
and-stone secretariat building.
It's neither the General Assem-
bly's meeting place nor the Secur-
ity Council's conference room, but
a small pantry-kitchen near Secre-
tary General D a g Hammar-
skjold's 38th-floor office.
The man is Cornell Atcherson,
former dining car waiter who for
the last 11 years has cared for
the Secretary General's countless
visitors — most of them hungry
and thirsty.
'CONNIE'
Known to prime ministers and
UN office workers alike as "Con-
nie," the South Carolinian left a
defense job after World War II
to become former secretary Gen-
eral Trygve Lie's personal butler.
at the temporary UN headquar-
ters at Lake Success.
Connie found work a little slow
there, but Lie promised him more
action when the world organiza-
tion moved to its present home on
New York's East River.
And action he got, particularly
during the last hectic assembly
session when all-night meetings on
Hungary and the Suez canal made
for "quite a grind," as Connie
says.
But Connie, who proudly ack-
nowledges that he knows "the
right people," was able to raid
the ice box to get food for Ham-
marskjold and his advisors even
during those meetings, when the
U.N.'s kitchens were closed.
JOB DIFFERENCE •
Connie finds a big difference
between working for Hammarsk-
jold, a bachelor, and Lie, a mar-
ried man with a daughter.
He says that Mrs. Lie and her
daughter — now Mrs. William
Zeckendorf, jr.—were big party-
givers and liked to throw those
affairs at U.N. headquarters. Con-
nie had a frte hand in arranging
the parties.
But bachelor, Hammarskjold,
says Connie, usually prefers small
private parties at Ibis Park Ave-
nue apartment. However Connie
is in charge of the frequent pri- I
vete lunches given by the Secre-
tary General at his U.N. office-
apartment.
GOOD BOSS
Connie is full of admiration for
the Swedish diplomat. He says
"Mr. Hammarskjold is wonder-
ful to work for. I am glad to
have a chance to work for him."
Connie has waited on nearly
every global leader, including
Presidents Truman and Eisen-
hower. He remembers being nerv-
ous before his first brush with
royalty—Queen Wilhelmina of the
Netherlands.
But he staunchly assured Lie
he was "sure" he could "take
care of royalty" because there
isn't but one kind of service—
the right service."
With this motto, Connie brought
off the Queen's meal and all sub-
sequent dinners without a hitch.
Connie's tactful recommenda-
tions have initiated many a new
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 1 1
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Marriage' Of Miss Savannah Currie
To Dozier Thomas Is Announced
Announcement is made by Rob-
ert Currie Jr., of 211 North 10th
at., Humboldt, Tenn., of the mar.
riage of his sister, the former
Miss Savannah Currie to Thomas
Dozier, June 16, at the home of
his sister, Mr. and Mrs. William,
Shipp.
The bride is the daughter of /
Mrs. Josephine S. Wilson and the
late Robert Currie. She is the,
maternal granddaughter of Mr.]
and Mrs. Willie Sutton: and her,
paternal grandparents were the
late Mr. and Mrs. Nick Currie.
Mr. Dozier is the son of Mr
and Mrs. Henry Pool of Decatur.
Lose Credit,
Job Over Suit
NEW YORK — IAN!') — A well-
known magazine writer has charg-
ed that white people In Summer-
ton, S. C., are the landowners,
storekeepers, etc., and that the
, overwhelming majority of the.d community's Negroes own little
or nothing and do the country's
work,
r The writer is John Barlow Mar-
tin, award-winning reporter, who
0
delegate to the U. N. in the art





first crack at American cocktails
want to switch drinks, he warns:
"Don't mix it, stick to one this
time and try another the next. . .
it's likely to make you sick."
PROBLEMS CROP UP
Connie says "no one drinks too
much" at the Secretary General's
parties. But problems do crop up
when, for example, a newcomer
'asks for goat's milk. Connie gen-
erally suggests orange juice in-
stead, and the next order from
the newcomer is most often for
juice.
He can usually anticipate the
type of beverage the scheduled
visitor will request. However, he
was tripped up by a youthful
crown prince, who insisted on
drinking two glasses of chain-
pagne instead of the preferred
orange juice.
Connie recalls the prince's tutor
"shook like a leaf on a tree in
the wind" at this rebellion of his
royal charge.
Before the vi ar, Connie worked
as a hotel waiter and for the Penn-
sylvania railroad. He is married
and has one daughter, who works
as a laboratory technician in De-
troit.
Words of the WOW
It is a great mistake toe rasa
to give up paying compliments,
for when they give up saying
what is charming, they glee
up thinking what is charming.
—(Oscar Wilde)
Fisk Grad Turns To Farming
And Makes Success Of It
WASHINGTON — A Tennessee
school teacher who turned to
farming 20 years ago is setting
a good example in sound agricul-
tural practices, says W. II. Wil-
liamson, assistant state agent of
the Tennessee Extension Services
in a report to the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture.
The former teacher is Fred R.
Henry, a Fisk university graduate,
who owns 100 acres near Knox-
ville. He and Mrs. Henry and a
sister live in a modern home over-
looking Fort Loudon Lake which
was formerly part of the winding
Tennessee river.
"Mr. henry always wanted to be
a farmer," reports Mr. William-
son, "but he says he got side-
tracked and ended up at Fisk and
later at the University of Minne-
sota."
However, when his parents died
some 20 years ago, he return-
ed to the farm and has been there
poultry and eggs.
"I have 20 brood cows, mostly
Angus with a few Holsteins and
Jerseys mixed in," says Henry.
"This way, we have plenty of
milk for the calves and for our
customers in town to whom we
sell about 40 gallons of buttermilk
a week, as well as fruits and ve-
getables in season."
Mrs. Henry cans or home-freez-
es all the vegetables and fruits
they do not sell. Her home agent,
Miss Esther Hatcher, helps to keep
her abreast of the latest methods
of food preservation. •
While his wife and sister are
teaching school in nearby com-
munities, he is out in the field on
his tractor, plowing rows of to-
bacco or corn on the contour
around the hills on his farm or
performing some other chore.
Last year he got a corn yield
of 109 bushels to the acre — the
sixth highest in his county.
"I get good yields," Henry ex-
ever since, raising beef and dairy plains, "because I take care of lack of an agent in his county,"
cattle, tobacco, grain, vegetables, my land. A Soil Conservation Serv- the adds.
outlines his thinking in part two
of "The Deep South Says Never,"
a case history of what has hap-
pened in Summerton, where dis-
satisfaction over the local Negro
school led to the filing of the first
law suit challenging the constitu-
tionality of segregation in public
schools.
It was one of the cases ruled
on by the U. S. Supreme court
May 17, 1954.
The Saturday Evening Post arti-
cle says that the Negroes who
signed the original potition for a
better school lost their jobs, those
who owned farms had their credit
cut off, sharecroppers and renters
were-put off the land and a school
teacher and a high school princi-
pal were not rehired.




ice technician from my Conserv-
ation District has helped me to
make a land capability map of
my farm and to plan my crops
accordingly."
Ile believes in farming efficient-
ly, but he doesn't believe in going
overboard buying machinery, Wil-
liamson points out. He and a
neighbor have worked out a good
arrangement.
OWNS TRACTOR
One or the other owns a trac-
tor, hay baler, rake, mowing ma-
chine, manure spreader and feed
grinder. They take turns at shar-
ing each other's equipment.
Henry's goal is to acquire anoth-
er 100 acres to expand his pas-
tures of ladino clover, orchard
grass, and other grazing so that
he may ultimately increase h i s
herd to 50 brood cows and two
registered bulls.
"His farm is a good demonstra-
tion in sound practices for all his
neighbors," says Williamson. "It
does a lot to make up for the
Two policemen nabbed Austin
Carter, 27, 6125 Kenwood ave. Fri-
day on the street a few moments
after he had stolen a telephone
and some cash from a music ven-
dor at 5748 Prairie ave.
At the time he was caught, Car-
ter had the telephone under his
arm wrapped in a coat and an
undetermined amount of change
in his pocket. The officers said
he had not had time to break
open the telephone and get the
coins from there.
Making the arrest were Detec-
tives Stuart Bradshaw and Mor-
gan Lloyd.
Carter who recently served six
months at Vandalia State Farm,
now faces a burglary charge.
Be Safe On The 4th
Stay Home With A 5th
MILO'S
LIQUOR STORE
(The Store of Fine Liquors)
OPEN ALL DAY THURSDAY, JULY 4th
569 POPLAR AVENUE
BIG FREE PARKING LOT
•
the Suns mutton lee yet. who rep-
resented the school board before
the Supreme Court, reports that
he had heard little of the local
NAACP lately and thinks it might
have colapsed.
But author Martin assures him
it hasn't. And he relates that the
organization deposited money in
a Columbia bank to be, used for
loans to Negroes who suffer.
It is reported that there is talk
now and then of really "putting
the screws on" to drive Negroes
away—of using every method to
deprive them of the livelihood—
and of importing whites, perhaps
refuges front Hungary, to do the
work.
Martin says there is no indica-
tion that white persons considered
carefully the fuil effect of school
closings on the area's economy.
He reports the school payroll is
around a quarter-million dollars a
year, by far the biggest industry
In town, and that kind of buying
power would be sorely missed.
Another side of the picture was
given by the Rev. E. E. Richburg,
leader of the Negroes' school peti-
tion fight, who has said his people
are not afraid the public school
will be closed because only a few
whites could afford the private
school that is being mentioned.
"But prejudice has blinded
them," Richburg said. "They
think they can outlast us. They'll
spend what they've got to crush
us, and they think we'll take this
underdog position again and it'll
he worth it. But we ain't gonna
do it. the Negroes aren't. They're
going to leave this area; what
they're going to do and how long
it's going to take, I don't know,
but the old day is over. It's a new
day, that's all."
Given in marriage by her broth-
er-in-law, the bride wore a white
bridal dress, white veiled hat and
white accessories.
The marriage ceremony as
performed by Rev. S. W. Hale,
with only relatives and a few
friends attending. The home was
beautifully decorated with assort-
ed summer flowers. Bridal attend-
ants were Mrs. Shipp, Miss Lucy
Rigs; and Mrs. Alonzo Currie.
Serving the groom as best man
was Raymond Smith.
RECEPTION FOLLOWS
Following the ceremony, a re-
ception was held at the Prince
Hall, 451 S. Water st., Decatur,
III., where the ceremony took
place.
Decorations for the reception
were highlighted with Spring flow-
ers and Magnolia blossoms, un-
der the supervision of Mrs. Shipp,
the bride's sister, and over 100
guests attended the reception.
The bride is employed by the
Henley Dance Studio; and Mr.
I Dozier is associated with Wagner
and Malleable Corn Company.
Mrs. Dozier is the president of tie
Youth Fellowship Choir at First
Baptist Church at Decatur, where
the couple are making their hom•
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Riceland Rice is the ratural UNPROCESSED
white milled rice that cooks perfectly every






and children visited Mr. and Mrs.points out that -cases involving
efforts to secure implementation S. T. Hawkins in Memphis.
of the rights declared by the Su- Mr. Jewel Rogers is still on the
preme Court presented complex sick list. He was carried to the
problems in procedure and relief. Baptist hospital in Memphis.
Although the substantive rights as- Others on sick list include Mrs.
netted were generally recognized, Mettle Cook, Mrs. Lucille Kerr
there remained the h u r dl e of and Mr. James Moore.
when and how they were to be Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Hawkins
enjoyed." spent the weekend in Memphis
However, the legal account goes with Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Hawk- presented to the pastor and wife,
on, "cases involving the really ins. Mr. George Hawkins, (laugh- by Mrs Rosa Lee Allen and Mrs.
hard problems of procedure and ters and Wesley Hawkins brought Annie Harris.
remedy. . .did not reach the Su- them home, Mr. and Mrs. George Wright of
preme Court in 1956. In fact. only 51r. Lafair Kimble of Chicago New York arrived last week anda few were pending in federal is visiting his parents at Scobeys are guests of his mother, M r s.courts of appeals. The problems Mrs. Martha Kimble and grand-
faced in the' s i d &lighter Bertha Lee are visit-.se ca es were ra se
where the validity of certain de- ing her children in Chicago.
vices designed to avoid or delay Mr. Keith Mayes returned to
compliance (with the Supreme Chicago after a week visit with ,
Court's anati-seeregation rulings) his mother, Mrs. Rachel Haskins..
was challenged." His brother Lee Cash returned
HOUSING WORK with him
A "new step" Is described in the Funeral service was held at the
work of the housing department, Union Hill CME church for Mr.
which cnncluded its first full year William Hervey who was killed
of operation In Mil The new ap. by lightning Friday evening while
proach opposes "continued expan- Plowing. Ile leaves his wife, four
children, his parents, brothers and
sisters. Eulogy by the Rev. W. C.
Covington, pastor of Oakland
CINE. Remarks by Rev. W. H.
Foster. Burial in church cemetery.
Funeral services were held at
the Ever Dale MB church, June
19, for Mrs. Mattie Cook. Burial
near Bruce. Miss,
The Children's Day progsam has
talnment pernetuating racial seg- been postponed from the second
regation." Such programs we re Sunday in July to the fourth Sun-
halted by NAACP intervention in day in July at Oakgrove ('ME.
Eufala. Ala.. and Chicago Heights, William Ulster. jr. and h
the report says. brother Leon. sons of Mrs. Mabel
Maintaining that racial dig( rimi-
nation Is public housing projects
'ion of public housing project; in
already existing Negro areas." The
desired alternative is site selection
which would lend itself to "real
Integration."
The housing unit also reports N.
A A. C. P. intervention which
halted the use of government ur-
ban renewal projects used "as a
device to set up new areas of con-
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NAACP Says Dixie Stifled Freedom  In '56
Lists Abuses In
Annual Report
"persisted in many communities,"
the account says that non-discrim-
ination policies were adopted by
several additional public housing
authorities
RESTRICTIONS BROKEN
In the field of employment, the
document relates that "Negroes for
the first time were admitted into
apprenticeship training programs"
In several communities.
"At the present time," the re-
port explains, "there is virtually
a systematic exclusion of qualified
Negro youths from certain appren-
ticeship training programs con-
ducted jointly by industrial man-
agement and labor unions in var-
ious sections of the nation." This
situation received a major share
of attention from the NAACP la-
bor program in 1956.
The reason for concentration on
apprenticeship training is found in
the results of automation, the doc-
ument indicates. It says that "be-
cause of the great concentration
of Negro workers in the ranks of
unskilled and semi-skilled labor,
the increasing introduction of au-
tomatiop may result in a whole-
sale displacement of Negroes in
industry. Already there are many
such instances of such displace-
ment."
The South's failure to utilize
available Negro manpower in its
new industrial development is scor-
ed. A sparse number of Negro em-
ployee, a "limited occupational di-
versification" of such employes,
and the denial of apprenticeship
training to these workers is de-
clared to be "typical of the status
of Negro employes...in the grow-
ing southern economy."
DESERT DEMOCRATS
A review of the 1958 election
asserts that "South and North,
Negro citizens indicated through
' DETROIT — The South's at-
tempts to resist desegregation and
civil rights entered "dangerously"
into the field of civil liberties in
1956. This is one of the main con-
clusions of the annual report of
the NAACP.
The report was made publio
here and simultaneously in New
York City, on the eve of the As-
sociation's 48th annual convention,
which opened in Detroit on June
U.
The document cites southern re-
strictions of "freedom of speech,
assembly, petition, redress of grie-
vances in the courts, and even
freedom of thought." It says that
In 1956 "southern white people of
moderate views who did not sub-
scribe to the extreme segrega-
tionist position were intimidated
and denied their fundamental tits.
cities as Americans" by legislatve
and administrative actions and by
"the extra-legal activities of pres-
sure groups."
"The situation should receive
the attention of all persons who
wish America to remain free," the
report declares.
Another aspect of the South's
resistance to desegregation is re-
lated ht a chapter on the NAACP's
legal work, in which various south-
ern assaults upon the NAACP are
described.
"For the first time in the his-
tory of the organization, the legal
department was compelled, in 1956,
to devote a considerable share of
Its time, energy and skills to liti-
gation directly involving the right
of the NAACP to continue operat-
ing in certain states," the chapter
notes.
NAACP GROWS
, Despite being banned in three
southern states and attacked by
various other legal and legislative
devices in the South, the NAACP their votes in the November pres-
continued to grow in 1956, the idential election that they were
report reveals. The organization losing patience with the dominance
of the southern wing over t h e
Democratic party and this faction's
arrogant insistence. year after
year, that no civil rights legislition
shall. he enacted by the C o e-
gress."
"Negro voters were tired of
the filibuster in the Senate and of
the rule which makes it possible,"
the report continues. "They were
disgusted with the manifesto thru
which southern Congressmen and
Senators defied the Supreme Court
ruling in the public school segre-
gation cases. They resented the ef-
forts of certain southern states,
wholly controlled by Democrats, to
defy the Supreme Court and force
Negro children to accept inferior
education."
"At the same time, by refusing
to return ssmpietely to the Repub-
licans, and by voting for liberal
candidates of both parties for tie
notice that they expect the Re-
publican administration to use fed-
eral powers to protect their rights,
and they expect the Congress to
had 350,424 members in 1956, com-
pared with 305,589 members in
1955. New units chartered in 13
states consisted of 46 branches, 42
• nuth councils and 13 college chap-
ice s. This brought All NAACP un-
its to a total of 1,467 in 44 states,
the Territory of Alaska apd the
District of Columbia.
• Among Association accomplish-
ments described in the account
affirming a judgment which had
held state and local laws requir-
ing racial segregation on Mae -
state carriers to be unconstitution-
al (the Montgomery, Ala., b u s
case), the admission of some Ne-
groes for the first time into ap-
prenticeship training programs in
non-discrimination policies by ad-
ditional public housing authcbities.
The Montgomery bus case ruling
is termed "the one outstanding
substantive gain" in NAACP legal
work during the year and "the
coup de grace to the 'separate but
equal' doctrine laid down three •
score years ago in the Plessy v.
Ferguson cases"
"COMPLEX PROBLEMS"
Noting that almost alleivil
rights litigation in 1956 originated
in the South, the legal department
says that although "all the gross..
Trestle Williams and family of
Margrets.
Mrs. Gutherine Posey and Mrs.
Sarah Posey returned Monday
from a weekend visit to New York.




By FLORA MAE WOODIE
The Junior Missionary Society
met on Sunday June 30. Miss Sa-
rah Ann Boyd, president, Gloria
Jean Woods, secretary and Flora
Mae Woodie, director.
Deacon and Mrs. James Glover,
Mrs. Minnie Mae Kelly and F. M.
Woodie were present on Sunday
June 23, 1957 at the Mt. Canaan
Baptist church to witness the 8th
anniversary of Rev. T. C. Willi-
ams. Rev. Hale was the guest
speaker and brought an inspiring
sermon. A wonderful time was had
by all.
We are very proud to report that
Supt. Sammie Kelly is back at
his home after returning from
the Druid City hospital, Tuscaloo-
sa, Fla.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Crittenden,
of Detroit, are guests of his fa-
ther and stepmother of this city,




Mrs. Juline Kelly is visiting her
mother, Mrs. Ida Smith in May-
ville, KY.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Stallworth
have their daughter and husband
of Cincinnati and son and daugh-
ter-in•law of Ohio visiting them.enact adequate civil rights tests-, C. Williams which reached its eh- ' Mrs. Henry King and childrenWinn." i max Sunday at the Mt. Canaan are visiting their grandmother,
, Baptist church eclipsed all pre- Mrs. King of Mont.
• . vious anniversaries held in h i s Mr. and Mrs. Jim Forbes of
1ssippi honor. Program Thursday night of Rabb at., have Mrs. Nan Perkin
last week was sponsored by the
er segregation practices — in pub- Junior Mission Society of which
lie schools, public recreation and WATER VALLEY Mrs. Lillie Mae Beans is presi-
transportation — had been outlaw- By C. A. HAWKINS, JR. I dent. Rev. Shelly Pierce of Alton
ed," nevertheless "more sophisti- I was guest speaker for the occasionMr. Keith (pokey) . Nines ofcated or subtle devices. were 'oe- and the Rev. J.E. West was guest
col
-Chicago is visiting h mother,ing developed to preserve the 's ', speaker for the Senior MissionIC •or line."
HERE ARE 11 of the 17 can-
didates receiving the Master of
Science degree in Library Sci-
ence at North Carolina col-
lege's 46th commencement ex-
ercises, Durham, N. C. First
row from left: Ruby Talley
Hester, Roxboro, N. C.; Mary
Thompson Chalmers Faison,
N. C.; Maggie Poole Bryant,
Rocky Mount, N. C,; Esther
Mae Bullock, Henderson, N. C.
Janie Felton Owens, Columbia,
N. C., and Sudie Mae Fields,
Durham. Second row: Sadie
Sawyer Hughlay, Durham; Ca
a
rolyn N. Johnson, Raleigh; Ro-
berta Ellis Howell, Oxford, N.
C.; Vertina Hawkins Umstead,
Durham, and Fannie M a e
Davis, Lamar, S. C.
Alabama
TRUSS VILLE
By L. R. MEYERS
Services of the Mt. Canaan Bap-
tist church, Rev. T. C. Williame
pastor, were highly enjoyed thru
out Sunday. The pastor delivered
a burning message that was very
arousing, Despite the steady down-
pour of rain, the Rev. S. Robin-
son and a large group of his
members from the Mt. Zion Bap-
tist church of Ashville motored
here where he preached the he- 1
ginning sermon in the pre-anniver-
sary service of the Rev. Williams
In the afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Harris and
their daughter and son-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs. John F. Abernathy ac-
companied by Rev. C. Gulion mo-
tored to Isabella Sunday on a
short visit with Mrs. Harris' sis-
ter and family.
Mose Beans was called to Mont-
gomery Sunday on account of the
illness of his mother.
Alvin Deshazo who is ir t h
Navy spent the weekend here with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Deshazo and family,
Dan Hammond is reported much
improved in the veterans hospital.
The Junior Mission Society, spon-
sored by president, Mrs. Lillie Mae
Beans, met Monday night at the
Mt. Canaan church. Pastor
ams taught the bible lesson.
Sam Shaves is much improved.
Services of the Mt. Joy Baptist
church were well attended despite
the inclement weather. Rev. H. R.
Pearson is the minister.
The celebration of the 13th anni-
versary services of the Rev. T.
• I Friday night of which Mrs. EvelynMr. and airs. Ezekill Hawkins'The section legal work I Powell is president. Other minis-
ters who were in attendance in the
pre-anniversary last week w e re
Revs. M. L. Robinson, C. J. Glaze
and G. W. Baldwin, Several in
and out of town visitors were in at-
tendance Sunday and paid homage
to the minister. Rev. T. H. Har-
rell of Village Springs brought the
final message and a nice sum be-
side other gifts was raised and
Luster left last week for a few
weeks vacation with their cousins
in Chicago. They will visit their
aunt, Mrs. Mildren Carter in Free-
port, Ill.
Sadie Mae and Bettie Mae Kim-
ble of Scoby are visiting their rel-
ativen In Chicago.
PONTOTOC
There wae a drive at McDonald
Methodist church last week Rev.
Wiggins, pastor was the spon-
sor.
Miss Mary Louis Oliver of
Batesville, Miss., was a week-end
visitor in the home of her teach-
er Mrs. Carrie Artis. They also
attended Sunday school at Sec-
ond Baptist church.
Mrs. Operline Bates of Beloit,
Wisc. spent Mother's Day in the
home of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry
Mr. and Mrs. Hayard Rays of
Chicago, spent Mother's Day in
the home of Mrs. Rays parents
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie King.
There was singing at McDon-
ald's last Sunday night.
A conference was held at Bulah
1 Grove last Saturday.
of Birmingham, Ala., as guest.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Barton are
happy over their new baby born
June 10.
Wiford S. Woods left last week
for Cleveland.
Miss Arline Nettles left Saturday
for Nashville, Tenn.
Miss Juanita Autrey of Belles.
yule is visiting Barbara and her
family and many other friends.
Masons and Eastern Star held a
meeting at Baptist Hill church
Rev. Bell preached the sermon, list church. Rev, N. Studymire pa
Mrs. Clause Hardy and children
left for Chicago where she will
spend some months visiting her
mother and father, Mr. and Mrs.
Keyser Johnson.
Mr. and Mrs. Mill returned aft-
er spending a few weeks visiting
his sister, Mrs. Enil Jane Mill in
Detroit who is in the hospital
where she underwent an opera-
tion.
Mr and Mrs. Louis Strong mo-
tored to Mont, to spend the week
With their daughter, Miss Lulan
Mae Parker.
Mrs. Banniie Nard, her children
and daughter-in-law are spending
tor.
Mrs. Ida B. Campbell, M r s.
Mary Boone, Mrs. Mary Woods,
entertained the Savings club
members recently.
Mrs. Sarah Snelson, Mr. Sarah
Landrum were guests at the lunch-
eon of the Smith and Gaston Mo
tel of Birmingham, Ala., which
was enjoyed by all.
Mrs. Ida Campbell took Eastern
Airlines to Florida for a 10 days
vacation, which was enjoyed.
Mrs. Lucell Smith is spending
her vacation in Cleveland, Ohio
with relatives and friends.
Mg-s. Ida B. Campbell entertain-the summer with her daughter, ed the Elite Savings club at herMrs. Railey Harris in Pa. home, a delicious repast was serv-
ed which every one enjoyed.
Loveless and Mack Heard, of De-
troit, Mich., are guests of rela-
tives and friends here.
Prof. T. R. 5laynor and Mr.
Edward Parker, witnessed t h e
district meeting of Masons at Mon-
tevallo, Ala., June 21.
Rev. H. Lockhart has been made
pastor at the Baptist church of
Gainesville, Ala. He is making
great progress and is loved by all
in this new field as pastor.
Philanthropic Lodge of Masons
celebrated St. Johns day at Banks
Chapel AME Zion church June 23,
which was enjoyed by all. Rev.
F. D. Mayweathers, delivered the
sermon. Text: Greater love halh
no man than this, that a man lay
down his life for his friend. St.
Rosetta King is back home aft- I 
John 15:13.
er spending six weeks with her .
son, Douglas Bolden and wife, Al-
fredia, and their four sons.
Sick list include Roben Baker




The Third quarterly conferense
was in session at Banks Chapel
AME Zion church June 22-23. Rev.
Mayweathers, presiding Elder in
charge; Rev. B. L. Smith, pastor.
All departments made round re-
ports
Rube Maxwell was carried to the
hospital at Birmingham, Alabama,
where he is resting fine, hostess, asked her husband, Rev.
Service was well attended at the C. C. Thompson to conduct the lea. 
LibertyBaptist and AME church- son. The book of Ruth was taught
es June 23. Rev. N. Studymire and and explained. Many high points
Rev. S. T. Davis, pastors. The Bap- were brought out and everyone
list Sunday school convention to I seemed to have enjoyed the lea-
be held in July at the Liberty Bap- son. A luncheon was served.
Those on the sick list are Mr.
Willie Coleman, who is improving,
Miss Minnie Segar, Willie MeCre-
ary's mother-in-law and Henry
Hall.
Mrs. Gant has her children
home for the weekend.
James Mae is attending the Sun-
day school Convention in Texa s.
Mrs. Richard Thomas hat as
her guest her sister of Oak Hill.
• • •
STOCKTON
Mrs. Mabel Williams was here
visiting her aunt and uncle, Mr.
and Mrs. Percy Clark.
Martha Anderson is in Virginia
visiting her grand-daughter, Dar-
sella. She will go from there to




M. T. Ovlet Missionary Society
met at Bro. and Sis. L. P. Phil-
lips' home with sister Connetter
Harris, president at her post of
duty. A few members were sick.
A report of the new babies was
made. Garments were given to
the new mothers. A letter from
Pastor J. L. Clow and wife was
read. Mrs. E. Thompson, who was
Ohio
WILLARD
By C. P. GIVENS
Mrs. Cloud Bibb, passed away
June 15. Funeral was held at the
First Bsptist. He was a long time
resident of Willard. He died in
Toledo State Hospital.
The Church. of God gave a pro-
gram Sunday, June 23. New Lon-




On Friday, June 21 at 10:00
a.m., the sixty-seventh annual ses-
sion of the Second Rehobath Sun-
day School with the officers pres-
ent. They had a grand opening.
Sunday school was very nice at
the Shiloh A. B. Church, Sunday,
June 23.
23.Masons celebrated St.
John's day with the Stars at the
Twin City High school. They ren-
dered a very lovely program. Din-
ner and lemonade was served
which was enjoyed by all.
Dr. and Mrs. E. S. Kilgore have
visited friends in Chicago, Ill.
Mr. William Flack, from Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, has visited his sis-
ter, Mrs. Monnie Wagner and fa-
mily.
Mrs. Birdie Carroll and family,
and brother, Mr. Melvin Flack,
and family, have visited relatives
in Ashville, Burnsville, and Mars
Hill, N. C.
Prof. and Mrs. Thomas Womack
and child, from Selma, N. C., are
in the city visiting Professor Wo-
mack's mother, Mrs. Garec Wo-
mack. Professor Womack is en-
gaged in school work in the same
city.
Mr. Edward McNeil is conval-
escing nicely as a patient in the
VA hospital.
Mr. Jack Greenlee, and family,
from Appalachia, Va. were the
guest of Mrs. W. G. McNeil and
family recently.
Mr. and Mrs. William Miller,
from Knoxville, Tenn. were vis-
itors here recently.
Mrs. Hoene Nave is on the sick
list.
Rev. E. W. Norris was in Ap-
palachia, Va. on the afternoon of
June 23 where he delivered the
Masonic sermon. He was accom-
panied by Rev. W. P. Wagner.
Johnson City was host to the
East Tennessee Good Samaritan
Council, which was held at Mount
Olive Baptist church from June 11.
to 12.
Ruth Day was observed by the
Household of Ruth Lodge No. 440
by the rendition of a program at
Friendship Baptist church on the
afternoon of June 16.
Rev. J. F. Birchette, and choir
of Thankful Baptist church Coth
ducted the service at Shiloh B
tist church in Kingsport, Tenn.
the afternoon of June 16.
A program was rendered at Mt,
Olive Baptist church on the after-
noon of June 23 under the auspices
of the Johnson City Progressive
League. Dr. E. S. Kilgore is pres-
ident.
Rev. J. F. Birchette conducted
the service at Macedonia Baptist
church in Newport, Tenn. on the
afternoon of June 23 occasioned
by Homecoming Day.
Miss Ann Buzz, from Jackson-
ville, Fla. is in the city, visiting




Mrs. Mamie Harris who suffer-
ed a stroke is confined to her
home.
G. W. Wells is in Jackson in the
hospital where he had his leg
amputated.
Mrs. Jennie Price is confined
her home on account of illness.
Mr. James Dean's funeral was
held June 19 at Hill Field Bap-
tist church. Rev. Brown, pastor,
officiated. Masonic services. Dixie
Funeral Home in charge.
James Rainer, who attends
school in North Dakota, is horne
on vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Clau,de Motley
from Memphis visited his parents,





Pilgrim Baptist church founded
by a small band of people who
came up the Mississippi River
from Missouri to escape slavery,
celebrated its 94th anniversary
Sunday, June 9. The Rev. Floyd
Massey is the present pastor. The
history of the event was given by
Mr. George Wills, the oldest dea-
con in terms of service; S. E.
Hall, oldest trustee and M. A.
Knott, at., chairman of the mort-
gage retirement and capital im-
provement drive. After the formal
services, refreshments were serv-
ed the guests by the A.F.M. club.
Earl Ongue, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Earl T. Ongue, 218 N. Mil-
ton, received a degree in archi-
tecture from the Carnegie Insti-
tute of Technology, at Pittsburgh,
Pa. He will enter the firm of Stolz
and Stolz, Pittsburgh, after a two
weeks trip to Havana, Cuba, with
his wife Gloria Cochrane, Ongue,
M. D.
The Cameo Social club was en-
tertained Saturday evening by Mr.
and Mrs. Anthony Mazingo, 458
N. Grotto. Plans were summarized
for the club's second annual cotil-
lion ball to be held June 28th at
the Hotel Lowry. The debutantes
will be entertained at a slumber
party at the St. Croix Valley Coun-
try Club, in Osceola, Wis. June 22.
Mrs. Harry Massingil, 3734 5th
ave., So., Minneapolis, entertained
the young ladies at a lawn party
on Father's Day.
Mrs. Addie C. Few, 643 Igle-
hart, is in Detroit as a delegate
to the annual NAACP convention.
Funeral services were held June
NF4 OFFICERS — New offi-
cers of the Florida Assoeiation
of the New Farmers of Amer
lea were installed during its
annual meeting OA the eamlm,
of Florida x&M university last
week. First row, left to right,
Moses L. Williams. chaplain;
Sanford; John Byrd, treasur-
er, Madison; Jimmy Kell,
president. Marianna: Laved
Jones, first vice president, Se-
bring. Robert Donaldson, state
reporter, Sebring. Second row.
left to right, Davie Evans,
historian, St. Johns County;
Leroy Crump, peril meetarl
an, Willison; Ernest S see-
relay, Sanford; Willi Flow-
era, watchman, Madison: Al-
fred Peoples, second vire-pres
ident, Gainesville; Johnny Hill,
song leader, Havana, a is d
John Watson, state musician,
18 at Brooks Funeral Home for
Mr. John Hayden, 77, 722 Igehart
ave. He was struck by an auto-
tGmo.obAnHi laecrkrJei 
Harris, 
hea os satip4sittaajdontd pTdahi seetod Rr er outs
,
Olivet Baptist church, conducted
the services. Burial was in For
Lawn cemetery. He is surviv
by two daughters, Mrs. Ruth Hob-
son of St. Paul and Mrs. Troy
Douglas of Chicago and other rela-
tives.
"Up and down the people go.
Gazing where the flowers blow."
These lines may well refer to the
residence of Mrs. Eugene (Mat.
tie) Gough, 767 St. Anthony ave.,
a gray house trimmed in brown,
fronted by bleeding hearts and
bridal wreath. On t h e eastside
ferns nestle close to the wall; on
the other side of the path are old
fashion pink roses. In the back on
both sides are mock orange trees,
lilacs and honeysuckle. Further
back are apple and plum trees.
A beautiful catalpa tree drops its
dainty orchidlike blooms with the
gusts of wind. Tulips, peoni
lily-of-the-valley line the fence
the east. A bird bath is a haven
for a variety of winged fowl.
Mr. Cecil E. Newman, well
known editor and publisher was
one of seven citizens honored with
a distinguished service award at
the Svens Karnes Dag celebration
Sunday, June 23, in Minnehaha
Park. This is an annual event held
by the Swedish-Americans of this
area.
The Rev. and Mrs. Wm. L. Bat-
tle, 200 E. 42nd at. leave Wednes-
day, June 26 for a tour of the
Caribbean Islands. The couple
hold certificates of affiliation with
the World Missionary Board of the
Church of God in Christ. The Rev.
Balite is pastor of the Gospel Tern.
ple church in St. Paul.
The Rev. Martin L. Simmons,
pastor of St. Peters AME church,
delivered the sermon for t h
Prince Hall Masons and the Ord
of the Eastern Star of the Twin
Cities at their annual St. John's
Day service at 7:30 p.m., June 23.
Wisconsin
SPRINGFIELD
By FLORA MAE WOODIE
• Rev. T. C. Williams participate
ed in the 10th anniversary pro.
gram of the Rev. Cowley at Loth
nick Ala. This program Was a
wonderful success. Mr. and Mrs.
Isaac Lee Newson, Deacon and
Mrs. Glover and Flora Mae Wood.
ie of this city witnessed this great
program.
The Xmas Savings Club No. 1
met at the home of Mrs. Matti!
Mae Sanders last Monday night,
A wonderful time WAS had by alio
The club met at the home of Mi
Sara Frances Newson on Mos.
day, June 24, 1957 at 7 o'clock
m•
Dea. Sammie Kelly is improt.
































































































































































































West Loaded For East - West Classic 
MAIVIN HIGGINS, Memphis
RedSex outfielder, will be
reflecting in his third East -
Weal game when he lines up
; AS FAR BACK as memory
serve; us, we recall that the late
Robet S. Abbott, publisher and
founcir of the Chicago Defender,
insistd that Negroes rightfully
shouli be playing in major league
basebll. Now we are going back
some 44) years when Rube Foster
was te equal to any major league
hurlei and excelled most of them.
We vtre in Rube's home on Ver-
non ye. and 32nd at. one night
when the "father of Negro league
basetill" was telling us how he
strucl Topsy Hartzell of the Phil-
; Mr.Abbott waxed warm on the
subjet of "Jim Crow". He was
againt jim crow in any form. Why
werent Negroes on major league
clubs, he demanded. Ile ordered
stone written to that effect. And
he Misted that we "take time',
out" is get to certain club owners'
who sere "conveniently too busy
to semis when we called or phon-
ed foran appointment."
Not so the late Judge K. M.
Landis high commissioner and a
born southerner. Judge Landis
gave is an opportunity for a very
brief nterview. "Nothing in the
constitition of either league whieh
prohibis a man from becoming
a menber of a ball club because
of his race or color." He added
that it was up to the managers
and the owners to make the move
"Certahly," he mused as he clos-
ed the interview, "you don't ex-
pect in to tell them who to hire
or fire,do you?"
With lackie Robinson coming to
be the honored guest in the 1457
Bud Blliken club parade and pic-
nic on ;aturday, Aug. 3, we want
our retlers to know that it was
the Chiago Defender which ham-
mered iway for years and years,
thus famine public opinion long
before other Negro newspapers
were bin and long before Rob-
inson himself saw the light of day
down is Georgia. Once a goal is
reached everybody and his broth-
er tries to take the credit.
WHEII JACKIE rides down
) South Parkway on Aug. 3, he will
see mme of his own race, along
with thiusands of others, than he
ever saV at any one gathering in
his life. There will be more than
a half nillion to wave and cheer
•him. Hiring his heroic feats in
football basketball, track a n d
basebal at the University of Cali-
fornia in Los Angeles through the
Paul Quinn Coach
At Summer. School
wAan, Texas — Paul Quinn col-
lege, nember of the South Cen-
tral Ahletic conference, is looking
fence'd to another football season.
Thele are five home dames
schediled, and four games sched-
uled sway from home, with one
date open. Nov. 16.
Node games include: Sept. 20,
Granbling; Oct. 5, Butler; Oct. 26,
Missisippi Vocational; Nov. 2, Al-
corn: and Nov. 28, Thanksgiving
gam.
; Gaines away: 5ept, 28, Texas
collet.; Oct. 12, Jarvis; Oct. 19,
Wald; and Nov. 9, Missiseippi
01110trlil.
with the West team for the
195T diamond classic which
will he Pined 1st Chicago,
July 28.
Two Great Days
hectic days in the International
League in 1946 and as rookie of
the year in 1947 as a member of
the Brooklyn Dodgers with whom
he was to rise to fame, as the
National league's leading slugger,
a World Series hero and now after
voluntarily retiring from the game
to become an executive in a New
York business concern, Jackie has
been the idol of not only the fans
but of all races who believe in
fair play. Now comes the Bud Bit-
liken club to honor him and both
adelpiia club out in a post season the youth and the adult admirers
game between the Cuban Giants of the great baseball player will
and he white club. be jammed on the sidewalks to
cheer him. The World Series
crowds will be "lost" in compari-
son.
As we promised, we go back to
that April day in 1946 when Rob-
inson plQed his first game in or-
ganized baseball. The Montreal
club, with Robinson at second
base, was in Jersey City, N. J.,
for the league opener. Batting see.
ond, Robinson bounded out. shot
to first in the first inning. HeAgot
his first hit the second frame with
two on. It was a home run over
the left field fence in Roosevelt
stadium. The Montreal club had
been out in front, one to nothing
at the time.
Up again in the fifth, Jackie
crossed up the Giants by laying
down a perfect bunt and beating
it out to first for a hit. He stole I
second, went to third on an in-
ft:Id out. There he worried Phil
Oates, the Jersey City pitcher, so
rsuch that Oakes committed a
balk and Robinson was w a ved
home. He singled for his third
straight hit of the day in' the sev-
enth, again stole second and was
brought home (his third score of
the game) by Tom Tatum's singie.
The score book will show four
runs for Robinson that day. He
singled to left in the eighth and
get as far as third on infield
outs. Then be started his dancing
off third and this time Herb An-
drews who had gone to the mound
for Jersey City, got excited and
balked and Robinson was again
waved home by the umpire. SUM-
MARY for Robinson: Four hits in
five times at bat; four runs batted
in; two stolen bases; four runs
scored (two n balks by Jersey
City pitchers; had one error
a double play ball) in six chances
and started one double play. Fin-
nabs score was Montreal 14, Jersey
City, 1.
THOUGHTS: Rogers Hornsby,
former big leaguer and now head
of the mayor's youth commission
in Chicago (he's from Texas) was
quad as saying "The Negro
leagres are doing all right and
Negro players should be develop-
ed and remain as stars in their
own leagues. A mixed ball team
differs from other sports because
ball players on the road live much
closer. I think Branch Rickey was
wrong in signing Robinson to play
with Montreal and it won't work
out." How wrong can a man he?
And Hornsby now is trying to in-
terest the Southaide fans in base
ball for the youngsters. Somebody





The East turned back the West
last year in the annual East-West
g a m e, but Manager Homer
(Goose) Curry, manager of the
Memphis Red Sox and pilot of
the West, maintains his team will
reverse the decision when the two
teams meet at Comiskey park
Sunday afternoon, July 28.
And to support his claim, Curry
can point to some big bats that
will, in all probability, be in the
West lineup when the two teams
clash in 25th annual game.
TOPS LEAGUE HITTERS
The top batter in the Negro.
American league, according to
latest figures released by Howe
News bureau, is Jim Banks, a
member of the Memphis R e
;mx. Banks is rapping the ball fori
a lusty .500. In compiling this:
figure in nine games, Banks, who;
plays first base, has clouted lei
hits, including five doubles andi
four hornet runs. He has driven!
in 21 runs and scored 10 hira.i,
self.
T h • n there's Isaac Barnes,
Memphis catcher who is hitting
for .419. Ira McKnight, Kansas
City Monarch catcher has a .370
average. John Pierce, another
catcher, is hitting .353, and Jim
Robinson, second baseman, has
an average of .351.
William Jones, a 22-year-old
right-hander from Jacksonville,
Fla., has won four and lost none
for the Monarchs. And Oscar Car-
denies, 20-year-old Monarch hurl-!
er, is tops in fanning batters with
36 to hie, credit.
-Ed Steel e, manaegr of the
Detroit Stars and pilot of the East
team. admits the West has some
potent bats to present to the op-
position, but this has not caused
him any deep concern.
POWER FOR EAST
"In Bill Wyatt, Birmingham
Black Baron shortstop, we'll have
a player who can wield a power-
ful bat," said Steele. 'The last
time I looked at the averages he
was hitting the ball at a .386 clip.
"And Abdul Johnson, Detroit
shortstop, is no slouch himself at
the plate. This 24-yeareld star'
from Chicago is hitting .323.
"In addition, well have a solid
defense team and plenty of speed
We expect to pick up where we
left off last year."
While the managers have ex-
pressed themselves, Dr. J. B.
Martin, president of the league,
said this week that he is looking
forward to a crowd in excess of
15,000 fans at the game.
"All Indications are that we'll
have a larger crowd than l
ast
year," Martin said. "A large
number of civic and social groups,
in addition to the Old Ball 
Play






WACO, Texas — The head
SHORT WITH I.EFT — Bob-
by Boyd (right). young Chi-
cago middleweight, is short
with a left jab in his bout
with Roclov Castellani. Cleve-
land veteran, in Chicago, last
Wednesday night. Boyd won a
split decision. (Defender photo
by Rhoden)
Chicagoland Fair Attracts
Radio And Television Aces
Four popular WMAQ shows will program, will use Mills' mobile
originate their programs from the studio during her stay at the Navy
Chicagoland Fair, using a custom Pier site the week of July 1 (12:05
built mobile studio trailer, during to 12:55 p.m. ('DT).
p.m. CDT) and Wed Howard's And Virginia Marmaduke, with
Melody Magazine (5:15 to 5:45 her feature stories, will trek out
p.m. CDT) will put on their pro- to the Fair, Monday, July 8, to
grams from Mills' specially-built present her Duchess broadcast,
trailer, today through July 12. from there during that week
Mary Merryfield's Raido Jour- (11:45 to 11:55 a.m. CDT),
nal, also a Monday-through-Friday Officials of the Fair, guest ce-
lebrities and visitors will be heard
on the daily broadcasts. Already
scheduled are Carroll "Baby Doll"
Baker on the Merryfield show of
tomorrow, and actor Burgess Mer-





JACKSON, Miss. — T. B. Ellis,
jr., director of athletics at Jack-
son State college, announced an
eightsgame slate for the Tiger
football squad during the coming
season.
The Tigers open the season
against Mississippi Inditstrial at
Alumni field, Sept. 21. Then they
play Prairie View Sept. 28 at Prai-
rie Vitw; Mississippi Vocational,
Oct. 5 at We Bena ; Alcorn A &
M Monday, Oct. 21 (Fair Day,
coach and director of athletics at here; Xavier (Homecoming) Oct.
Paul Quinn college, Hoover J. 28; Grambling Nov. 2 here; Tex-
Wright is away for the summer as-Southern
 Nov. 9 at Texas-South-
ern; and Kentucky State Nov. 16,studying at the State University '
of Iowa.
Coach Wright is also assistant
professor and acting chairman, de- are Miles. Wiley and Tougaloo
partment of health and physical Southern Christian, Mississippi In-
education. He has earned the mas-
ter of science degree from Penn-
sylvania State college.
here.
Three 1956 opponents are not
listed on this year's schedule. They
THE CHICAGO HEART
ASSOCIATION
The Chicago Heart Association
plays a dyanmic role in the broad
field of rehabilitating individuals
following a heart attack. In the
interests of industrial workers and
organizations the Association spon-
sors an annual Heart-in-Industry
Conference in cooperation with
the Chicago Association of Corn-
merce and Industry. Over all
themes at these meetings include
such subjects as "Health Prob-
lems on the Production Line," and
"Problems of Retirement in In-
dustry." This year's meeting will
be held on October 11, and the
theme will be "Living With Your
Job — Your Ltle, Your Heart,
and Your Job."
U. S. automotive plants in 1953
dustrial returns to the State sched- turned o u t 7,370,000 motor
ule after an absence of several vehicles, a record second only to
seasons. the 1950 totals.
1PREPARR roit CLASSIC —
Is celebration of lb. 25th or
silver anaiversary East • Weal
Baseball Classic, a special
?eats* to detleriaime diall
reign as ewes will be spon-
sored by business, labor awe
chi, leaders. Planning for the
meted and ether activities
are (seated I 40 _r2 Lea K.
Zinn, Frayser T. Lane, Bettye
Lightsey sad Dr. J. B. Martin.
Standing are B. F. Coleman,
Andrew Howard, J. A. Feld.




LYNCHBURG, Va. — The na-
tional junior boys and girls ten-
nis tournament will be played July
31-Aug. 3 at North Carolina college
at Durham, N. C., according tu
announcement made this week by
Dr. R. Walter Johnson, Lynchburg,
Va., public relations director for
the junior development program
for tennis.
All of the youth participants will
reside on the institution's campus,
where minimum rates for housing
and meals will be provided. W. L.
Cook, 2011 Otis st., Durham, is
tournament chairman.
The tournament is open to boys
and girls who are 18 years of age
and under, while there are 13
events in the tournament for par-
ticipants in the age groups of 15
to 18: 13 to 15 and under 13. Events
in the above age groups are set
for boys and girls, while there will
be doubles events for boys and girls
along with mixed doubles.
Last year the boys' division was
won by William Neilson, of Hamp-
ton Institute, Va., and Clara Hen-
ry, Hawkins, Texas, won the girls'
title.
Foster. Not on the picture but
active on the committee are
Ernest Rather and Simeon Da-
vie.
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The Chicago Women's Golf club
will have headquarters for their
19th annual Mid-West and 12th
Walter Speedy Memorial arnateor
tournament at the Evans hotel,
733 E. 60th st. . • The tournament
will be held at Pipe O'Peace,
131st and Halsted streets, July
20-21. . There will be fights
for pros, men and women and sen-
iors. . and three prizes in each
of the amateur flights. . . Lydia
Elligan is toernameM coordina-
tor. . . and Ada Tilford program
chairman. . .
The eighth annual Vehicle City
amateur tournament will he played
over the Swartz Creek golf course
in Flint, Mich., July 12-13-14. .
Entry checks should be mailed
to Dr. William Simms, 651 S.
Saginaw street, Flint. . . Fee for
the men is $9 . . . and for the
women. 56. . . There will be 36
holes of medal play. . . The final
round will be trimmed to 260
players. . .
Jimmy O'Neil of the Universal
Golf club of Chicago has been
plagued with a burden of diffi•
culties dicing the month. . . Jim-
my bought himself a new set of
irons and woods, . . and the little
wife gave him a new golf bag. . .
Jimmy packed the bag contain-
ing the new clubs into the trunk
of his car. . . and drove out to
Burnham Woods for a day of
golf. . . Three hours later Jimmy
was on his way back home. . .
but without his bag and clubs. . .
he had inadvertently left them at
Burnham Woods. . So he jump-
ed into the family car and drove
back to Burnham Woods. but
there was no trace of the bag and
. . neither had any one
seen them. At least none of the
fellows and gals he talked to had
seen them. .. So now Jimmy has
to invest some more of the family
wealth in a new set of woods and
irons. . and a new bag. . . My
sympathy, Jimmy, . . I know
how you feel. . . I lost my bag
and clubs last year. . . but was
fortunate that one of my friends
found both. . . Jimmy will need
those clubs and bag to compete
in the Universal Golf club's an-
nual tournament at Burnham
Woods, July 13 and 14. . .
Andy Woodward, the golfing
motorman from Detroit, has added
another title to his already long
list. Two weeks ago Andy cap-
tured the 'Windy City tournament
for the second consecutive year
, and last Saturday genial Andy
captured the tourney sponsored
by the Douglas Golf club. .. over
the Douglas Park course in In-
dianapolis. . Andy fired 65 Sat-
urday to take medalist honors,
and then came back with a 73 Sun-
day . . . giving him a neat 138
. . . and top honors. . Jerome
Boyd of Indianapolis was second
with 140. . . and Virgil Patton,
same city, was third with 141. . .
Jake Simmons, Chicago, who had
thrown a corner around this tour-
nament in past years, fired a 145
to tie with Bill Rosemead, In-
dianapolis. for first place as the
first flight... and then beat Rosa-
mond in a play-off. ..Sherry Wel-
lone, Detroit, finished third. . .
Dick "Night Train" LaMe,
great defensive end with the Chi-
cago Cardinals, won the third
flight after a playoff. . . James
Wooten, Indianapolis, was sec-
ond, and Thomas Larry was third
. . . Herman Lewis, Indianapolis,
had 177 to win the fourth flight
. . ,O'Neil Byers, Indianapolis,
was second with 178. . . and Del.
mer Willoughby. Indianapolis, wag
third on his 180. . . Gerard Wil.
hams, Indianapolis, won the sen-
ior flight. . Abe Dellrick. Inch.
anapolis, was second, and Vernon
Adam, Indianapolis, was third. . .
Gail Patton won the medalist
honors for the girls. . . with a 93
Saturday. . . but Elizabeth Stan-
field, Indianapolis, won the cham-
pionship with 189. . Joseph:r.e
Hughes, Chicago, was second with
193. . Eva Wilson had 194 for
third. . . Ann Mahan, Indianapo-
lis, won the first flight with 201
. .Mary lloggette, Chicago, was
second with 202. . and Selma
Barbour, Chicago, was third with
203. . Virginia Simmons, Chi.
ca go, won the second flight, 221
. . . Marsha Jones, Chicago, was
second with 247. . and Wilma
Lemon, Detroit, third with 254. A
large number of Chicagoans were
in attendance at the tourney, in-
eluding Duke and Lydia Elligam
Jake and Cirginia Simmons . . s
Maxie and Selma Barbour. .
Franklyn and Ada Tulford, Judy
Campbell, Mary Hoggette, Ernest
Bush, Jesse Thornton, Georgia
Roach, Charles Jefferson, Elliott
Rouse, Square Washington, and
Fats Ieng. . .
Boyd Gets Nod Ai
Over Castellani I
By RUSS J. COWANS
Bobby Boyd, Chicago's young
middleweight who is trying to bat-
tle his way back into a spot of
contention for a championship
match, scored a split 16 - round
decision over ringwise Rocky Cas-
tellani, of Cleveland, at Chicago
stadium, last week.
Two of the officials voted for
Boyd by narrow margins, while
the other voted in favor of Castel-
lani. There was no knock down in
the fight.
Boyd, an 8 to S favorite before
the opening bell caught the eyes
of the two officials with his ag-
gressiveness and solid punching—
whenever he could catch up with
the elusive Clevelander.
"He's a tough man to fight,"
said Boyd in his dressing room.
"He's one of the cagiest fighters
I've ever met.
"He landed a couple cf rights
on my jaw, but none of them hurt
me. He's hard to fight because
he's a master at hitting and grab-
bing."
In the other dressing horn Cas-
tellani said he felt he had won
the lh
fight.toight I won the decision."
said Castellani. "I hit the best
punches.
"This is not a comeback for me
because I've not been any place.
I've been fighting 20 years, and
could continue for seven more if
I had to fight Boyd every day."
Boyd's best fighting came in the
early rounds of the scrap that was
nationally televised. His most ef-
fective punches were lefts to the
Eddie Machen Tests
Bob Baker In Chi
Eddie Machen, California heavy-
weight pride, and Bob Baker, Pitts-
burgh heavyweight, will clash in
a 10-rounder in the Chicago Sta-
dium July 10, the International
Boxing Club announced.
The fight will be televised na-
tionally.
Both fighters are contenders for
the heavyweight championship.
Machen is rated No. 2.
The Olympic peninsula In north-
west Washington state takes the
heaviest rainfall in the nation, it
is believed, with 200 inches in
some of the wet years.
jaw and sharp right uppercuts to
the body. A left to the jaw in the
ninth shook Castellani, but t A •
Clevelander danced out of danger.
Castellani put over one of his
best punches in the sixth, a hard
right that glanced off Boyd's jaw.
Ernest Terrell, young Chicago
heavyweight, stopped Andy Bond,




BALTIMORE. Md. — Morgan
State's Eddie Hurt, for more than
three decades a maker of cham-
pions, has become a champion
again himself — this time through
his election to the National Asso-
ciation of Intercollegiate Athletics'
Hall of Fame.
The 57-year-old Hurt, renter
member of the famed Hurt - Hill
coaching combination and mentor
of athletic greats in basketball,
football, track and field, is the first
of his race to win the national
coaching honor.
He was elected to the Hall of
Fame by the Helms Foundation
and was presented during a spe-
cial awards luncheon at the re-
cent NAIA championships In San
Diego, Calif.
A native of Brookneal, Va., and
a graduate of Howard university,
Hurt has been one ef the nation's
most celebrated coaches In t h •
small college field for 33 years, 29
of them at Morgan State,
Hurt-coached football teams
have won 13 CIAA championships
and tied for one, and his track
and field stars have won national
and international acclaim.
Named "Track and Field Coach
of the Year" in 1950, he has pro-
duced such individual stars ah
Olympic champ George Rhoden,
Pan-American 400-meter hurdle.
titlist Josh Culbreath, high jump-
ers George Dennis and Bob Barks-
dale, 'sprinter Art Bragg a n 4
quarter-hailer Bob McMurray, new
NAIA 440-yard champ,
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Winners Of Pet Shows
At Playgrounds Listed
By JOYCE M. BLACKMON !activities. There was the big pet
ROBERT HOWZE show, Washer tournament a II d
Our annual Pet Show was last Athletic day. Gwendolyn Steven-
Friday. Thanks to those w h o 1 son won first place at the pet show
brought pets and participated in
the plays and dances. NOTICE —
All teams practice Wednesdays
and Fridays. Next game July II,
1957.
NEW CHICAGO
• Robert Sims was named Washer
Tournament Champ. There was a
pet show and a girl softball game
against Douglas.
; Tennis tournment: Thursday,
2:30 p.m. Athletics Day: Tuesday
at Klondyke Park. Patriotic pro-
gram: Next week.
ORANGE MOUND
; The pet show was last Wednes-
day where "Lassie" the collie of
Little Ridley Anderson II WAS
judged winner. The white pet of
Voncia Allen was victorious in the
rabbit division. Other winners were
a colorful parakeet bird owned by
with a parakeet. There were many
others participating with all kinds
of pets. William Banks carried
the ribbon away at the Washer
tournament. During Athletic Day
we defeated Magnolia.
DUNN AVENUE
Monday Dunn went to Lincoln
Park to compete against Melrose.
Our pet show was held Tuesday,
June 25 where a number of kids
and parents attended. There will
be a bathing beauty revue on
Tuesday. July 9, 1957.
DIXIE HOMES
We had a very successful week.
Grant playground came to visit
us and we were victorious in et-
erything.
LEMOYNE
The most exciting of events held
last week was the pet show, Thee-
Arthur Lee Smith and a fish cap-
day. Winning prizes were given to
""
tured by Yolanda Anderson. I 
Andrew Webb 's dog, Shag,
Irma Cobbs turtle, and Fannie
House's parakeet. Lealoyne and
Beale playgrounds matched wits
in many games Wednesday. On
Thursday, the Washer Tournament
was well attended when Robert
Todd and Dora Anderson were
prize winners,
MAGNOLIA
A League Play has begun. Our
activities went underway with
Lincoln Park as competitors. A
medal from the Humane Shelter
was given to the pet owned by
Louise Dortch during the pet
show.
Thursday: Host to Robert liovvze
playground.
PATTERSON
Pet Show—The winners were:
Cleanliness — Ralph Williams,
Mathie Garrett, and Eddie Walis.
Beauty — Johnny Anderson and
Ralph Williams. Stunts — Eddie
Walls, Ralph Williams. Behavior—
Ralph William, Johnnie Ander-
son, and Eddie Walls. Poise —
Ralph Williams, Johnnie Anderson
and Eddie Walls. 1 st Grand —Ralph
Williams. 2nd Grand—Eddie Walla
3rd Grand—Johnnie Anderson.
MANASSAS
There was great competition
against Klondyke on Athletic Day.
The Washer Tournament was won
by Lawrence Taylor and first
prize was given to -.Toe.' owned
by Charles Reed in the Pet Show.
MELROSE
Dunn Ave. was defeated at our
first Athletic Day at Lincoln Park.
The winners in the pet show were:
1st prize—D. Westbrook. and—Ed-




day—Washer Tournament and the
winners were (girls) Gwendolyn
Tounsel and (boys) Westly Harris.
The pet show came underway Fri-
day afternoon. "Roochic" the pet
of Mildred Ratliff was first prize
winner. Other contestants were
Gilbert Meadows, Essie Boyd,
Gail Tounsel, Gwendolyn Tounsel,
Eva Johnson and Patricia Jones.
WASHINGTON
' We were guests at Hyde Park
fag...League Play Tuesday. These
are the winners at the pet show
Friday—Herman Harris w h o
received a medal from the Hu-
mane Society. Big Stars—Cleo
Price, Dorothy Stokes, Mary &lice
Gibson, Anita Jackson, Erma
Moore and Herman Harris.
DOUGLASS
The winner of the Washer TM-
na ment seas ly de Lemons.
HYDE PARK
Exciting Week' League Play be-
gan on Tuesday with Washington
as competition. Robert Home
was named Washer Tournament
champion. Outstanding girl play-
ers of the week: Dorothy Jack-
son, Ruby Lewis, Aline Robinson,
Nettie Craft, Oliva Craft, Willie
Craft, Betty Sanders, Mary Du-
ant, Carolyn Wilson, Virgie Mix,
Jackie Fostell, Barbara C a a h,
Carol Brown, Percie Clemmson
and Jackie Smith.
BEALE PARK
The main event of the week was
League Play at LeMoyne Park.
We were victorious in Intermedi-
ate horseshoes.
Other attractichs were the
Washer Tournament. Jerome
Moore Champion, and the Pet
show.
RIVERVIEW
Last week we visited Lincoln
for League Play. On Tuesday a
pet show was given where there
was a grand pet parade of alt
kinds of animals. First place was
won by William McNeal with his
pet chicken, "Chico." Second and
third prizes 'were given to James
Franklin and Dorothy Sutton with
pet dogs. The Washer Tournament
was held here at Riverview with
Frank Reed as champion and Wil-
lie Bratcher runner up.
BOOTHE
We won honors 'on our firs.
League Day by defeating Kansas.
L. E. BROWN
Our special day, Friday. con-
sisted of a pet show. Joyce Lin-
coln won first place in the feath-
ered division. A cocker spaniel
owned by Darrinton June-s took the
till( in the dog division. Cecil Lin-
coln won first place as having the
most unusual pet. a duck and was
also the grand champion winner.
Be will have the opportunity so
compete in the city wide pet show.
Allen Parker won third prize with
"Ricky" a black cocker spaniel.
FOOTE HOMES
During the Washer Tournament
Tuesday, Vernon Robinson w a K
named winner. A softball g a in e
against L. W. Brown was played
Wednesday with many other ac-
tivities. The week's activities WAS
highlighted with 3 pet show. V.11 -
liant Wright Was judged as best
with an interesting story of his
stuffed monkey. Other winners
were Janice Taylor and Joyce
Porter. Ann Hicks and Edna Mc-
Neil received seccnd prizes for
SAN011s pets.
LINCOLN
Lest week was full of exciting
• Farm inners and their families
do 75 percent of all the U. S.
farm work.
Velye9,--a••• • a•-•narveran- era—anew
HURDLER EUROPE BOUND
—Willie Stevens, Tennessee
State universiay's 1957 Drake
relay high hurdle champion,
joins a field of top American
track and field athletes for a
European tour. Other hurdlers
making the trip are Elias
Gilbert of North Carolina's
Winston-Salem Teachers col
lege, and Hayes Jones of East-
ern Michigan, both tan stars.
Stevens' first appearance will
be in Sweden. Outstanding
performances turned in dur-
ing the National AAU cham-
pionships in Dayton, Ohio,
qualified the athletes for the
five-week trip abroad. (Foto
by Clanton III)
Caribbean Vacations
Go Easy On The Budget
That exciting vacation you've al-
ways dreamed about awaits you
this year on Delta Air Lines.
As varied as people's moods.
Delta's Millionaire Dream Vaca-
tions offer relaxation under t h e
warm sun of beautiful tropical isles
or faster-pace fun in the invigorat-
ing atmosphere of the nation's
more cosmopolitan cities and Mex-
ico's buzzing capital high in the
Andes Mountains.
There are 13 resort and vaca-
tion areas from which to choose
this year, some offering special
summer bargains; others, year-
round values. And Delta promises
the best of travel enjoyment in
each one. This is the eleventh con-
secutive year that Delta has made
possible these low-c o a t all-ex-
pense vacations. Since Delta
pioeneered the program in 1947,0os
is allowed here, where free-port
values abound.
A newcomer to the Delta Million-
aire Dream Vacations is Galves-
ton Island where four hotels are
offering their facilities for as little
as $15.30 for four days between
January 1-August 31. Air transpor-
tation is via Houston where air-
em.
For those who want to "Fly now,
pay later," Delta offers a conven-
ient time-payment plan which has
been changed this year to require
a 10 percent deposit, but easy
installments can extend over 20
months.
Jackson StateLocal League All-Stars Shut-Out•
Nashville C-0 In Thrilling 
Tilt Sl!tes Eight
Grid Games
T. B. Jr director MI*
HELLO You Sport Fans! Back
again to give you the highlights
of the Semipro League. Last week
the league got together and form-
ed an all-star team to meet Nash-
ville at Lincoln park. Later the
Stars won the game, 6-0.
Harvey Branch of the All-stars
who plays with the Magnolia
Eagles gave a demonstration of
his mastery on the mound. Per-
forming in the anchor slot for the
all-stars pitcher Branch gave up
only four hits and struck out 17
Nashville batters.
Many observers expected Branch!
pitching to taper off, and it did. I
He was just as good when he
pitched a no-hitter about three
weeks ago. Manager Cliff Ham-
mond of the Magnolia Eagles
raves about his Wonder Boy
Branch, and insists he'd be just
as good with any team he plays
on. He is one of the best young
pitchers I've seen in years, the
kind words aren't confined to the
Eagles side. The enemy likes him
too. In other games Hardwood
Stars defeated the Orange Mound
Tigers, 6-2 and the Greyhounds







Klondyke Park, 4 p.m., Dodgers
vs. Douglass Greys




It will be the Yankees against
the National league next Tuesday
in the All-Star game at St. Louis.
Eight of them appeared on the
25-man American league squad an-
nounced by Manager Casey Sten-
Mickey Mantle Vogl Berra
gel, who's batting an embarrass-
ing .167 in the mid-summer class-
ic with only one victory in six de-
cisions.
In addition to Mickey Mantle
and Yogi Berra, who were voted
into the opening lineup by the fans,
-Stengel selected six other Yankees
— Bill Skowron, Gil McDougald,
Bobby Richardsan, Elston Howard
Dr. Adams Quits
Health Service
LONDON — (INS) — Dr. John
Bodkin Adams, the Eastbourne
physician who was acquitted in
April of murder charges, has re-
signed from the British National
Health Service. 
• But he will continue in private
practice in Eastbourne.
conditioned limousines transfer y
to the hotel. Those resorts which
offer year-round package value
are Mexico, Guatemala, Yucatan
and New York. All land arrange-
ments are handled through Mexico
Travel advisors.
You'll enjoy practicing your
Spanish in romantic Mexico where
you can extend your Mexico City
visit to such irresistible towns as
lovely Cuernavaca, cobble-stoned
Taxeo, tropical Acapulco, and the
floating gardens of Xochimilco.
ver 62,000 packages have been The complete itinerary costs $99.00
old to various summer resorts with meals omitted to allow more ,
on its system, and this year 
many addition and changes give 
freedom of choice in selecting eat-
ing places.
Don't return to the states with-
out visiting Yucatan where you
can view ruins of the ancient May-
an civilization, and neighboring
Guatemala where an unforgettable
pageantry of color is enacted every
trouble of correspondence back and Sunday at the native market of
forth with the holiday destination. Cluchicastenango. You can stay
Hotels, sightseeing trips, meals two nights in Yucatan for $50, with
(where provided), and ground meals, and enjoy three nights in
Gtransfer service are taken care of uatemala for $67.00 including the
by use Of handy coupons which motor trip to Antigua and Chichi.
you receive when you make your castenango, with meals.
reservations through Delta or your Air fares must be added to the
travel agent. above rates which are quoted on•
the basis of two persons to a hotelThe assortment of Delta's excit-
room. Details on these packages
and others, including steamship
cruies through the Caribbean and
minican Republic, Puerto Rico, West Indies are available through
Welcome Tour & Travel Service.
mala, Yucatan, New Orleans, the
Virgin Islands, Mexico Guate-
who will be glad to supply you
Gulf Coast Galveston sland with Delta's colorful vacation fold.
them even wider appeal than
ever.
TAILOR-MADE TRIPS
Arranged on an individual basis,
the vacations can be adjusted as
to departure time, length, and des-
tination, and there is ne pre-trip
ing vacation destinations include
Miami Beach, Fort Lauderdale,
Nassau, Cuba, Jamaica, Haiti, Do-
Washington, Williamsburg, a n d
New York.
Here are some of the attractive
packages you can select.
Only 55 minutes from Florida is
quaint, reserved Nassau which
opens its facilities to Delta pack-
age vacationists May 1-November
30 for 949.50 for four days and
nights.
There's no need to travel father
afield than the Caribbean for an
utterly charming vacationland of
color and beauty with that foreign
flavor so alluring to most vaca-
tionists. A night club tour, Morro
Castle. and sightseeing tour of the
city are included in a four-day
price beginning at $.3.).20 effec-
package to Havana. Cuba, with
tive April 1 December 15.
You'll find British influence
strong in Jamaica where you can,
fish, play golf, go swimming in
hotel pools or at private beach
for six days and nights for $85.00
with all meals provided. This is
available from April 16-December
16.
The throbbing of voodoo drums
haunts French-speaking Haiti
where you can relax from April
16-December 15 for only $49.00 for
four days and nights, with meals,
in modern hotels surrounded by
majestic mountains overlooking
blue Caribbean waters.
Four day Puerto Rican vacations
are available April 15-December
15, for $28.40 with near-by Virgin
Islands offering further attrac-
tions at a beginning price of 654-00
for four days and nights with
breakfaets and dinners included,
Meaty of free time for shopping
Your news column will be brief
because your scribe has been
away from you all week and
hasn't had a chance to circulate
and find out the happenings.
Along with Willie Louis Wynn,
Miss Jerry Wynn and John Etta
Jamison we had an inspiring week
at Lane college in Jackson this
week, attending the leadership
Training School and Young Peo-
ple's Jubilee. John Etta, our only
program participant, won seconO
place in the piano numbers.
Mr. and Mrs. Shermd Lovett of
Jackson were here this week. Mrs.
Lovett stayed because of the ill-
ness of her brother, Lynn McGee.
Walter Pfieffer is still in Madi-
son County hospital where he un-
derwent an operation Thursday.
Mrs. Carrie Harris and Mrs. Ida
Pfieffer spent Thursday night
With him. Mrs. Alberta Nolan is
in St. Mary's hospital in Hum-
boldt. She is reported to be much
better and is expected home this
• OOOOO • 111 • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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PET MILK HOME ECONOMIST •
•••••••••••••••••••••••°
Everyone loves home-made
bread. . .but, if you're like me,
you probably don't have time to
make this favorite treat very oft-
en.
That's why I'm anxious for you
to know about my Pet Milk recipe
for EASY BROWN BREAD. .
it's so delicious, and so easy, and
so god for your family, too, that
there just isn't any reason why
you can' have honie-made firmti
almost as often as your family
would like to have it!
Yqii see. thia rich. 'lark, mist
loaf — with plump raisins all thru
it — takes almost no time to mix.
It isn't a yeast bread, so it doesn't
have to stand before baking. and
doesn't have to be kneaded. Ac-
tually, all you do is mix it and
bake it — but my, what delicious
results you get. The wonderful
flavor is partly th. combination ,of
rnolisses and bran. . .and part- ,
ly that good, rich l'et Milk that
makes a richer, more nourishing
bred than you've ever baked. YOU
see, Pet Evaporated Milk is dote.
ble-rich. twice as rich as or 'inary
milk — richer than ordinary milk
even when N011 add water, as you
do in this recipe. In fact, I'll guar-
week. Mrs. Eula Hunter of Cold-
water, Miss., is visiting her sis-
ter and brother-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. L. V. Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Buchanan,
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Burns and
Mrs. Sallie Webb went to Halls
Wednesday of this week to the
bedside of a cousin there. The
Rev, J. C. Hullum, presiding el-
der of the Dyersburg District CME
church, preached an inspiring ser-
mon for the Masonic Lodge here
on Tuesday night, at the Method-
ist church.
Please forgive the short column.
I promise more next week. ADI-
OS, AMIGO.
antee that you'll he delighted the
minute you take that fragrar.
loaf of Easy Brown dread out of
your oven — and that you'll get
plenty of compliments from your
family! Here's my recipe...do try
it soon!
EASY BROWN BREAD
3-4 cup Pet Evaporated Milk
'a cup water
4 teaspoons vinegar
3.4 cup dark molasses
2 cups sifted, all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon baking powder
1 teaspoon baking soda •
1-4 rap shortening
1 cup seedless raisins
Mix in a bowl the milk, water,
vineear oinlasi,̂ s and bran. Let
stand. Sift together into a VA qt.
bowl Inc min.  salt, baiting powder
and baking soda. Work shortening
Into flour mixture with a fork. Add
the bran mixture' all at once and
mix quickly, but thoroughly. Fold
In the raisins. Pour into a greaied
loaf pan holding about 5 cups.
Bake near center of a 350 oven
(moderate) about 55 Minutes, or
until bread pulls from sides of pan
Let stand in pun about 5 minutes.
Turn out and (-not before slicing.
Makes 1 medium loaf.;
and pitchers Bobby Shantz, and
Bob Grim.
Detroit has the next best rep-
resentation — four. Chicago, Bal-
timore and Cleveland have three
each, Boston two and Washington
and Kansas City one apiece.
Baltimore's Billy Loes is ex-
pected to be the starting pitcher
and the infield will include V iei
Musing: Continued from test
week. . .It is difficult to pick up
the threads of long - neglected
friendships or form new ties when
you are older. But when your so-
cial contacts march along with you
through the years, they become
a part of your life pattern. . .a
shield against boredom and a guar-
antee that life won't eventually
narrow down to four walls and the
dutiful but oft times reluctant at-
tention of a younger generation.
In other woras keeping up your
social contacts is another way of
paying a premium on one of your
most important policies. . .your
old age happiness insurance.
Dear Carlotta:
What do you do when your bus-
band won't argue? Hubby is fine
if we are discussing the color
scheme of a room, the planting
of a garden, or even the troubles
of a friend, but let there be the
least disturbance between us and
"mum's" the word. U I annoy
him at a party with a remark or
deed, instead of telling me about it
later so we can iron out the diffic-
culty, he just becomes cool and
distant (hurt like). When I ask
what is wrong, he says, "If you
don't Imol then there is no use
talking about it." Hours of silence
. . .If I'm hurt or cool to him, he
doesn't ask why for Year I might
tell him, and airing any problem
is against his principles. What do
you do with a wonderful husband
who just won't argue? Worried
wife.
Dear Worried Wife:
There is nothing golden about
the kind of silence your husband
subjects you to. Indeed it is the
most brutal of all weapons. It is
more punitive than blows a n d
soeaks loonier than seraamtne. Sty
guess is that your husband is car-
rying a load of anger and resent-
ment from his parental home I
Wertz of Cleveland at first, Chi-
Gil McDougald
cago's Nellie Fox at second, Bal-
timore's George Kell at third, De-
troit's Harvey Kuenn at shortstop'
and the outfield from left to right
will be Boston's Ted Williams,
Mantle and Al Kaline of the Tig-
ers. Berra will do the catching.
letics at Jackson State college, an-
nounced an eight-game slO for
the Tiger football squad duritg the
coming season.
The Tiaers ones the reason
against Mississippi industrii. Col-
lege at Alumni Field Sept, 21.
Then they play Prairie View Sept.
28 at Prairie View; Mississippi
Vocational College Oct. 5 *Itta
Rena; Alcorn A & M College Mon-
day, Oct. 21, (Fair Day) here;
Xavier university (Homecening)
Oct. 28; Grambling College Nov.
2 here; Texas-Southern uniiersity
Nov. 9 at Texas-Southern and
Kentucky State College N*. 16,
here.
Three 1956 opponents we not
listed on this year's scledule.
They are' Miles College, Willy Col-
lege and Tougaloo SouthernChria.
tian College. Mississippi Industrial
College returns to the state
schedule after an absence of sev-
eral seasons.
where to express emotion was to
ask for, punishment.
He dare not talk when angry
lest all the pent-up pressure of ,
years explodes. Since emotion is
force. • .energy. . .the actual re '
suit is that we sometimes drive
these emotions into dark places
of our minds, save them there
and build them up to ever-higher
potentials. That is often why sup-
posedly ideal marriages break
wide open about the time the sil-
ver wedding should be celebrated.
Your husband should bell you when
you displease him and use the en-
ergy his brain generates to thrash'
out the point of irritation a n d
reach a compromise, for there is
no doubt that problems do mag-
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. Philadelphia, Pa., the convention
city will be filled to its capacity
I'm sure when the National Edu-
cation Association meets there this
week.
A hundred years of progress in
education will be celebrated and
an estimated 15,000 teachers are
expected to be present. Many Jack-
sonians plan to be among that
number. Only 43 teachers attend-
ed the first meeting in this same
city 100 years ago. Already en-
route to Philadelphia are Mr. and
Mrs. T R. White, who are motor-
ing and plan several stops before
arriving. The stops include Chi-
cago and South Bend, Ind. Mr.
White is the official delegate front
the Jackson City Teachers Asso-.
ItiatIon.
meeting is Miss Darlene Hutson,
City supervisor. After leaving Phil-
adelphia she will go to New York
during the summer session. By the
way, Miss Hutson holds a life
membership in the National Edu-
cation Assn.
HERE AND THERE
Mrs. A. R. Marshall who resides
on Neff at. spent several days in
Memphis, Term. last week as the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Moss.
The Mosses formerly lived in Jack-
son where both were members
of the faculty at Denmark High
school, now West High. After re-
turnir.g home Mrs. Marshall was
greeted by ft.-seise from her son,
Floyd ReterliManston, Ill. They
have gone to her home in Russel.
elle, Ala. to spend a few days.
When the National Baptist Train-
.,,,sing Union and Sunday School Con-
'Verence met recently in Dallas,
Texas. Those attending included
Rev, and Mrs. W. G. Terry, T.
B. Montgomery and Misses Ethel
Deberry and Frankie Lewis, all of
First Baptist church and Rev.
and Mrs. R. L. Draine from Salem
Baptist church. Mr. Montgomery
was the official delegate from
First Baptist church,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Jones accom-
panied their three children to Jack-
son to spend the summer w it h
grandparents, Mrs. Pansy Graham
and Mr. and Mrs. Jones. T h e
Joneses now live in Milwaukee,
DETISOIT - The South's at-
tempts to resist desegregation and
civil rights entered "dangerously"
into the field of civil liberties in
1956. This is one of the main con-
clusion of the annual report of
the NAACP.
The report was made pu bli e.
here and simultaneously in New
York City, on the eve of the As-
soclation's 48th annual convention,
which opened in Detroit on June
25.
The document cites southern re-
strictions of "freedom of speech,
assembly, petition, redress of grie-
vinces in the courts, and even
freedom of thought." It says that
In 1956 "southern white people of
moderate views who did not sub-
ascribe to the extreme segrega-
"artionist position were intimidated
and denied their fundamental lib-
erties as Americans" by legislatve
and administrative actions and by
"the extra-legal activities of pres-
sure groups."
"The situation should receive
the attention of all per-ems who
wish America to remain free," the
report declares.
Another aspect of the South's
resistance to desegregation is re-
lated in a chapter on the NAACP's
legal wore, in which various south-
ern assaults upon the NAACP are
described.
"For the first time in the his-
tory of the organization, the legal
department was compelled, in 1956,
to devote a considerable shere of
Its time, energy and skills to liti-
gation directly involving the right
of the NAACP to continue operat-
ing in certain states," the chapter
h./notes.
NAACP GROWS
Despite being banned in three
southern states and attacked by
various other legal and legislative
devices in the South, the NAACP
continued to grow in 1956, the
report reveals. The organization
had 350,424 members in 1956, com-
pared with 305,589 members in
1955. New units chartered in 13
states consisted of 46 branches, 42
youth councils and 13 college chap-
ters. This brought all NAACP un-
its to a total of 1,467 in 44 states,
the Territory of Alaska and the
District of Columbia.
Among Association accomplish-
ments described in the account
affirming a judgment which had
held state and local laws requit.
Mg racial segregation on Mira -
state carriers to be unconstitution-
al (the Montgomery, Ala., b u s
case), the admission of some Ne-
groes for the first time into ap-
prenticeship training programs in
non-discrimination policies by ad-
lpditional public housing authorities.The Montgomery bus case ruling
is termed "the one outstanding
substantive gain" in NAACP legal
work during the year and "the
Wis.
Friends of Mrs. S. H. Bronaugh
as well as her husband are happy
to have her here for the summer.
Mr. Bronaugh motored to Indi-
anapolis, Ind. to accompany her.
They stopped in Hopkinsville, Ky.
enroute.
Miss Marquite Bolden, daugh-
ter of Mrs. Gracie Hurst, is spend-
ing her vacation with her aunt
and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. James
Boles of Cleveland, Ohio. M r s.
Boles will be remembered as Ov-
allie Goodrich.
Mrs. C. J. Gray, flee May Eve-
lyn Hutson, and her three charm.
,
s
et 3rd Trialing children, Jerry, Frances andReggie, spent their vacation here
with Mrs. Gray's mother, Mrs. J. I •
GRADUATES ENTERTAINED
- The PTA of Lutheran Co-
operative school entertained
graduates with a banquet in
the school. Mrs. G. W. Bar-
sett is PTA president. Lovely
H. Hutson and sister, Miss Darlene n Killing Of
Also enroute to the N. E. A. Hutson on Leconte St. Old friends
enjoyed seeing May Evelyn as she Buncheis affectionately known and she 
was entertained by her sister-in-
law, Mrs. J. D. Hutson and Rev.. WASHINGTON- (AN?) -Two
and Mrs. Jeff Stwater. men charged with robbing and
GETS TRANSFER killing Roscoe W. Harris, brother.
Husband, Rev. C. J. Gray, didn't
get a chancce to accompany his
family to Jackson for he was in
the process of moving. After five
years in Kansas City, Mo., Rev.
St. Louis, Ill., where he will be
pastor of Westley Methodist
church. aNturally his family will
go along, too. Mrs. Gray taught
in the city system in Kansas City
before resigning to accompany
her husband.
Mrs. Marie Moore who resides
in-law of Dr. Ralph Bunche, will
go into their third trial on Sept.
9, after their second hearing end-
ed in a mistrial.
Harris, a prominent real estate
man of Washington, was found
bound and gagged in his office last
August. Charged with the crime
were Lindsey. McDaniel, 26,
Thomas Williams, 31, and Jackie
J. Floyd, 25, former heavyweight
boxer.
Floyd has been declared insane
on Leconte st. has as her house and committed to St. Elizabeth
guest, her sister-in-law, Mrs. Moore hospital. The other two men are
of Los Angeles, Calif. Hearing charged with first degree murder.
about the recent heat wave in LA,
Mrs. Moore says she isn't eager
to return so soon.
Noted interest of the season and
particularly the month of June,
was the beautiful wedding cere-
mony of Miss Kaye Frances Bled-
soe who was jeined in marriage 111. 
InWilliam Frank Reid on last Sun-
day afternoon at 4 o'clock at Be-
rean Baptist church. Pictures and
story will follow in a later addition
so don't miss an issue.
Let me in on those vacation examine her, the Judge said he did
plans, where you're going or not think he should force her to
where you've been. We miss you continue.
and want to know what fun you're
having.
coup de grace to the 'separate but
equal' doctrine laid down three -
score years ago in the Plessy v.
Ferguson case."
"COMPLEX PROBLEMS"
Noting that almost all civil
rights litigation in 1956 originated
in the South, the legal department
says that elthough "all the gross-
er segregation practices - in pub-
lic schools, public recreation and
transportation - had been outlaw-
ed," nevertheless "more sophisti-
cated or subtle devices were be-
ing developed to preserve the col-
or line."
The section on legal work also
points out that "cases involving
efforts to secure implementation
of the rights declared by the Su-
preme Court presented complex
problems in procedure and relief.
Although the substantive rights as-
serted were generally recognized,
there remained the hurdle of
when and how they were to be
enjoyed."
However, the legal account goes
on, "cases involving the really
hard problems of procedure and
remedy. . Aid not reach the Su-
preme Court in 1956. In fact, only
a few were pending in federal
courts of appeals. The problems
faced in these cases were raised
where the validity of certain de-
vices designed to avoid or delay




A "new step" is described in the
work of the housing department,
which concluded its first full year
of operation in 195.3. The new ap-
proach opposes "continued expan-
sion of public housing projects in
already existing Negro areas." The
desired alternative is site selection
which would lend itself to "real
integration."
The housing unit also reports N.
A. A. C. P. intervention which
halted the use of government ur-
ban renewal projects used "as a
device to set up new areas of con-
talriment perpetuating racial seg-
regation." Such programs we r e
halted by NAACP intervention in
Eufala, Ala., and Chicago Heights,
III., the report says.
Maintaining that racial discrimi-
nation in public housing projects
"persisted in many communities,"
the account says that non-discrim-
ination policies were adopted by
several additional public Issuarng
authorities. •, ,
RESTRICTIONS BROKEN
In the field of ompinyment, the
document relates tiro "Negroes for
the first time were admitted into
apprenticeehlty training programs"
In several communities.
"At the present time," the re-
port explains, "there is virtually
a systematic exclusion of qualified
Negro youtha from certain atpren-
They went to trial last month
which ended in a hung jury after
three days of deliberation.
The second trial which began
last Monday came to a close Fri-
day when it resulted in a mistrial
because one of the jurors became
The jury had been debating the
verdict for three hours when the
foreman notified Judge Bolitha J.
Laws that a member of the jury
was ill. After ordering a doctor to
decorations were by Mrs. Eth
el Watkins and Mrs. Blakely
The 14 graduates were present
ed in a receiving line which
also included Rev. and Mrs.
Skinner, school principal a a d
his wife and Thomas Owens,
class teacher. They each re-
ceived savings accounts at the
Tri-State Bank of Memphis.
Hostesses who presided over
the table were Mrs. H. W.
Sneed, Mrs. Ethel Isabell, Mrs.
A. Williams and Mrs. Marie
Little, Mrs. Barnett expressed
appreciation of her organiza-




By EDGAR T. STEWART
Of the more than 80 Negro Col-
leges and Universities, the top
twenty (20) from the standpoint
of enrollment are as follows:
1. Southern univ., 2. Howard
univ., 3, Fla. A&M unit'., 4, Ten-
nessee A&I univ. Texas South-
ern LITIIV., ti, eraine View A&M
Collet., 7,--A a, T College of North
Carolina, 8, Virginia State college,
9, Morgan State college, 10,
Grambling college, 11, West Vir-
ginia State college, 12, Tuskegee
Institute & college, 13, Alabama
State college, 14, South Carolina
State college, 15, North Carolina
State college, 16, Hampton Insti-
tute, IT, Arkansas AM&N college,
18. Xavier univ., 19, Jackson State
college, 20. Savannah St. college.
In the 'In -state we find Tennes-
see A & I university leading the
14 of this area.
1, Tennessee State, Nashville,
Tenn.,. 3,011; 2, Arkansas AM&N,
Pine Bluff, Ark., 1,076; 3, Jack.
son State, Jackson, Miss., 1,058;
4, Alcorn A&M, Alcorn Miss., 755;
5, Fisk univ., Nashville, Tenn.,
743; 6, Rust college, Holly Springs,
Miss., 699; 7, Miss. Vocational,
Itta Bena, Miss., 577; 8. Miss.
Industrial, Holly Springs, Miss.,
550; 9, Philander Smith, Little
Rock, Ark., 542; 10, Knoxville col-
ticeship training programs con-
ducted jointly by industrial man-
agement and labor unions in var-
ious sections of the nation." This
situation received a major share
of attention from the NAACP la-
bor program in 1956. ,
The reason for concentration on
apprenticeship training is found in
the results of automation, the doc-
ument indicates. It says that "be-
cause of the great concentration
of Negro workers in the ranks of
unskilled and semi-skilled labor,
the Increasing introduction of au-
tomation may result in a whole-
sale displacement of Negroes in
industry. Already there are many
such instances of such displace-
ment."
The South's failure to utilize
available Negro manpower in its
new industrial development is scor-
ed. A sparse number of Negro em-
ployes, a "limited occupational di-
versification" of such emPlo3'es,
and the denial ofeapprenticeship
training to these workers is de-
clared to be "typical of the status
of Negro employes.. in the grow-
ing southern economy."
DESERT DEMOCRATS
A review of the 1956 election
asserts that "South and North,
Negro citizens indicated through
their votes in the November pres-
idential election that they were
losing patience with the dominance
of the southern wing over t h e
Democratic party and this faction's
arrogant insistence. year after
year, that no civil rights legislation
shall be enacted by the C o o-
gress."
"Negro voters were tired of
the filibuster in the Senate and of
the rule which makes it possible,"
the report continues. "They were
disgusted with the manifesto thru
which southern Congressmen and
Senators defied the Supreme Court
ruling in the public school segre-
gation cases. They resented the ef-
forts of certain southern, states,
wholly controlled by Democrats, to
defy the Supreme Court and force
Negro children to accept inferior
education."
"At the same time, by refusing
to return eompietely to the Repub-
licans and by voting for liberal
candidates of both parties for the
notice that they expect the Re-
publican administration to use fed-
eral powers to protect their rights,
and they expect the Congress to
enact adequate civil rights legis-
lation."
The Olympic peninsula in north-
west Washington state takes the
heaviest rainfall in the nation, it
is believed, with 200 inches in
some of the wet years.
•
• Leave early on your vacation
• trip-then take it easy and
play it safe. If you're delayed
I
on the road, just telephone
ahead to let folks know. You'll
find convenient outdoor
booths everywhere. Long
Distance is fast and easy to
use. Costs so little, too.
legs, Knoxville, Tenn., 451; II,
LeMoyne college, Memphis, Tenn.,
404. 12, Tougaloo Southern Chris-
tian, Tougaloo, Miss., 364; 13,
Shorter college. Little Rock, Ark.,
176; 14, Morristown, Morristown,
Tenn., 84.
Natchez and Campbell colleges
are now Junior colleges. No in-
formation was obtainable on Ar-
kansas Baptist. These figures are
from the United States office of
Education. Bishop of Marshall
MEMPHIS - fhe first t w
scholarships in the Elks depart-
ment of Education's $100,000 schol-
arship program have been award-, in this crusade."
ed. Lee expects the drive to be in-
Recipients are Ernest McBwen terracial.
and Bobby Cain. The Elks already have a schol-
Scholarships will go to those stu- arship program underway. In all
dents who break down the color 53 students are in college under
line in colleges and universities, the program today.
George W. Lee, commissioner of Included among them are a for-
education of the Elks, said. Mer plaintiff in a Supreme Court
This is a program in which in- school segregation case and a
dividuals who are non-Elks who white student who won an Elk con-
want to help the cause of freedom test.
can participate, Lee "aid. The former plaintiff is Spotts-
"It is our plan to raise $100.900 wood Bolling and the white Mu-
in scholarships for freedom,' he dent Is WIthant S. Liaenmeyer.
i$1 Billion TRI-SIAIL DtFENDER IS
I Housing Bill 
Sent To Ike
Texas plaits to move to Dallas
Texas.
There is still talk of combining
Rust and Mississippi Industrial.
Louisiana not only has Southern,
the largest but two others with en-
rollments above the thousand
mark, Grambling and Xavier.
Jackson State graduated its first
post graduates this year when two
received Masters Degrees. They
were the first from a Mississippi
Negro Institution.
WASHINGTON - (INS) - The
Senate yesterday passed and sent
to the White House a housing tell
eral authority to help take up the
Providing $1,990,000,000 in new fed
slack in home-building.
Final legislative action came as
the Senate approved by voice vote
a measure comprising Senate and
klouse versions. The House passed
it on Friday.
The bill goes far beyond Presi-
dent Eisenhower's housing re-
quests of about $1,000,000.00 this
year. but represents a concession
by liberal Democrats who were
plugging for a much more vigor•
ouTs int.iriingersasiunr.
e would give the Ad
ministration authority to reduce
ellA down payments to three per-
cent on the first $1,000 evalua-
tion; 15 percent on the next $6,000
and 30 percent above that figure.
The present schedule calls for five.
percent on the first $9,000 and 25
percent above.
said. "We are calling on our big
name, in business, industry, mu-






Southern Bell Telephone Com-
pany have announced today sev-
eral important personnel changes
in- its Memphis Traffic Depart-
ment.
W. B. Noel, who has headed up
the company's Traffic operations
here since June of 1956 has been
promoted to the firm's General
Headquarters in Atlanta where he
will serve as General Traffic Su-
pervisor - East.
Succeeding him in Memphis as
Division Traffic superintendent is
0. W. Daniel, who has been Dis-
trict Manager for the company in
Nashville. W. M. Baker, Jr., who
has served on Noel's staff in Mem-
phis as Dial District Traffic Man-
ager, has been appointed to suc-
ceed Mr. Daniel as the Nashville
District Traffic Manager. Replac-
ing Mr. Baker in Memphis will be
J. E. Oaks, who has been on the
staff of the Tennessee Traffic
Manager in Nashville. All changes
were effective July 1, according
to C. E. Cox. state Traffic head
for Southern Bell in Nashville.
WILLIE TURNER (top pho-
to) and Earl II. Estep (lower
photo) second and fourth rank-
ed graduates respectively of
the 1957 class at Maryland
Stele college, Princess A n n e.
Md., have received at Mal of
six assistantships and teach-
ing fellowships (rein six grad-
uate schools across the coun-
try. Turner accepted an Ohio
Stale university assistantship
and Estee accepted a Univer-
sity of Michigan teaching fel-
losiship In protozoology.
REV. A. PATTERSON JACKSON.
pastor, liberty Baptist church,
49th and South Parkway, and his
3,000 members, worship in their
new church, which Is a stirring
monument to God and the commu•
Idle it serves. Rev. Jackson sue-
ceeded his late father, Pr. D. Z.
Jackson, who died Nov. 13, 1950,
The 322 islands which comprise
the Fiji colony of Great Britain
spread across approximately 100,-
000 square miles and comprise an
About 23,000 acres of tobacco important land holding in t h •
are grown in Connecticut. southwest Pacific.
OERIEL BREWING CO, INC, Lowsvint. KY.
16 TRI-STATE DEFENDER




The Council of Deliberation Val-
ley of Arkansas held the 8th an-
nual session June 22, at AM&N
college, Pine Bluff, Ark. Members
attended from the N. H. Park-
er No. 285 West Memphis, Ark.
Conaistories and Golden circle.
Mr. Sad Mrs. Monroe Dorsey, GUS
Shell., Mrs. Lucile Roberts, Mrs.
Wier B. Carson anad Mrs. Irene
IBM S. L. Hampton, pastor oful Zion MB church. Troy
Munson, president of the junior
singing, Miss Helen Marie 11 o y,
narrator. Miss Earnestine Crutch-
field, secretary of the junior choir,
attended the National Sunda
School and BTU Congress las t
week in Dallas, Texas.
! The Twi-light Social club spon-
sored a picric on July 4, on the
beautiful lawn of Mr. and Mrs.
James Townsel, of 2223 N. Au.
tumn, also a basket of groceries
Was given away to the one with
the lucky number. The president
wishes to express her thanks to
the.public and all members of the
club.
A Stanley party was given in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Caradine, of 1807 Madison, 1 a s t
Monday night. Tuna fish salad and
Ice cream were served. Those at-
tending were: Mrs. Bessie. Miller,
Mrs. Lavada Vaughn, Mrs. Erna
Harris, Mrs. Blanchie Lewis, Mrs.
Marie Johnson, Mrs. Clara Hayle,
Mrs. Leona Wells, Mts. Berry
Brown, Mrs. Leona Erving, Mrs.
Gertha Mae Batson, Mrs. Daven-
ta Varadine. Mrs. Paeline Alexan-
der, Mrs. Ethel Lee Dawson, Mrs.
Bunke Coleman and Mrs. Dillie
Rodgers.
! The Willing Workers club of New
Mt Zion M. B. church of 400 N.
Sth st. had 3 church program on
Sunday, June '30, Rev. R. C. Cox,
,of Memphis, was the main speak-
,ser. Mrs. Lula Bell Oliver, presi.
'dent; Mrs. Ella Mary Marls, sec-
:retary; Mrs. Martha Townes, man-
ger.
Robert Lee Beard. of 3613 State /
st., Chicago, and a junior at Wen-
dell Phillips High school is on his
vacation. Mr. Beard is guest of
his grandmother, Mrs. 111 a r the
Beard, of 502 N. 11th st., and
his aunts, Mrs. Leaana Ware and
Mrs. Joanna Stokes, also reside
at 11th st. Also was the gnest
Wednesday afternoon of his pal,
Tommy Parker of 208 P1. 11th st.
The women of New St. Paul M.
B. church are having a tea, Sun
day, July 21, at the beautiful
home of Mr. and Mrs. T. A.
Walker, 806 Thompson ave.
The Jehovah Witnesses attended
the World Wide Convention, Mon-
day, July 1, in Houston. Texas.
They were gone for seven days.
Eleven Jehovah Witnesses attend-
ed the meeting.
The women of Bethel A. M. E.
church sponsored a baby contest
June 16. First baby, sponsored by
Mrs. Annie Brown, $7. Second
baby, spoqsored by Mrs. Elnora
Huston. 5; Third baby, $2.57
Fifth baby. $1.: Sixth baby. 35
cents. Total 118.10.
Mr. and Mrs. Lige McGee of 2211
E. Jackson ave. are receiving
congratulations on the birth cf a
daughter, Brenida Kay McGee.
The McGees are members of the
Church of God in Christ on S. 15th
st. Rev. F. Smith, pastor.
Funeral services of the la t
Mr. James Malley, of S. 8th st.
past June 19, at John Gaston hos-
pital. Mr. Nalley is the husband
of the late Mrs. Edna Nalley. Son
of Mrs. Elcy Cody. He leaves one1
sister, one step daughter.
Other relatives and friends
survive funeral was held Sunday,
June 23 at New Zion Ba ptist
church, Simbur, Ark. with Rev.
Houston officiating.
Interment in church cemetery.
Southern Funeral Home w a s in
charge.
More than 85 per cent of U. S.
passenger miles in 1956 were by
private automobile. In 1920 it was
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ANNUAL SPRING RECITAL
Students of the Nesbit's piano
studio presented their fit t h
Annual Spring Recital, Friday
evening, June 14, at the Beth.
el Presbyterian church. T h e
students were well represent•
ed by their parents and friends.
John Bowens, its was guest pi.





Men's Day was observed at the
Chapel Hill Baptist church Fa -
thers Day by the Laymen Move-
ment. Music was furnished by the
men's group. Jesse Lee Taylor
AN IMPORTANT HILESTONE
in the history of Jackson State
college was reached during its
Its 80th commencement exer-
cises when the college award-
ed master of science degrees
5000 WATTS
spoke. Eugene A. Nesbit, pi-
ano instructor and director of
the school,, is assisted by Miss
Rosie I.. Williams and L. H.
Falls. First row, left to right:
Joyce Gatewood, Katheryn
Turner, L. H. Falls, Miss Ro-
sie Williams, Eugene Nesbit,
Catherine Gilder, Gerceda Mit-
chell and Laurel Sanderlin.
served as master of ceremonies.
Floyd Hall, pianit.
James H. Wells read the scrip-
ture and Cooper Walker gave the
prayer. J. L. Barnett gave the wel-
come and James Burton respond-
ed..Mr. Burton is from Upper Sa-
lem in Brownsville.
Remarks were by Arch Turner,
president of the Laymen Move -
ment.
Rev. C. W. Watkins presented
speaker, Rev. W. A. Allen, of Upp-
er Salem Baptist, of Brownsville.
Rev. Allen spoke on "Going Home
To Fher". His dynamic sermon
was followed by prayer by Rev.
E. Currie.
„Churches present inciuded Upp-
er Salem, Hickory Grove, Dyers-
burg and others.
in supervision and administra-
tion to T. R. aSnders, left, of
Hollandale, Miss. and J. W.
Stampley (right) of Vicksburg,
Miss , shown with President
Jacob L. Reddix of the college
WLOK
Sunday - June 1957
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7:30. *00 Southern Wonders
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11,45- 9:00 Soul Revieert R. L W
9101. 9,30 •reiridence Baptist Church R•rnot•
03010:'0 Christian Fellowship Chgrch Remote
10,03.10 50 Fere Voices Gorden
10:3011,01 Pnv Lockhart Remote
11,001103 OK Hit Parade C•ne Cole
11•511.12,00 News
1:01 Sishott Patterson Sr.','.
1,00. 1.30 Roo Darts Remote
1,30. 555 Sunda), Ct., Cale
1.51 200 News
TOO 3:00 Platter Party Can• Cole
Trio. eine Rothe%
400-430 FIR Nit Pared,
4.30 5:^0 The Young Neg•• SW•kli Studio
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Second row: Mrs. Gertrude
Foster, mistress of ceremon-
ies; Mrs. Luella Shipp, Arthur
Barr, Themas Crivens, Law-
rence Armour. Beverly Allen,
Alva Crivens, Carl Patton Ind
Thelma Crivens. Third row:
Jacqueline Joy, Francetta Es-
tes, Eva Holliday, Gwendolyn
Williams, Ellen Clark, Lore--
The men also conducted the Sun-
day night service. The sermon
then wap by Rev. L. Shephard,
who spoke of -A Glorified Father
and a Glorified Son."
Pulpit guests were Rev. C. W.
Watkins, Rev. W. A. Allen, Rev.
Ezel Currie and father, R e v.
Currie, both of Jackston, Tenn.
Financial report for the day was
$13.62.
Rev. J. H. Fenner and Pilgrim
Rest Missionary Baptist church of
Dyersburg, worshipped with t Is e
church Sunday, June 30. Mts. Lon-
nie Lee was sponsor. The appear-
ance is in connection with t h e
Building Fund goal.
Recent donations for the fund
ta Richmond, Carole Brown
and Miss Mammie Dockery.
Fourth row: Verda Foster,
Rose Robinson, Gwendolyn
Woods, Mary Morgan, R it a
Johnson, Kathan Clark, Miss
Alberta Turner, Gertha Shipp
and Dorothy Sawyer. (Withers
Photo)
to Mrs. Sarah L. Shaw included
B. C. Bishop, $1, Thomas L.
Manns, $1; A. D. Horton, .75;
Jim Cherry, .50 and Partee Mantis,
.25.
The Missionary Society, Mrs. Sa-
rah Turner, president, will sponsor
the program on Sunday, July 7s
Rosa Virginia Turner is reporter.
The M. A. club Inok a bus to
Kentucky Lake on July 4. This was
sponsored by Mrs. Walene Coats
and the round trip ticket was $2.
Departure time for the trip 5 a.m.
Another recently enjoyed bus trip
included Mrs. Cartie Rawls, Mr.
and Mrs. Pierce, Franklin a n d
Algie Leon Rhodes, all of Halls,
and others of the community.
Forrest City & Madison Briefs
*V/ CLAIR"
One of Lincoln High's sons fin-
ished medicine at the University!
of Ark. on June 9, Earl Cranston'
Clay, Jr., son of Dr. and Mrs
E. C. Clay.
Dr. Earl will take his Interp
work at Meharry Medical college,
Nashville Tenn. where both his
ing the National Meeting of Links,
Inc., held at Atlanta University,
Ga. She represents the Memphis
Links.
Our daughter, Iris Lucille, left
last week to spend the Summer
with relatives in Los Angeles.
We all mourn the passing of
parents finished. He did his pre- Mrs. Elizabeth Perry. Funeral




ihisn  OBn.inS;. tisot 
Our 
dhurecetipe.
who died last week.
st sympathy goes to
did his biology, work at Ann Ar- the family of Mrs. Sarah Phillips,
bor, Mich.; and received a mas-
ter's degree in Biology at Co-
lumbia U. in New York.
1st Lt. and Mrs. W. V. Lofton
and sons, Jeffrey Charles and Wit
ham Mann, of Lackland Air Force
Base, Texas, spent a few days
recently with the Lieutenant's




isited her dau 
of
ghter, Mrs Jim- AtArrnyBasMrs. Carrie Fe ell, St..  Lost,
my Woods recently. Mrs. Fennell
was enroute to Los Angeles. MONTEREY, Calif. — Pvt. Sans-
. . uel Roper has been selected for
Mr. and Mrs. S. Q. Broadous
and their children, Mary Delores,
Lavell, and Melvin Odell, of Port-
land, Oregon are visiting Mrs.
Broadous' mother, Mrs. Mary
Cobbage. We remember M r s.
Broadous as Miss Ernestine Mc.
Ghee. From here they will motor
to Chicago, vi here they will visit
her sister, Mrs. Estella McDon-
ald.
Visiting Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Jones are Mrs. Jones' brother,
Mason Daniel, and family of Fort
Lauderdale, Fla.
Dean and Mrs. A. A. Branch of
Tougaloo Christian college, Tot,-
galoo, Miss., and Mrs. Branch's
sister, Mrs. Marian Johnson, of
New York City, were houseguests
of Dr. and Mrs. J. E. Burke last
week. Mrs. Burke is now attend.
Chicago GI
Studies 'Russ'
an intensive six-month course of
instruction in Russian at the U. S.
Army Language School in Monte-
rey, under the Army's stepped-up
program for overcoming a critical
shortage of skilled linguists.
Pvt. Roper, son of Mrs. Alberta
Roper, 4755 S. Langley ave., grad-
uated from DuSable High school,
Chicago, in 1956, and attended
Wilson Jr. college, for one year
before entering the military serv-
ice.
Upon completing his present
course of study, Pvt. Roper will be
prepared to act as interpreter, able
to converse freely in Russian.
The Chicago Heart Association
is not a direct-aid organization.
It helps people to help them-
selves.
SPECIAL! SPECIAL! SPECIAL!
NOW IS THE TIME
To Get That Full Year's
SUBSCRIPTION
To The TRI-STATE DEFENDER
"The Favorite Tri-State Weekly"
FOR ONLY $5.00
Beginning July 1 Thru
August 31
YOU CAN GET A
One Year Subscription . . $5.00
6 Months Subscription . . $3.00
3 Months Subscription . . $1.75
Watch For Our Special
Subscription Representative




To Place Your Order
NitelyG maw Except Sunday
Thru August 27
Southland Greyhound Park -- West Memphis
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